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Foreword

TEACHING YOUNG CHILDREN To READ is based upon a confer-
ence on beginning reading instruction which brought together
professional leaders in the field of reading ancti-elated disci-
plines. Their purpose was to report on research and to review
a variety of practices in primary reading. They attempted,
where possible, to discover a compatible and workable frame-.
*ork encompassing the best. instructional approaches within
divbrgent points of view.

In one sense this publication is an open forum in which au-
thoriies with various backgrounds and beliefs have pooled their
knowledge and understanding of children and reading instruc-
tion. It is international in its scope, bringing together reports
from Canada and England, as well as from the United States.

Keynoting the conference and this publication, one of Amer-
ica's foremost reading authorities gives a historical review of

inning reading practices since 1900. Next, a psychologist
presents insights concerning the child from 3 to 8, with implica-
tions for reading instruction.

Experimental programs and research studies presented in
the proceedings include the Augmented Roman' Alphabrt ex-
perinient in London and a study involving new materials in
Canada, as well as Denver's experiment with 5-ear-olds and
San Diego County's languageexperience approach. Also in-
cluded are the dimension and scope of reading programs for
young children and a report on current practices in the United
States, plus a look at. the future through the eyes of a research
director, a curriculum planner, a teacher educator, and a read-
lug ppecialist.

This bulletin should add to the reader's understanding of new
developments in reading instruction and prompt him toward a
broader and deeper study of the problems associated with
beginning reading.

J. DAN HULL, ERIC R. BABZRI
Director, Antiltant Commissioner,

,fititructional Progti2m8 Branch. N, Division of Elementary
and Secondary Education.
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WELCOMING REMARKS
WAYNE 0. REED

Deputy Coittnissioner
U.S. Office of Education

WE CAN HARDLY OVERF1iT1 M ATE the importance of teaching young
children to read and to love good reading. There are hosts of good
enterprise4; in which schools and teachers should participate if per-
sonal growth is to be rich and full, and if our society's requirements
are to be met.. But of all the undertakinp, the art of reading is
elvrntial and fundamental, awl the teaching of 'reading is uniquely
the retponsibility of the school. We should, therefore, always give
it highest, priority.

Theie is another kind of uniqueness which one notes in this confer:
rnce. It is inspiring to see assembled- here so many of the great
eontributoes to the sciencv and art of teaching childrenito read. This
conference is R unique example of the contribution that can bp made
when the leaders in an important. field of education come together to
hammer out consensus and to shape sound patterns that will guide the
practices of many thousands of teachers.

You are addressing yourselves to major questions of technique and
managemmt. which need to be answered as fully its present knowl-
edge perTilits. It would be out of place for me to presume to com-
ment. on the questions, and you may think me naive to mention
additional matters But. vital concerns preys upon me when I consider
the great task of building into the lives of boys and girls a literacy that
is vital, constructive, lifelong, and deeply satisfying. To me, the
spiritual aspects of reading and their concomitants are of ,the highest
importance.

A child is fortunate, indeed, if his teacher has the necessary knowl-
edke and skill to guide his growth in reading; but suchiicnowledge and
skill may not suffice.. If a child has parents and tachers who tre
devoted lovers of good reading, his future as a reader may already
be assured. But what of the many boys and girls who come from
homes where time spent in reading is not highly prized and where

1



2 TEACHINQ YOUNG CHILDREN TO READ

good books are not eagerly sought as essential nourishment for active
minds? And what shall we say of those schools whose teachers are
not noteworthy and exemplary for their devotion to reading and to the
use of books for their own growth and enjoyment ?

I would hope that your deliberations might lead to a stimulating
and clarifying expression of the soundest ways to provide for the needs
of the child who now lacks the daily inspiration and example of
adults for whom good reading is a way of life. Somehow, we must,
achieve a climate of learning which nourishes deep, personal interest
in reading.

We live in a day when devotion to wholesome and constructive read-
ing can no longer be regarded merely as one among many optional
avenues -to personal pleasure. The printed page now has a very
special relationship to every person's problems and responsibilities.
We live in a tumultuous and increasingly noisy world. We are con,
tinually bombardedIvith strident, impetuous, and conflicting demands
on our time, our purses, and our loyalties. This sort of atmosphere
does cot make for the deliberate thoughtfulness, the calm judgment,
and the stable integrity which our dynamic society sorely needs today.
For these purposes the printed word is a free society's finest teaching

, medium. In these times, as never before, devoted and competent
readership is the indispensable attribute of every citizen.

4
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TRENDS IN BEGINNING
READING SINCE 1900

NILA BANTON SMITH

WHEN THE TWENTIrrH cmirruRy DAwrrEr, it found childrei) entering
first grade at 6 years of age chronologically. They were taught
reading ,immediately and all of them used a basal reader.

Memorization of the alphabet as a first step had disappeared by
this time, but in most schools children were initiated into reading
throughi drill on phonic elethents. The Ward Readers, the Gordon
Readers, and the Beacon Readers were popular. These readers sub-
ordinated both method and content to the teaching of phonics.

It is true that there were some readers at this time that required
children to memorize a story or rhyme and then to break it into smaller
units including phonics. The strong trend, however, was a continua-
tion of the elaborate phonetic approach that had been advocated in
the 1890's. The following quotation from Pollard's manual' explains
this approach:

Make reading of the first importance. Min music, let there be scales to
practice ; drills in articulation: a thorough ,preparation for reading before
the simplest sentence is attempted.

Instead of teaching the word as a whole and afterward subjecting it to
phonic analysis, is It not infinitely better to take the sounds of the letters
for our starting point, and with these sounds lay a foundation firm and
broad, upon which we can build whole families of words for instant
recognition?

1 Rebecca R. Pollard. Pollard's trithette Method, A Complete Mensal. Chicago : Western
Publishing House, 1E189, p. 8.

An intelligent appraisal of current teaching practices and needed research requires
the broad perspective provided by an understanding of trends in reading through the
years. lust such an overview is presented by Dr. Smith who reviews beginning reading
instruction and research treads since the turn of the century.

Dr. Smith is one of America's most respected authorities on reading. For many years
projessor of education at New York University, she recently became distinguished pro-
jeuor in the New Jersey State Department of Education. In her new position she will
assist all oi the New Jersey State colleges in developing and improving their reading
programs. Dr. Smith is also president of the International Reading Association.
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This philosophy largeiy governed phonics instruction in the early1900's.
Briefly, then; there were two strong trends during the periodStarting all children to read from a reader immediately upon entranceinto first grade, and a heavy emphasis upon phonics, largely of theisolated, drill typo.
In addition to these trends, there were significant influences whichpresaged marked changes in the following decade. Dewey publishedhis most important books between 1906 and 1916: Their impact wasimmediate. In these books Dewey emphasized again and again that

lthe maturation levels of -children must be regarded. For example;in School8 of Toinorrow,2 he said : "Maturity is the result of slowgrowth of powers. Ripening takes time; it cannot be hurried with-4 out harm."
Another pertinent influence which developed during this period wasthe emergence of the reading specialists as a new professional group.

Huey's The Psychology and Pedagogy of Reading,' published in 1908,was the first professional book on reading. In 1915 William S. Gray
began his illustrious career by publishing his Oral Reading para-
graph.9 TeRi.4 With the advent of reading specialists, ibeading instruc-tion was destined to receive much more careful study ; and, since
beginning reading was seen as a critical period in reading instruction,it was only naturarthat specialists should give particular considerationto this, stage of reading growth.

Another development during this period had a profound effect inshaping later trends. I refer to the birth of the scientific movement in
education. In 1909 Thorndike made the initial presentation of his
handwriting scale before a meeting of the American Association forthe Advancement of Science, and in 1910 it was published.' Gen-erally speaking, the publication of the Thorndike scale has been recog-nized as the beginning of the contemporary movement for measuring
educational products scientifically.

As a result of thesstrdng new surge of interest in placing educationon a scientific basis, together with its correlative motives for develop-ing instruments of measurement, we would naturally anticipate thatthe scientific study of reading problems would move forward vigor-ously. This is precisely what happened.

John and Evelyn Dewey. Retools of Tomorrow. New York : E. P. Dutton & Co., 1915..a Edmund Burke Huey. The Peyehology and Pedagogy 01 Reading. New York : ilacmil-lan Co., 1908.
William 8. Gray. Oral Reading Paragraphs Net. Bloomington, : Public SchoolPublishing to., 1915.

I E. L. Thorndike. The Thorndike Boole for Handwriting of Childress. New York : Bu-reau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1910.

4.)
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TRENDS SINCE 1900

Through all the years up to 1910, only 34 studies had been reported
in reading. During the 1910-20 decade, 200 accounts appeared, about
6 times as many as had been reported during the entire preceding
history of reading. These studies had to do mostly with tests and
school surveys, but these school surveys revealed a situation which-
was salutary in changingtthe character of reading instruction fQr
young children.

An examination of educational literature during the latter part of
this period reveals eomplaintsfrequent, recurring, and clamorous
concerning the large number of elementary children who were not
learning to read, and particularly about failures in the first grade.
These concerns were verified towird the end of the period through the
use of new tools of measurement. Standardized tests used in surveys
revealed that an appalling number of children were failing in first
grade. I

These three influences that I have mentionedthe Dewey philoso-
phy, the emergence of reading specialists, the first use of standardized
testswere not yet trends, but they influenced strong trends in the
years immediately ahead.

Trends from 1920 to 1930

The period intervening between 1920 and 1930 was the most dra-
matic era in American history in its effect upon teaching young
children to read. The cluster of influences which I mentioned as
shaping up in the preceding period now blossomed and bore fruit.
They brought revolutionary changes in attitudes toward teaching
reading to beginners and drastic revisions in school practices.

For one thing, a totally new concept emerged in regard to the time
at which 'children were ready to undertake reading, and a departure
was made from the tritditional procedure of starting all children to
work with a basic reader on their first day in first grade.

In the Nineteenth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study
of Education, dart I,. reading specialists recognized the "preparatory
period" as one stage of growth in total reading development, and
devoted an entire chapter to preparation for reading in the first grade
before actual reading instruction. Just 5 years later another NSSE
yearbook 7 disclosed, that one in every six children was failing in
111MMIINImmip'

*National Society for the Study of Education. Nineteenth Yearbook, Part I. Chicago :
The Society, 1920.

/ National Society for the Study of Education. Twenty-fourth Yearbook, Part I. Chi-
cago : The Society, 1925.
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reading at the end of the first semester in grade 1, and that one in
eight failed at the end of the second semester.

In 1926 the International Kindergarten Union in cooperation with
the U.S. Bureau of Education conducted an investigation on "Pupils'
Readiness for Reading Instruction upon Entrance to First Grade.'
The first, articles on this subject were published in Childhood Fduca-
tion in January,1927. Two of these articles used the term "reading
readiness." Insofar as I am aware, this was the first time that this
phrase crept, into our reading vocabulary.

By this time school people everywhere began to awaken to the need
for attention to readiness at the beginning level. A fire had been
kindled, but. it did not immediately burst into flame. A few schools
accepted the of delaying reading for all _children in first
grade until they had gone through a preparatory period. Others
questioned this practice. Investigators began to probe into the mat-
ter. A few master's theses and a trickling of articles on reading readi-
ness appeared in the late 1920's. The new concept, however, was still
in the formative stage.

In addition to the readiness concept, t wo startling new trends, devel-
oped in regard to method. Since the dawn of reading instruction,
orm,1 reading had maintained a supreme and undisputed claim over
classroom methods. Furthermore, since the appearance of Webster's
series of readers in 1778, the young`child's first initiation to reading
had been through the medium of a basal reader. Now, the experience
chart, made its appearance on the reading scene.

Part II of the Nineteenth Yearbook 8 was concerned with reading
materials. Examples were given of charts based on children's ex-
periences, and the practice of introducing children to beginning read-
ing through the use of such material was arocated. However, this

was, practice not widely accepted until much
anie other change in method was more spectacular. Oral reading

was abandoned, and the concept. of teaching silent reading burst into
our slumbering complacency like a bombshell. This change of prac-
tice was due partly to the strong new emphasis on meanings in all
aspects of education, but more particularly to the results of the new
standardized reading tests which were coming into vogue throughout
the country.

A reading test prepared for use with an entire class necessarily had
to be a silent reading test, and a silent reading test had to check
content. When administrators began giving these tests, they were

*National Society for the Study of Education. Nineteenth Yearbook, Part //. Chicago :
The Society, 1920.
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shocked to find that thousands of children could not read and that most
of the ones who could read knew little of what they were reading.
The whole problem was blamed on the strong emphasis that had been
placed upon what the educators of the time called "juggling. with
meaningitss phonic elements." And, so, phonics was practically
abandoned, and reading methods swung to the other extreme of an
exaggerated emphasis on silent. reading for meanings.

I want to reemphasize the fact that for many years we had been
starting out young children with drill on phonic elements, divorced
largely from interest and meanings. We have seen that this method
broke down in the early twenties when standardized tests revealed
that thousands of children were not learning to read. This was es-
pecially important. in the light of current demands in some quarters
for a return to phonics.

During the swing away from phonics, there were some people who
even advocated a silent-reading approach for beginners. Emma Wat-
kins, for example, wrote a professional book titled How To Teach
Silent Reading to Beginners.9. According to her method the children
never said a word orally while learning to read. The.teacher would

.show them a card with a direction on it such as "Come to class" and
would read this direction to them when it was first presented. Fol-
lowing this presentation the children would simply carry out the di-
rection whenever she held up the card.

Later, Buswell conducted a massive experiment involving the non-
oral method in the schools of Chicago. His findings showed the
nonoral approach to be just as effective as the usual way of teaching
reading, with the added advantage of increased speed.

Because of widespread interest in individualized instruction at the
present time, mention should be made of its development in the 1920's.
,The new, standardized tests revealed marked individual differences
in all school subjects. Accordingly, some educators hastened to devise
curriculums which would permit each child to progress at his own
rate. Carlton .Washburne in Winnetka, Ill., and Helen Parkhurst
in Dalton, Mass., developed procedures and materials for individual
instruction which were used widely throughout the country in firsts-
grade reading as well as in other gmdes and in other subjects.

This period of reading instruction (1920-30) burgeoned with
many ideas concerning the teaching of reading to young-children.
The advent of silent reading and the abandonment of rdienics were
sufficiently strong at this time to justify calling them trends. The

Ennui Watkins. How To Towle Silent Reading to Beginners. Cticago : J. B. Lippincott
Co., 1921

.11.111.0%
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readiness concept. and the use of experience charts both were develop-
ing rapidly and gave promise of becomin4 trends during the next
decade. Individual instruction for a time offered promise of becom-
ing a trend but did not flourish. It was to reappear with vigor in
the 1950's.

Trends from 1930 to 1940

The decade which followed might be characterized largely as one
of extension and application rather than oneof revoliition and inno-
vation. A deep concern- for reading readiness now became a strong
trend. Reading-readiness curriculums were adopted in most schools
throughout. the country, and investigators launched a vast amount of
readiness research.

Published investigations on this topic increased steadilyduring each
succeive year of this decade, reaching a climax in 1940 when Gray'"
reported 22 studies on reading readiness in a single yea.r. Since that
time the frequency of such studies has decreased markedly.

The research of this period was sufficient in quantity and quality
to yield significant information concerning the factors that contribute
to success in beginning reading. Readiness for reading is undeniably
awociated with intelligence, with Physical maturation and physical
health, with social growth, with emotional maturity, and with experi-
ential background. If there is anyone at, present who labors under
the misapprehension that reading skill develops in a separate com-
partment. unrelated to other growth factors, he has but to examine the
wealth of research on reading readiness which accumulated during
the 1930's in order to find enlightenment.

The most spectacular event that occurred in the 1930's was the
Activity Movement. This program was a direct outgrowth. of the
Dewey philosophy. Iii the activity program, children worked freely
and spontaneously and actively in following their own interests, and
many teachers became intrigued with the challenge of combining all
their subjects into "units of work."

Upon entering a first-grade clamroom at this time, one would be
likely to find children hammering large pieces of wood, painting with
kalsomine at easels cooking simple foods, modeling lifelike clay fig-
ures, sewing garments for plays, building large structures for dramatic
playall in connection with their "unit of work." Reading done in
these first-grade classrooms was largely concerned with experience

ill William 8. Gray. "Summary of Investigations Relating to Reading," Journal of
rational Research, vol. 38, February 1940, p. 5-54.
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charts, school-made booklets, and .other cooperatively prepared ma-
terials growing out Of the children's activities. Experience materials
for reading now became a strong trend.

Although the name has been dropped because of unfavorable con-
notations, the activity program made a vigorous impact on the teach-
ing of reading to young childrenan impact so strong that its influence
still continues. The Activity Movement distracted the school public
from its age-old concept of schools centered almost exclusively on sub-
ject-matter goals to schools in which consideration is given to the child,
his stage of development, his interests, his activities, his choices, and
his decisions.

In summary, the trends to be recognized during this period were:
General application of the readiness concept. and strong interest in
conducting readiness research, widespread adoption of the activity
progrm, and practically universal use of experience charts. It should
be added that, coincidental with the use of experience charts, the
method of teaching reading to beginners was to have them read an
entire story which they had composed, then to separate the story into
sentences, phrases, and words. Phonics was not. introduced.

Trends from 1940 to 1950

The world at war ! The Armed Forces charging that too many
American youth could not read well enough to follow military in-
structions; the public complaining because children were not learn-
ing to read; school people organizing clinics for remedial readitik
rases; children confused with the stress and strain, but intrigued with
the prominence of boats, airplanes, tanks, jeeps, and guns, nevertheless
wanting to learn to read and willing to be taught.

What happened to reading yistructibn in the midst of this disrupted
one in American life? The 'war years brought a strong new trend
toward more intensive and systematic reading instruction. There
was a rather abrupt 'movement away from the informal instruction
associated with the activity program, back to an almost universal
IIRO of basal readers and to more systematic teaching of reading.

Schooll people reexamined various possibilities of improvement and
decided, among other things, that. not enough attention had been given
to phonics in recent years. Furthermom, several studies had been
conducted in the late thirties which demonstrated the value of phonics
instruction. The efficacy of phonics was removed from the realm of
opinion, and phonics was now reinstated with renewed confidence,but
with a different timing, in a different method, and in combination with

71114114 0 - 64 - 3



12 TEACHING YOUNG CHILDREN TO READ

other word-attack approaches. Findings in regard to timing are
pertinent insofar as teaching reading to young children is concerned.
Two studies had indicated that children could not make the best use
of formal phonics instruction until they had arrived at a mental age
of 7 years. jn the light of these studies, ph .... was generally de-
layed until die second grade.

Children continued with chartwork. How.egakr, there was renewed
emphasis on the use of basal readers in all of the grades, and readiness
workbooks became a moat for the beginning reader. The readiness
concept had by this time become widely accepted; practically all
schools had reading programs. The subject was seldom mentioned
in research reports or in periodical writings. No new trend was ap-
parent in regard to readiness, unless it. was the widtpread use of
readiness books for initiating children into a basal reading program.

For the first time in history, the preeminence of reading was
threatened by other communication media. In this decade radios re-
placed reading lamps on the library tables of homes throughout the
land. In 1949-50, television first invaded the living rooms of America
and immediately captured the interest of c)iildren. A study con-
ducted in 1950 revealed that, on the average, children were spending
21 hours a week viewing television, or as much time as they were
spending in school. Television viewing by young children and by all
children caused musb anxiety. Certainly the wide use of mass com-
munication by ciiildren became a trend at this time.

In summary, the trends from 1940 to 1950 were these: More inten-
sive and systematic teaching of reading, the restoration of phonics
except in the first grade, wide use of reading readiness books, and
concern over the effect of other mass media on reading.

Trends Since 1950

As we move on to the present era, I feel that we are talking about
a most exciting one. Never before has interest. in readitig been so
intense and widespread. This period is not yet history. We are in
the midst of it and too close to the situation to know which of the many
influences may become trends. There are two influences, however,
that are quite distinct.

As I see it, the major influence is public pressure resulting from the
atomic age. The present effort to step up reading instruction, to
produce more competency in a shorter time, is an offshoot of a larger
motive and tempo which is controlling increased priiduction in other
aspects of American life.

ft
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AnothiSr influence which is affecting reading thought is the severe
criticism of present. methods which are being hurled by laymen and
by professional people in other fields. Many of these critics are
either uninformed or misinformed concerning the history of reading
:Ind the results of reading research. Their chief contention is that we
should return to the type of phonic instruction whidi wsis in use from
1900 to 1920.

As to trends resulting from these influences, I can mention only t wo
major tendencies, omnibus currents as it were, which include many
smaller interests and activities. These major tendencies are experi-
mentation with a wide variety of approaches, and inquiry into present
Fact ices.

As we view experimentation with a variety of approaches, we can
see that multiple methods for teaching reading are now undergoing
everimentat ion. Numerous experimenters are seeking improved ways
of teaching reading. There are phonic methods galore, and we hear

the television method, programed instruction, the linguistic ap-
proach, the individualized plan, the use of the Augmented Roman
Alphabet, and so On.

From the hist6rical point of view, none of these approaches is
really new. They are using new conveyances for old or established
methods. The various phonics methods, while having slightly differ-
ent twists, are in the main patterned after procedures that were used
in the 1910's and 19201s. The television approaches teach phonics or
provide reading exercises of types used in earlier days; only the teach-
ing medium is different. Programed instruction makes use of the
workbook idea, which has been with us for years; the children are
simply given the answers for self-checking purpoi;es. The linguistic
approach may contribute something new, but it has not done so yet.
The individualized plan is a modernized version of what Washburne
and Dalton advocated in the 1920's. The Augmented Roman Alpha-
bet is new, but. there have been other experiments in the past involvtng
augmented alphabets. Even the Augmented Roman Alphabet does
not involve a new method or procedure.

What I am trying to say is that we are not putting new wine in old
bottles. We are putting old wine iri new bottles. The substance is the
same; the container is new. Speaking metaphorically, however, it is
quite possible that the size and shape and color and textures of the
new bottles will fit much more appropriately into the decor of the cur-
rent scene. By all means let us encourage continued experimentation
with these different approaches.
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Now for the other major tendenCy of our timesthat of inquiryinto present practices. School people are inquiring, questioning, ex-amining, and evaluating current procedures in terms of changed con-ditions. They are probing to discover what modifications should bemade in the interest of better reading instruction. I shall mentionbriefly a few areas of concern and the types of questions which arebeing asked.

Reading Readiness Procedures

Many educators are asking, "Shouldn't this whole area of readingreadiness be overhauled!"
Afore specifically, inquiries such as these are heard : Does a readingreadiness test provide adequate information in determining readinetssfor reading! Is it possible to develop new and more comprehensivetools for Use in diagnosis and prognosis? Do all children need areadiness or preparatory pgriod upon entrance in the first grade/. s

readiness workbooks really help to develop reading readiness'?Could teachers do much more than they usually do in actually layingthe foundation for reading skills during the readiness period?These and similar questions are being directed toward readingreadiness procedures as a part of the inquiry into present practices.
They.deserve attention.

Time of Teaching Beginning Reading

Many studies have been directed toward the proper she for begin-ning instruction. Whether or not to teach reading to the preschoolchild is the question in the minds of' many people at present. Canpreschool children learn to read ? Is it desirable for them to do sofOf course they can learn to read. Both Pr. Durkin and Dr. Almy,whose papers appear later in this publication, have found that manychildren read before they come to school. Back in 1926 Terman in hisstudy of gifted children found that over 1 percent of his subjectslearned to read before they were 3 years old, and that 21h percentread before they were 5.
We have plenty of evidence that young children can learn to read.All of us know preschool children who are reading. There is no ques-tion in regard to whether or not they can read; the main oonsidem-tion is whether they should be taught to read at an early age.
Those who advocate the teaching of reading to riung children ex-press their viewpoint in some such way as this: "Since there is a
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greater need for ability to read well than ever before, and since the
kools are not teaching reading as well as they should, it is advisable
to begin :teaching preschool children so they will have a headstart
%%lien t hey _enter school:

Those) who oppose this viewpoint argue that the young child is not
sufficiently mature physically and emotionally to withstand systematic
teaching or reading without harmful rults. They believe that child-
hood has its own needs which should be fulfilled before working with
symbols. Winifred Bain reminds us of the present increase in
life expectancy, expressing her concern in an article entitled, "With
Life So Long, Why Shorten Childhood r

Imo

Meeting the Challenge of Sophisticated Childhood

Are we providing the yomig child with reading materials which
tiallenge his prNient-Alay knowledge and interests? This question
being raised more and more frequently.

The child of today ix sophisticated. Thematic no doubt about that.
Ills interests, experiences, and concepts extend far beyond the door-
step of his home and (Nomads with the milkman ami the postman.
The radius of his community is broadened to new horizons through
the family automobile, his personal (x)ntacis with other people§ and
places, and the vicarious experiences provided by television.

The. young child's interests are more mature than ever before, and
we now realize that his oral language includes all the sentence patterns
used in adult life. And, yet, the majority of schools start him out
reading "Shep, Shop, Good Shep," or something similar. Is it really
necessary from the teaching and learning standpoint to confine begin-
ning reading to two-word sentences and high frequency words May-
be it is, and maybe it isn't. We cannot say with certainty, but this
practice is being questioned by many at this t

As a historian I have attempted to summarize the t ret ds of the past
6) years. I trust that this summary will lend pens we to the dis-
cussions that follow. As the keynote speaker, I have tried to mention
at least some of the current approaches and problems which will be
discussed shortly by my very competent colleagues. I am certain that
all of us will profit greatly from this exchange of ideas.
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CURRENT READING PRACTIC
IN THE UNITED STATES

MARY C. AUSTIN

MANY FACTORS CONTRIBUTE to the need for continuous reappraisal of
American education. Increasing demands for excellence, pressures
from parents, and the rapid pace -ait. which society is moving hae all
focused attention upon the teaching of reading to young children.
This trend is not. unexpected, since most, educational reforms have
begun with this age group.

Current interest in the,education of 5-year-olds prompted the staffof the second Harvard-Carnegie study to survey beginning reading
practices as part of a broader study of the conduct and content of
elementary school reading programs throughout the United States.
Specifically, the staff sought to discover the extent to which school
systems provided reading instruction in kindeigarten, the reasons
given by school personnel for the inclusion or exclusion of such pro-
grams, and the nature of such programs.

Kindergarten Programs
Because not all school systems have kindergartens, the initial step

in exploring these questions *No to determine the number of the par-
ticipating systems with kindergartens. It was found that nearly 75
percent of the 795 school systems which responded to questions about
beginning reading practices operated kindergartens. Since this per-
centage is somewhat. above the national average, we should note thatthe respondents represented the larger communities of 100,000 popula-

Dr. Austin, formerly a member of the graduate education faculty at Harvard University, recently returned to Western Reserve University as professor of education and willdirect reading research there. Her paper presents results of the Harvard-Carnegie studyof beginning reading practices thoughout the United States.
Primarily a quantitative report, Dr. Austin's paper also offers insights concerningcertain questionable practices in connection with kindergarten reading instruction. Her

findings, just as those presented in a later paper by Dr. Sheldon, indicate a trend toshift into kindergarten activities formerly identified with the first grade.
16
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lion or more; however, a detailed analysis of the returns indicated that
systems in cities of over 100,000 did not offer kindergarten training
any more often than did the smaller cities in our survey.

Slightly more than one-fourth (26.8 percent) of the school systems
with kindergartens offer reading instruction to children at that level.
That is, 156 systems introduced reading to 5-year-olds. In.the other
426 systems with kindergartenz, planned, sequential programs in read-
ing were not provided. A number of reasons were given for this latter
situation. The one most frequently stated was that such a .program
was not in line with established policy based on a philosophy of child
growth and development. Believing that action rather than abstract
thinking is characteristic of the young child, these educators pointed
out that 5-year-olds need opportunities in soecial situations with a wide
variety of experiences to help them grow, Mit only in reading but also
in other aspects of personal and academic development.

Additional opinions regarding the teaching of reading to young
children were obtained from interviews with 407 educators in the 51
school systems which participated in the original field study. Views
differed sharply concerning the advisability of formal reading instruc-
tion prior to first grade. Approximately half favored retading instruc-
tion in the kindergarten for those children who appeared ready to
undertake it, but just as many totally rejected the idea of offering
5-year-olds any instruction beyond readiness. A few recommended
that all kindergarteners be exposed to a formal program.
-The 200 school personnel who expressed a qualified approval gave

essentially the same reasons as the 156 systems which introduced read-
ing to some boys and girls at this level t because many 5-year:olds are
capable of achieving more than the school asks of them, beginning
reading activities should be offered in a way to challenge their interests
and potentialities. To accomplish this objective, several educators
favored advancing children to first. grade; others supported a pro-
gram in kindergarten. None in this group would advocate "forcing"
any child to learn before he is actually ready.

The 172 respondents who, on first being 'questioned, opposed the
introduction of reading in kindergarten enumerated their various
reasons. The ones offered most frequently were thane: Formal read-
ing instruction is not in keeping with the developmental needs of
5-year-olds; kindergarten teachers are not prepared to teach reading;
and many State courses of study forbid such programs. Later, some
in this group stated frankly that an informal approach at this level
was not completely satisfactory, while several agreed that reading
might be introduced in kindergarten, particularly for the more able
children.
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Twenty-four school people endorsed reading activities for all pupils
in kindergarten. They pointed out that children usually bring to
school speaking vocabularies and language skills more than adequate
for beginning reading instruction, and that many have learned to
recognize some letters, numbers, and words before school entrance.

Nearly half of the systems which offered a program of reading
instruction beyond readiness in kindergarten did so for selected small
groups of children within the class; one-third of them carried out
instruction on a whole class basis and about 15 percent provided it for
individual children as the latter appeared ready to undertake it. In
most of these systems, formal reading instruction began during the
second semester with daily time allotments ranging from 20 to 60 min-
utes, depending upon arrangements for grouping and the number of
children involved.

Methods and Materials

More than a century ago Friedrich Froebel, the father of the kinder-
garten, understood the value of play and music in the education of
the young. He expressed his philosophy as "Come, let us live with
our children." Today, in the "Soaring Sixties," this. same idea plays
a dominant role in nearly 75 percent of the kindergarten programs
examined by the Harvard-Carnegie study. Educators in these
schools believe that there has been no change in children, but only the
environmental climate in which they live. Therefore, they claim, a
sound education should enable each child to adjust to this environment
to his fullest capacity.

Teacheis and administrators in schools which do not introduce
reading in kindergarten are apparently concerned more with the
development of general readiness for learning than with specific
prereading activities. Classroom observations, for example, revealed
that in most situations teachers recognized 5-year-olds as active beings
who learn best while engaged in active, firsthand experiences. These
teachers provide children with opportunities in which they could ex-
pend their energies, ask questions and receive answers, and learn
through observation, conversation, and experimentation. To encour-
age verbal skills, teachers expose children to short tripe, demonstra-
done, pictures, books, recordings, filmstrips, television, and resource
people. Good listening habits are encouraged by stories, poems, show
and tell times, impromptu dramatizations and puppet plays, and dis-
cussions. Informal in nature, these programs also help children to be-
come adjusted personally and socially in group situations.

I.
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When a teacher finds that some of the children can read, she often
arranges for them to read to her during the brief daily library period.
Other reading occurs when the children read their own names, the
titles of books, and labels on objects in the classroom. Some schools
are even going so far as to assign children from the kindergarten to
higher grades just for reading instruction others who "read well"
but whose immaturity precludes this sort of adjusted program remain
in kindergarten and "read at home."

Examination of the data from the questionnaires and origittal
field study brought to light other interesting information regarding
the teaching of reading in the kindergartens of 156 school systems.
Using an experience approach, teachers who were expected to in-
troduce reading to young children attempted to capitalize upon chil-
dren's interests in their homes, in the school, and in the immediate
neighborhood, their friends, pets and toys, the seasons and holidays,
and transportation and machines. Indeed, programs in many kinder-
g-arten rooms appeared very similar to those followed for years in
good first grades in developing prereading and beginning reading

Specific work was given on auditory and visual discrimination
of likenesses and differences in objects, pictures, and word forms;
?listing to and following directions; relating story events in sequence;
using context clues to supply missing words that make sense; and
others. During this period, also, varied and well-organized activities
were provided to stimulate interest in written language.

As might be expected, many types of materials were utilized. Al-
most without exception the 156 systems reported the value of chalk
and flannel boards. Charts and news stories were used extensively
to develop basic sight vocabularies. Charts with colors and numbers,
days of the week, flashcards with known phrases, pocket charts for
rebuilding familiar stories, and labels on furniture were much in
evidence before preprimers were introduced and while beginning books
were being read. Teacher-devised worksheets were employed far more
frequently than either commercially .prepared materials or mechani-
cal aids. It was of interest to note, however, that more than half of
the 156 systems used workbooks and about one-third of them in-
troduced basal readers to 5-year-olds.

That in their enthusiasm to promote reading skills teachers occa-
sionally used questionable practices may be inferred from the fol-
lowing remarks heard during the field study : "We sound like broken
records for a week, getting the children to learn the in sound"; "We
don't group for instruction in the kindergarten because we have no
seat work to give the other groups"; and "We have dumped experi-
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ence and reading charts in most instances in favor of moving into
the formal preprimers of the basal program."

Concluding Statement

Many perceptive interviewees indicated that their kindergarten
-I programs were undergoing close krutiny. Of immediate concern

to the educators were the content of their programs, the provisions
made for academically able children, measurement and appraisal
techniques, and the quality and range of materials, particularly in
literature and science. It became increasingly obvious that school
people are seeking answers to such questions as these: (1) Do chil-
dren who read in kindergarten maintain their apparent advantage in
later grades, and are they more advanced in skills development at ages
8, 10, and 12 than those who began to read in first grade ? and (2) Do
these children enjoy reading as much as those who begin later?

In an aerospace age \when educators are attempting to give- more
than lipservice to individual differences among children, the follow-
ing queries are also relevant.: (1) How can the optimum age for
beginning reading be determined for each child? (2) How can dif-
ferences in readiness be measured accurately enough to justify
delaying instruction for certain individuals? (3) What levels of
accomplishment can be expected of children with varying mental ages
and/or socioeconomic backgrounds? (4) What results can be obtained
when boys and girls are located in consistently favorable learning
environments V

To answer these and other pertinent questions, research should be
undertaken. Until definitive research evidence is available to show
the need for a change in present practices, the great majority of
school people throughout the country will continue to rely upon their
present knowledge and philosophy in determining desirable educa-
tional objectives for young children.

In the meantime, a number of steps can be taken to clarify some
of the existing confusion with regard to the teaching of reading to
5-year-olds. Each school system would do well to review and per-
haps redefine its currrent thinking about child growth and develop-
ment. Certainly, as a minimum, all kindergarten teachers must
become better grounded in reading instruction if they are to appraise
more effectively each child's readiness for beginning reading and to
provide a school program adjusted to individual strengths and weak-
nesses. Only then will they be ready to say to children, "Come, live
with us in our changing toddy."



THE CHILD FROM THREE TO EIGHT,
WITH IMPLICATIONS FOR READING

FRANCES Inc

ALL TOO OFTEN, I fear, we are prone to neglect the developmental
aspects of a child's growth. We are likely to make our judgments
according to where we think he should be. Or we try to push him
along, to teach him, so that he will progress to where we think he
should be.

It would be far betelr if we studied the child, determined his present
development and achievement, and related them to what has gone on
before. Then we could glimpse the future and could more readily
provide what he needs and is capable of absorbing right now. Growth
is, to be sure, a complex of three forcesage, individuality, and en-
vironment. Each must be considered both separately and together
with the other two. Only then are we in a position to help a child
grow in his own unity.

The ability to read is a case in point. This ability does not appear
suddenly. It does not appear merely in response to a learning situ-
ation. The organism's preparation for reading is long and elaborate.
Without the early nascent stages, the basis has not been laid for read-
ing readinisss; the beginnings go far back in infancy. The patting
of a picture in a picture book at 15 months is an initial, crude step
that includes both recognition of form and meaning. This response
is refined into pointing at a picture by 18 months and, finally, to nam-
ing the picture at 2 years of age.

Dr. 11g, a recognised autoority on the psychology of children, is director of the Gesell
Institute in New Haven, Cows. Her publications have been widely read both at home
and abroad, and she speaks from many years of close association with and careful study
of boys and girls of all ages.

Dr. Ilg believes that educators must pay greater attention to the developmental needs
of children, clot pushing than into situations and tasks for which they lack readiness.
She warns that such children may seemingly achieve quite well in grade one when the
constant stimulation of new beginnings carries them along. Some children, says Dr. lig,
might profitably wait until thi age of 9 or even 10 before receiving formal reading
instruction.

21
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This ability to look at pictures is an important step in recognizing
a symbol of reality on the page. The young child not only shows his
response by pointing and naming, but he also shows significant changesin his visual mechanism. We test these changes by throwing a beamof light from a retinoscope into the child's eye. We find that the eyeshifts into a minus projection as high as 1.00 to 2.00 D., especi-ally in the process of search. There is a definite release into lefisminus as the child points or names. This iriclicates that he is focusing
well within the page. At. an older age when the child is beginningto read, we find that the good readers shift their focus on a retinoscopic
finding to .50 to .75 D. When this does not occur and when the
cooping reveals a +.25 to +.50 1). finding, we knQw the child is focus-
ing beyond the page. Children who focus beyond the page are moreoften than not, poor readers.

Preschool Years

The early language ability of a child Also gives us many clues tohis expected progress in reading. Rapid, early language develop-
ment suggests rapid early reading. Slow language development is
very often correlated with slower progress in reading. If the com-
bination of words into sentences is slow, you would also expect slow
development in the reading of sentences. With children who waif as
late as 2 or 3 years to acquire it vocabulary of single words, it is my'
opinion that we should expect very slow progress in reading.

Early interest in books and letters also portends early and good.
reading. A 9- to 12-month infant who picks up his baby books in
preference to toys is, perhaps, disclosing an interest in being read to.
This interest in books does not mean that he will not gaily tear up a
paper book if he gets the chance, nor should we be alarmed over such
destructive behavior. This paper tearing, which is enhanced by the
paper being assembled in a book, is characteristic of his age. It does
not mean that he will be disrespectful of books at a later age. I
have seen a number of these young children who both loved books
and loved to tear them who later became very fine book collectors.

The 2- to 21/2-year-old often likes tiny things, tiny pellets, tiny cars,
tiny books. You may find him walking around with a tiny edition
of Kate Greenaway or Peter Rabbit, not because he is interested so
much in the book as in its minuteness. And he loves tiny pictures.
That is why he often likes a picture ABC book filled with little, sep-
arate colored pictures.
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A more specific item that correlates more directly with reading is
a child's interest in letters. As early as 2 to 21/2 years, a child may go
up to a bookshelf and point to the letters on the back of the books
asking, "What dat ?" I have found that the chances are good that
a child with such a pronounced, early interest in letters will teach him-
self to rend befoe.be enters first grade.

The sustained ability to sit and listen to a story at 2 and 3 years
of age offers a further clue to later good reading ability. When a
child of 6 or 7 years is having difficulty in reading, it may be helpful
to probe back into this earlier period to find out. if he was able to sit
still long enough to have at story read to him. My guess would be
that he was not, able to do so, that he bolted after a few minutes, and
that lie was a very active child. If we examinelt such a child with a
retinoscope, we would probably discover that he was failing to register
a good minus projection as he identified objects on a page; more than
likely he would be cooping beyind the page into a +.25 to +.50 D.

This is the type of child who has trouble with near visionwith
near-point tasks. The child who has trouble in listening to a story
is more likely to respond to a factual book, a book with good pictures
of things he !woks about. and is interested in, such as trains, cars,
trucks, and fire engines. The potentially good reader, on the other
hand, likew not only these factual books, but also the more imaginative
story in which he needs to project beyond the pictures, in which he
needs to hold on to the thread of a plot.

Memorizing whole stories or especially nursery rhymes in the 3- to
31/2-year-old period gives its a clue that. good auditory recall may
well be followed by good visual recall. The good.memorizers, the
Ones who 8eem, to be reading at around 51/2 until they are checked on
single words and are found to be memorizing the story, later become
the good readers.

Learning Letters and Words

A fairly common age to begin to recognize letters is at 3% to 4
years of age. It is interesting to watch the different. paiterns of learn-
ing characteristic of different children. Some recognize and choose
only the round letters, as the 0, C, D, or G. Others prefer letters with
vertical and horizontal lines, such as the T and 11. And some learn
best by associating a letter with a word that has meaning for them
such as M i8 for mommy, D is for daddy. The alphabet may already.
be gatheting meaning for some. At least they enjoy singing the song
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about the alphabet, and they may know it by heart without knowingthe letters separately.
When a 31/2-year-old insists on looking at the page being read tohim, he is beginning to relate pictures and words. This becomes apart of his listening and enhances his grasp of the story. This samechild at the later age of 5 to 51,4 can move from pictures to the recogni-tion of single words. He likes to pick out or be shown words of strongimpact such as wow or oh boy. He likes to pick out proper namesthat he has heard in the story especially because they begin with I%certain capital letter.
Five adores anything to do with letters. He spells out words: ti-o,y-e-s, or even a longer word like m-orn-m,-y. He intersperses these

spelled-out. words in his sentences and does this with such relish thathe seems to feel that he possesses some marvelous new secret code.He is indeed at. the gateway of a whole new world.
The child's progms in recognizing single words moves more rapidly

at 51/2 to 6 years. He is now beginning to recognize selected wordson a page. But he is not interested in following a line of print. Heprefers to move his eyes vertically. And he is interested in pickingout certain words at random, ones which have meaning for him, oneswhich he has picked up in the context of the story as it has been readto him. He can read the word Waxhingtan as easily as Jane if the
story is about Washington, and he can reeogniw this word because it
begins with a W W.

Immature Vision at 6

Six overcomes his unstable visual mechanism by keeping his place
with his fingers. Sometimes as his eyes drop to the next line, he tnaydrop too fai and thus skip a line. He would profit by the use of aruler as a marker. It is hard for me to understand why some teachers
outlaw the use of a finger to keep the place, especially for 6-rar-olds.When this habit still occurs at 8 and 9, of course, something is amissand it may suggest the need for a visual examination.

As Six reads be often inserts words he has just read, especially ad-
jectives, even though they do not recur. He loves repetition, often
providing it for himself. This is why lie finds repetitive primers so
congenial to his temperament.

Six often gets his clues about it word from its initial letter and
from its relative, length. A word,such as -mother is recognized easily
because it begins with an tn. Six wants to know the sound of the initial
letter. Everything about him shows an interest in beginnings. He is
oonstantly making good starts. He wants to be first. But he cannot
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sustain his interest very long, and he is very poor at finishing. It is
important feqs a. teacher to recognize that a child may do quite well in
the first grade when the conRfimt stimulation of new beginnings carries
him along. But, alas, when the need for finishing at 7 is demanded of
hin, he may fail.

Six still loves to be read to. Listening, I feel, is as much a part
of learning to rend as the actual act. of -reading itself. Unfortunately,
parents stop reading to their children when they think it will hamper
them from learning to read by themselves. The opposite is probably
true; the more experience the child has with language and the written
word, the faster will be his progress in reading.

A Look at-7-Year-Olds

The 7-year-old can fix his eyes more steadily on a page. He has
developed marked improvement in his aznity and can read little letters
with easein facts preferring them. This is the time to introduce
small letters. He is still likely to reverse certain letters such as b and
d when he writes or reads them, but he almost always recognizes his
errors and corrects them.

yen is what we call a mechanical reader. His voice sounds
mechanical as he reads aloud. He reads almost in a monotone with
very little inflection a s he links one sentence to the next and one para-
graph to the next, not wishing to stop and work over a word he does
not. know. That is why he likes to be told a word when he does not
know it. This is no time to interrupt. his flow of reading, although
he might guess at a word, since guessing is a quite typical 7-year-old
response. Seven wants especially to hold on to the meaning of what
he is reading, and this might be lost, if he stopped to work over a word.
This desire for meaning is so strong that he might. read the word
xurprine as "birthday". There is a relationship here but not a visual
one.

Seven drives to reac: the end, to finish a task, even though it may
be the hardest thing for him to do. Notice Seven's favorite words
end, finish, and la8t. Notice how he will even choose to-be last in line
ill preference to being first as when he was 6.

8-Year-Olds Surge Forward

The release, relaxation, and flexibility that come at 8 years of age is
_a welcome chatwe and so striking that it is as if a child had shifted to
a higher gear. This change is soon evident in his reading. He de-
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velops a new capacity to attack words, new words which he has never
seen. He can work them out phonetically, for he now knows the
sounds of letters and combinations of letters and is able to putt them
together. He also sees the word as a Nliole in a flash. Ile not only
sees the beginning and end of a word, but the middle too. He no
longer has trouble with Nowels. But the complications of double
vowels and double consonants st ill may elude him.

Eight reads with expression. He knows how to pause, how to drop
his voice at the end of a sentmee. He no longer links sentence to
sentence and paragraph to paragraph as he did at 7. He can now stop
and work over a word in the middle of a sentence without losing the
thread of the story. He can even stop to discuss what he is reading
without losing his relationship to the story. He loves to read out loud
to a group. He reads with greater s

Changes are also evident in his visual mechanism. He is now push-
.

ing out into.space with a more flexible, totally operating mechanism.
He has greater resiliency. He likes school, often for the first time.
He is adjusting well to the group. lie often considers his teacher a
part of the group. If she can be caught in R mistake such as R IlliS-
spelled word on the blackboard, she be.omets one of the group. (A
teacher should recognize this close potent ial tie and sometimes make
a mistake deliberately, just so Eight can catch her on it. She is then
really appreciated.) Eight often for the first time is reporting more
fully about what is happening at school. Parents report that they no
longer feel left out. This indicates that there should be closer com-
munication-between school and home, especially in the earlier grades
when a child is a poor reporter.

Although this paper is primarily concerned with the child from 3
to 8, it is important for us to consider some characteristics of older
children in order to understand more fully the younger child.

One of the outstanding forces that is operating at 8 is power of
attack. This leads to very real changes at 9 and 10 years. Nine is an
age that makes great demands on a growing child. His reading ability
often advances rapidly. He now is more on his own. lie is capable
of going to the dictionary to look up the meanings of words. He
comes to realize through the table of contents that a book is broken up
into. parts. He is beginning to know when he can skim and when he
needs to read more thoroughly. He often prefers to read silently,
although he still needs to be checked orally. Boys who have been slow
or poor readers up to now, though they have earlier shown high inter-
est and good comprehension, may now become good readers. Nine is
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eager for more and more information and is definitely interested in the
different subjects at school.

By 10 a child is normally a proficient reader. He may also be a
ravenous reader, sneaking books to bed and reading under the covers
by flashlight. This behavior usually hits its peak at 11. Ten enjoys
reading to his younger siblings and does so with good expression. He
especially enjoys biographies and, most of all, stories about the child-
hoods of great. men. lie is beginning to read the newspaper and to
keep up with daily events.

Symptoms To Study

In studying the process of learning to read, it is interesting to see

if we can relate any outward manifestations of posture and behavior
withAthe inner workings of the mind. Watching the child work with
pencil and paper, watching his eye movements as he thinks, or his
tongue movements as he writes, makes us aware of patterns related
to age and quality of response.

Let us consider the 5-year-old. He sits erect. He moves his head
mainly vertically. He does not shift his paper. His nondominant
hand is flat, with fingers close together. This nondominant hand
moves along beside the dominant hand as he writes. His eyes stare
into space as he thinks. Notice how often older children who have
difficulty in reading hold on to the restricted patterns of the 5-year-
old. Their bodies do not take on new patterns of behavior. They are,
as it were, sitting on a point with blinders on.

413y 51/2 the head starts moving from side to side, the eyes are more
fluid, and the tongue sweeps from side to side over the lips almost
in a contorted way. This breakup that begins at 51/2 begins to gather
11 direction more surely in six. His head is more often tilted to the
nondominant side as he writes. The paper is often tilted slightly.
The nondominant. hand is still flat, but now with fingers spread. The
tongue is beginning to inhibit itself, but often pushes against the
lower lip or cheeks. The eyes have wide lateral sweeps as Six thinks.

By 7 the shift of both paper and body is more evident. The whole
nondominant side is more tense. The head is more tilted, often far
over and down, almost touching the table surface. The nondominant
hand is usually more relaxed and may pin down the corner of the
paper with thumb and index finger. The tongue no longer projects.
Rather, the lower lip is drawn in. Often this movement is so frequent
that the lip becomes chapped. The eye movements shift obliquely
upward. It is interesting to try to pick out the good readers in a

7111-4.4 0 414 - 3
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s6cond-grade class. My observation has been that they reveal eye
movements sweeping obliquely upward as they calculate in their }pad,
that they bend their head, far over to the side as they write and, most
telling of all, that they have that pathognomonic sign of the good
7-year-old readerft chapped lower lip.

By 8 the child's posture is less extreme. He is now working op-
posite the shoulder on his dominant side as he writes. His head is
tilted to the opposite side but he sits erect. His mouth may be slightly
open as he works. His eyes often roll ns he thinks. This may well
indicate his newly found sense of totality, his Ability to take in a situa-
tion in one sweep. lie also uses this rolling to enhance his dramatic
tendencies.

A significant and interesting change takes place at 9 years of age_
Nine may shift his paper almost a full DO°, until the vertical side is
parallel with the table edge. His entire trunk is shifted. to the non-
dominant side so that his feet are often placed to the side, even in the
aisle. It becomes quite natural to trip others as they pass by.

Nine's dominant shoulder is thrust forward and his head is tilted to
the nondominant side. lie anchors his paper quite naturally halfway
down the vertical edge. As he writes, his head moves through an arc
from the nondominant to the dominant side, then back again as an-
other line is His eyes lost roving roll-
ing. Rather, they fixate n point with a sharp perceptual edge.. This
is not the staring into space that characterizes the 5-year-old. Five's
outer space is vague as he stares. lint Nine often says he likes to
fixate his eyes on a point so he can think more clearly.

With this type of highly differentiated mechanism is it any wonder
Mat Nine is SO ready to achieve, is so penetrating in his search for
knowledge? And is it not sad that a child who has not come into this
stage, or .whose mechanism is not capable of differentiating to this
point, is expected to achieve with energy and enjoyment as does the
highly differentiated Nine? No wonder the nonready child "falls flat
on his face." No wonder nearsightedness is often the price a child
must pay.

Interpretation and Application
4.

We must. learn how to use this developmental knowledge. But first
this information needs to be documented and studied. Teachers and
parents alike need to be made aware of these stages and manifestations.
A short developmental examination could be administered to each
child each year to find out. where and how a child is operating. This
would be most valuable in the early yearskindergarten, first and
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Fecond gradeswhen much could be revealed about a child. An inter-
view with the parents could give us valuable information about the
child's growth in the early years. With this knowledge of and respect
for the past, along with facing the realism of the present, there is no
reason why we cannot plan more successfully than we now do for a
child's future.

If, for example, we have a child who has been slow in his language
development, who would never sit long enough to listen to a story
in the preschool years, and who WAS always on the go, we are not
facing reality if we expect him to sit down, pay attention, and follow.
4Iirections in first grade, evecially when he is only 6 or 7. He simply
clutters up the classroom and becomes confused by all the meaning-
less instruction he is receiving.

We might also find that such a child has never shown any interest
in letters, that ns often as you direct his attention to road signs, his
mind wanders away to something else. We might also find that his
body, hands, and eyes do not make the shifts expected as.he moves
from 5 to 9 years. Often he has trouble with the oblique. Wholes
are broken up into parts, and parts are often seen as wholes. His 5-
)ear-old flat hand stays with him as he writes, through 6, 7, and 8
yeank He quickly spots a bird on the wing but. he cannot hold to
near-point tasks.

Givethim a machine and his mind works with facility and penetra-
tion. His electric train set is no longer a maze of switches, tracks,
and complicated setups by 7 or 8 years of age. He manipulates a
tractor with ease by the age of 8. But, he does not see those letters
on the bus he has been riding day after day until he is 9 or 10.

Might it not be wise to delay formal reading for this type of child
until he is 9 or 10, when there is something to work with/ This does
not mean that nothing is to be done during this 5- to 10-year period,
hut such children should be treated as though they were going through
all the stages from 2 to 5 which they have not yet traversed. Above
all, they should be read to or, better yet, be exposed to selective televi-
sion at a 2- to 5-year-old level, but lifted to his realm of interest.
We find that these boys, for they are mainly boys, learn their letters
at 9, read words at 10, sentences at 11, and are doing a reasonably
good job by 13 years of age. With them 13 is comparable to 7, when
we normally expect a child to be well on his way in the art of reading.

My main plea is to learn first about the child. Know him, both in
relation to his age and his individuality, and his unique way of grow-
ing. Place him in an environment in which he can move. Then, I
feel, we cannot fail ; nor can the child.
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For the present, however, much research still needs to be done.
This does not mean we are not already well on our way. With proper
placement in school and emphasis on respect for the child, many of
our questions will be answered. I feel' that curriculum changes will
then come normally, determined in large measure by the forces of
natural growth and development. .

0
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A MODER*I READING PROGRAM
FOR YOUNG CHILDREN

WILLIAM D. SHELDON

4/'
SPEND A MONTH with nie visit kindergartens and first-grade class-
rooms in the schools in a Texas town, a Long Island vi . a
Angeles suburb, an upstate New Yorkcity, and then shi the itine ry
to include a Canadian city, a Massachusetts village, and a subur in
Florida. You will come away from your visits confused by a
bewildering view of programs which include methods, materials, and
administrative grouping plans in which the only common denominator
is the children, plus the fact that they are being led, sometimes pushed,
into reading by teachers representing a variety of points of view and
educational preparation.

If you were asked to describe what you had seen, you would under7
stand my dilemma as I attempted to write a description of reading
programs for young children.

Let me describe, for example, the activities of kindergartens I have
visited in many schools in every part of the United States and in some
schools in the Province of Ontario. These kindergartens which I
visited did not resemble the kindergartens described in the books and
articles written by specialists in early childhood education. As you
recall, the isleal kindergarten was, indeed, a garden for young children.
There was no hurry to learn, no demand to conform, no structure to
confine, but instead a free-flowing, evermoving, ever-changing little

Dr. Sheldon, prolessor of education at Syracuse University, is Amer president of the
International ,Reading Association. His paper is based upon his personal observations
in hundreds of elementary classrooms across the Nation and his wide experience as a
workshop leader and director of inservice training programs.

Dr. Sheldon's caricature of current practices in kindergartens and first grades brings
into even sharper relief some of the concerns expressed by Dr. Rs, concerns which are
further accentuated in a later paper by Mrs. Dorsey.

Following his insightful review of present practices, Dr. Sheldon ofers his concept
ot a modern reading program for young children. He Pets that the key to better read-
ing is the teacher and that school systems must assume greater responsibility in up-
grading instruction in reading.
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world where children created with paper and paints, sand and clay,
blocks and toys, in a constant activity of experimentation and
exploration.

Kindergarteris Contrasted

The children were as free as goldfish in an aquarium, confined onlyby time and room and the hidden agenda of an artful, well-educated
teacher who, with great skill, helped the children move from disorderto order, insecurity to security, confusion to clarification, aloneness to
companionship, and a gradual mastery of those first elpments of com-
municationlistening and speaking. Each child made progress onhis own, and the only conformity demanded was a respect for one's
neighbor and thatneighbor's right to his own space.

The kindergartens we have visited more recently do not reeemblo
the prototype just described. The agenda is no longer hidden but in
plain view. On first glance, however, one would be at a low to describe
the changes that have made today's kindergarten so different from
those of yesterday; if you remain for a while you will notice the
changes. The children are quieter now, because one cannot shout if
teacher is instructing a group in reading a chart story or is leading a
few children through the pictures of a readiness booklet. All are'
quiet, as teacher holds up a picture and asks the children to tell her the
word itrepreeents, and then asks them to note the sound of the begin-
ning letter or the endings that rhyme..

Tucked under a shelf we can find the picture readiness books and,just to make sure, the phonics booklet& The alphabet is easily viewed
above the chalkboard, and wide-lined paper and crayons are ready
for the children to use when they copy their names or letters or
numbers.

Soon the teacher will use the filmstrip projector to show a picture
story, and later the children will re-create the story in their own words.
Still later, they will copy it from the chalkboard and read it to the
teacher, taking notice of words which are the same.

No Nonsense Approach

And then we awaken with a start and realize that this is a kinder-
garten in name only. Activities which used to be observed in the first
grade are now found here. The free-4owing unstructtired environs.
ment created especially for the 5-year-old is gone. In its place we Had
a room full of busy, directed, and important hurry. "We don't wait
for readiness to happen," they tell me; "we make it happen."
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If we return in April we find the phonics picture books gone and
now the Big Book, once the pride of the first group in the first grade,
is wheeled into position in front of 12 "almost Sixes." There is no
nonsense in the room now. Those children who are not seated in a
well-ordered quarter circle in front of the Big Book are busy printing
the text of their lak. experience lesson, or drawing lines from a word
to another beginning with the same letter, or perhaps playing "Death
Valley Lotto" with several classmates. He who makes a mistake and
matches the wrong word with a picture is banished from the game.

We have drawn a slightly exaggerated picture, but only slightly,
of the majority of kindergartens we now visit. : The reading program
begins in the kindergarten in fact. Readiness is taboo, and there is
no room for idleness. is

As we talk to teachers and administrators about the changes we have
observed, we are told that the 5-year-old has changed. He is no longer
a little helpless, bewildered infant, but a space urchin concerned about
modern affairs and ready to be taught on a level commensurate with
his maturity. When we ask, "What happened ?" we are told of the
wonders of television, the effect of other mass, media on the young
mind, the impact of travel, the hastening effect on learning of chil-
dren's many new experiences. Teachers decry the obvious backward-
ness of the old-fashioned kindergarten in which teachers actually
encouraged children to relax, to socialize, and to grow at their leisure.

Earlier research studies concerning the growth and development
of young children are no longer accepted by teachers, administrators,
and parents as pertinent to the education of today's children. Ap-
parently we have been launched into an age when maturation in the
physical, emotional, intellectual, and soeial areas can be hastened by a
new no-nonsense approach for the 5-year-old.

The kindergarten program is changing and has already changed
to a large degref It is no longer separate in any way from the struc-
tured academic program of the primary grades. It is a very real
part of it.

First Grades Little Changed

As we visited first-grade classrooms, we expected a similar revolu-
tion in methodology to be observable now that 5-year-olds have mas-
tered the alphabet, beginning sounds of words, and contextual
analysis; and have 'acquired an earnest attitude toward work. Yis,
we did find some changes in the first-grade program, but not as much
as might be expected.
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The first-grade classrooms we visited are very similar to the first
grades of yesterday. They are still dominated by the use of basalreaders and the appearance of three instructional groups. The turtles
have disappeared and are now "Johnny's group," but you-know aboutJohnny. The basal readers, preprimers, primers, and first readersare used in 90 percent of the classes we visited. Scare headlines andthe criticism of high military leaderg and university professors havecaused much phonics material to appeAr. On one table we find atleast 30 boxes of phonic games to play. In a corner we see a rack and,
hanging from its crossbar, a colorful chart with a picture of an apple
representing the sound ofift4and a halibut, the f sound in fish. A pileof folded-over phonic wirkbooks represents the morning labor of onereading group ; anotheigroup is now being instructed in the ay family.

In some classrooms there is evidence of a rejection. of phonics booksand games and basal readers. Every child is reading a book which
jiggle select4i,and he reads at his own pace. The teacher sits next to the

individual reader, listens to him read orally, and then moves on to
the next child, noting the errors in word recognition as each child
reads. The teacher plans to meet with small groups of children later
to teach certain skills they have not yet mastered.

Conversation with a first-grade teacher is revealing. She ordinarily
believes in a heterogeneous, self-contained classroom, and can teach
three and sometimes four groups of children to read on or near their
best level of instruction. Usually there is a favorite basal series for
the larger percentage of children, but many have added a second or
even a third series. About 5 percent of the teachers reject the basal
readers as a beginning instructional tool, returning to them after the
children have mastered word analysis skills through one of 26 cur-
rently available phonics programs. Approximately another 5 percent
believe in an informal introduction of sight words through experience
stories elicited from the children themselves, and then move the chil-
dren into an individualized reading program as soon as possible.

Most of the teachers rely heavily on commercial products such as
readers, manuals, and workbooks, not only for the materials of their
program of reading instruction but for method and philosophy as
well.

Programs? There are some 'coherent, sequential programs, devel-
oped by teachers and coordinated by intelligent and hard-working
primary supervisors. In these programs, teachers are the creative
designers of reading actiyities which make sense in terms of the needs
of children. Articulation between. kindergarten and firstgrade in-
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struction is aided by classroom visitations, discussions, and committee
work on goals and objectives.

What I have just described is a condition of educational flux. Ad-
ministratorsbeset by all sorts of critics, besieged by salesmen, be-
guiled by educational messiahs, and needing additional experienced,
well-educated primary teachersare now_ busy sorting out the situa-
tion. They receive assistance from able supervisors, trusting parent
groups, plus the occasional help and advice of a visiting expert. The
willing, experienced teachers somehow remain sane and rational while
the pieces fly by.

New Program Emerging

As we take an even closer look at the school scene, we see the
beginning signs of a new program emerging. This program is still
not in observable form, but the signs are sufficiently ample that what
we describe elow could be operational in the very near future.

No new reiding program can ignore the parents, the home, and the
immediate4mironment of the child. Some important projects of the
great cities concern the upgrading of the home environment of dial
advantaged children. We see evidence of efforts to expand the lail-
guage facility of 4year-old children. Communities are seeking witya:',4
to utilize procedures suggested by the disciples of Montessori. The fact
that parents want to help their children develop a better language
background is evidenced through the marked interest in several pfo-
grams and demonstrations related to reading instruction for the very
young. There is a possibility that the Denver experiment may suggest
a way of helping to create a new language environment in the mass of
homes. The use of television as a -direct means of helping parents
and very young children is just in its infancy.

We advocate the extension of the preschool clinic to include a
comprehensive study of the language development and total social,
emotional, and physical status of very young children. Among other
devices, we are advocating the use of the time-lapse camera as a means
of recording, for later analysis, the revealing actiVities of 4-year-olds
during their first visit to our schools. We recommend that, iyhile
parents are being interviewed, the Fours be allowed to play a
photographer takes motion pictures' of their activities. We need to
know much more about our children so that our programs can be
modified to suit the needs of 5-year-old children, rather than forcing
them to conform to impossible school demands.

We do not see the age requirements for admission to the school
being raised but actually anticipate that children will enter the schools
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at an increasingly earlier age. We do not view this early entrancewith alarm because the 3- and 4-year-old can be provided with
nursery school experiences which for many children are superior to the
experiences the children riow have in their homes. The Ottawa.
Canada, schools have already developed a wide program for 3- and
4-year-olds which offers an excellent .example of the positive role
such programs can fulfill for the very young.

Shorter Vacations

We see the gradual abandonment of the graded primary as a very
healthy administrative step which permits children to progress attheir own rate without fear of failure just because they do not com-plete a certain b'ook at a certain time. We envision an abandonment ofthe long summer vacation for those children who reach a crucial point
in reading development and need a few more weeks of guided learningin order to attain skills which will insure mastery. At the presenttime many of the poorest readers in a first-grade classroom reach theend of the year with little or no independent skill in reading. Demon-
strations in New York and Georgia offer evidence that five additional
weeks of instruction can accomplish a great deal for youngsters whoare almost ready to master enough basic words and analysis skills to
give them a modocum of independent reading ability.

We expect basal readers to remain the skill texts of a total reading
program, but recommend that school systems take over the role which
teachers colleges were supposed to play in the past by helping teachers
learn how to teach reading. We are convinced that the baiic problemin the actual reading end of the language development is inept in-
struction by poorly educated teachers. We do not feel, however.that a continuance of this inability to teach reading is necessary.e are convinced that short workshops, taught by able supervisorsrough assigned reading and demonstrations, canlraise the ability of
teachers to teach reading.

New groupitg procedures will develop as a consequence of the
ungraded primary organization. We could learn something about
teaching individuals from British teachers. The arrangement ofrooms and the attitude of British teachers seems to facilitate an easy
approach to individual differences with or without the use of basal
readers. They see no necessity for attempting to make classes more
homogeneous in terms of reading ability.

As for the materials of reading instruction, we think that the
knowledgeable teacher can choose wisely among R wide range of useful
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tools for reading instruction. We would concentrate on educating
the teacher in the proper procedures for teaching reading, those which
allow each teacher to select the materials which best suit each child
or small group of children. We would include multilevel
filmstrips, experience charts, teaching machines, trace books, phonic
booklets, or basal readers. These can always be considered as the
good instruments which teachers feel free to select and use in helping
to meet the needs of the children.

There is nothing gained in condemning materials. In the long
run, good teachers will use and adapt available materials to the needs
of children. ss able teachers can be tight to use materials in a

fi4

more artful n r.
We feel th levbest reading program for our young children is

one which provides for skill instruction at the proper level for each
child, one which proceeds as. fast and as thoroughly as possible, and
one whith uses reAdins as a means through which children learn the
content of subject miter while at. the same time deriving enjoyment
from books. Such a program makes adequate provision for accelerat-
ing the skill development of the able, as well as adjusting to the needs
of those children who, because of one or more factors, need co
or remedial instruction.
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BEGINNING READING WITH THE
AUGMENTED ROMAN

JOHN A. DOWNING

chicken-licken

wun dae diicken-licken

went tco the wcods for fwd.

Abel Ace wos ihaz an maxi'

fell on her pcor littl hed.

oe!" sed thicken- licken.

"the side fell on mie hed.

le must go: and tell the

One of the most lascinating experiments in beginning reading today involves the Ini-
tial Teaching Alphabet, sample of which introduces this paper by John A. Downing.
Mr. Downing u director of the Reading Research Unit of the University of London In-
stitute of Education.

Both he and Sir James Pitman, father of the Augmented Roman Alphabet, shared
their viesys with other conference partkipants. Only Mr. Downing's paper cos be pe-
sented here, bat is should be noted that so ;stuck interest has been aroused in I.T.A. that
at least two large-scale erperimentsone in the Greater Cleveland, Ohio, area and the
other in Bethlehem, test this new teaching medium in the United States dur-
ing the current school year. Other experiments with are being, planned through
the use of loundation grants and US. Office of Education hinds.

As pointed out by Mr. Downing, the crucial test of LTA. will be the ease or difficulty
with ievhkh experimental pupils are able to make the transition to regular orthography.
Results in England at this time tend to favor I.T.A., but both Sir James and Mr. Down-
ing are seeking larder, more conclusive evidence in support of this new instructional
medium.

a
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Does this version of an excerpt from "Chicken Licken" make learn-ing to read an easier task for first graders! Is it really possible thatyoung children can master such strngve-looking type in just half thetime ordinarily required tat T.O. (traditional orthography)
Experimental work in British schools seems to offer a strong, affirm-ative answer to both question& Why do its proponents consider Aug-mented Roman a boon to beginning reading? Why, where, and whendid it begin I
The Augmented Roman Alphabet, now given the more descriptivetitle, Initial Teaching Alphabet (I.T.A.), was designed by Sir JamesPitman as a more simple, more reliable alphabet for learning to read.Experimental work with I.T.A. began in London during the fallof 1960. Children in the experimental program use it until theybecome confident and fluent in reading books printed in LTA.; thenthey transfer to books printed in our traditional alphabet with regularEnglish spelling.
How can LTA. help the beginner, I.T.A. has three advantageswhich we believe should help young children toward a better start inreading. The include the following

1. Easing the initial task of learning to read
2. Reducing the ambiguity of conventional spelling
& Making the coding of English phonemes Is complex

Just how is the beginning reader's burden made lighter! I.T.A.presents fewer characters, fewer whole-word reprisentatiorut, andfewer phonic symbols. Although there are 43 characters in I.T.A.(fig. 1), children must muter an even larger number of characters inconventionally printed books, since in I.T.A. there is only one formfor each character. In T.O. there are always two or more forms foreach alphabet character. In I.T.A. capitalization is achieved byprinting a larger version of the same lowercase shape.In I.T.A. the beginner must Jearn fewer than 50 elementary phonicfacts as a foundation for word building, rather than hundreds ofalternatives in conventional lowercase print alone, and more than2,000 if conventional capitals and script characters are taken intoaccount. For example, the sound common to the words do, soo, true.and shoe has at least 18 differentlowercase spellings, plus 12 upper-case alternatives in conventional print. In I.T.A. these 30 or morealternatives are reduced to one single printed symbol for this onesingle basic unit of amid (fig. 2) .
How does I.T.A. reduce ambiguity in the code? In I.T.A. childrenare not confronted with the ambiguity resulting from the erratic, un-reliable use of vowels characteristic of T.O. Consider the variant
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sounds of the letter o; in I.T.A. this letter is used to represent only
one sound (fig. 8) .

How does I.T.A. make the coding of English phonemes less com-
plex? In I.T.A. children do not have to learn that the c in "cat" and
the it in "hat" represent quite a different sound at the beginning of
"chat." In T.O. consonant and vowel diagraplA are always printed
as two or more letters. In I.T.A., there is a separate symbol for each
of these sounds ( fig. 3) .

Another type of ambiguity is also removed in I.T.A. In con-
ventional English spelling, the basic left-to-right rule of reading is
broken in words like mine and lane. A reversal is necessary in decod-
ing the sounds signaled by silent e at the end of a word. In I.T.A. .

the left-to-right rule is never broken (fig. 3).

The Experimental Plan

The basis of the plan fob obtaining reliable, objective data for a
valid assessment of the .effectiveness of the new alphabet is a com-
parison between some 2,000 children using I.T.A. and a matched
control group using the traditional alphabet and spelling for begin-
fling reading.

In this, the first phase, the experimental schools are varying only
the medium in which the beginning reading books are printed. Inso-
far as possible, teaching methods and the language content of the
books are being held constant. The entire Janet and John scheme,'
the most widely used reading program in Britain, has been printed
in I.T.A., plus a variety of other boo 3: for the library corner.

At the beginning of 1961, education authorities in areas represent-
ing a cross section of the school population agreed to cell a meeting
of head teachers to discuss the Reading Research Unies invitation
to experiment with I.T.A. Twenty-one scho* were selected for the
first phase, and other schools were chosen to 'provide control classes
using the traditional alphabet.

Before the summer vacation of 1961, the teach* concerned attended
special, 2-day training workshops in the use of T.T.A. at which they
learned the new alphabet and the spellings. tigicl in the published
I.T.A. children's books. They were encouraged to conduct their classes
along their usual lines, varying their methods only as pupil achieve-
ment might necessitate. The aim was to concentrate on the experi-
mental variation of the medium and to hold the method constant.,fr

In England, the word "scheme" Is used Instead of "series,"-as In the Milted States.
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These procedures, teachers' meetings, I.T.A. workshops, and par-
eats' meetings are being repeated for the second phase of the experi-
ment in which over 50 additional schools have introduced I.T.A. for
beginning reading.

The design of the Reading Research Unit's experiment with
provides for two lines of control. First, each school acts as its own
control ; the results of objective tests of attainments in reading and
other subjects in the experimental classes are compared with results
from the same school's control classes of children who had their read-
ing instruction with books not printed in I.T.A. Second, matched
control schools are provided where I.T.A. is not. used at all. Teachers
at thise schools have received refresher courses, and they meet regu-
larly to discuss reading research in order to compensate for the Haw-
thorne Effect which may be generated by the training and research
meetings of the I.T.A. teachers. In this and in other ways, care has
been taken to provide comparable situations in I.T.A. and control
classes.

Evidence of Effectiveness

of course, at this early stage in the experiment only limited prelimi-
nary results can be reported. These come from that portion of the
sample which joined the research classes when the research began in
September 1961.

The 4- and 5-year-old children who joined the experimental and
control classes in September 1961 have been compared on two objec-
tive tests of reading (word recognition) and on their progress through
the primers of the Janet and John reading program. Also, at the
end of May 1962, the headteachers of 19 schools in which the experi-
mental beginners' classes were being taught to read with I.T.A. were
asked to give their "considered judgent." as to what change's, if any,
had been brought about by the introduction of the new medium. A
guide on the points to consider in making their report was provided;
and although th6 headings took the form of questions, it. was not
intended to be a questionnaire. These questions were worded neu-
trally; e.g., "How do the reading standards compare with previous
years?" and "Is there any change in the proportion of real nonAtarters
at reading?" The headteachers were asked to give their opinion on
the results of I.T.A. teaching up to June 1, 1962, 9 months after the
beginning of the experiment.

In June 1962, both experimental and control classes were tested on
Schonell's graded word reading test. The control group was given
the standard version in the traditional alphabet and spelling, while
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the experimental group took the same test transliterated into T.T.A.
Except for varying the printed medium, all conditions were held con-
stant; e.g., size of print, test environment, and other factors. It is
quite clear that the scores of the I.T.A. group are superior to those
of the control group and that the distributions are significantly differ-
ent (0.001 level of confidence). Forty-eight percent of the I.T.A.
children had scores of 10 or more words correct, compared with only
15 percent of the control group. Thirty-one percent of the I.T.A.
gtoup had scores greater than 20, compared with only 6 percent of
the control group. Scores of over 30 were achieved by 19 percent of
I.T.A. learners, but by only 3 percent of controls.

These objective test data are supported by the independent opinions
of the headteachers. Each of the headteachers of the experimental
schools reported higher reading achievement than during previous
years.

It seems reasonable to suggest, even at this early stage, that this
evidence provides a strong indication that the traditional alphabet and
spelling of English is indeed a serious cause of difficulty to children
beginning to learn to read. Further support. for this view appears to
be given by the results of a comparison of the attainments of the young
(born between March and December 1956) and the very young (born
between January and September 1957) .

The results for the control schools showed thetexpected difference
between the age groups. The young children.born in 1956 were supe-
rior to the very young born in 1957 in reading traditional print (0.001
level of confidence). However, in the I.T.A. classes this difference
disappeared; in I.T.A. classes the progress of the very young equaled
the progress of the older children.

This trend not only suggests that our traditional alphabet and spell-
ing is an important cause of difficulty in beginning reading, but it also
fails to give any support to the current notion that children with
mental ages below 61/2 years are "not read? for reading. The ma-
jority of 4-year-olds may not be "ready" to learn to reed traditional
orthography, but this does not appear to be.true of their ability to
learn to read I.T.A.

The I.T.A. pupils appear to be making much more rapid progress
in their readers than' the children who are using conventionally
printed books. For instance, 56 percent of the children in the I.T.A.
classes have reached Book 2 or beyond, while only 21 percent of the
control group have done this. Thirty-four percent of I.T.A. chil-
dren have .progressed to Book 3 or beyond, but the proportion is
only 8 percent for the control classes. For Book 4 and above, the
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figures are 17 percent for I.T.A. and 3 percent for traditional
orthography.

The headteachers of the experimental schools reported that I.T.A.
not only accelerated progress and raised readiner standards, but that
it also afforded certain.- other advantages: They were in general
agreement that I.T.A. accomplishes the following:

Raises the young beginner's level of self-confidence
Increases enthusiasm for reading and interest in books
Allows children to be more independent in their work
Results in a marked imptovement in creative writing
Permits children's thoughts to now more naturally in writing

Can children transfer their reading skill from I.T.A. to the tradi-
tional alphabet and spelling?

Thus far the evidence from our research seems to show that the
conventional alphabet and spelling of English are a source of con-
siderable difficulty in beginning reading and that I.T.A. removes these
difficulties. Since Pitman designed I.T.A. specifically as an initial
teaching medium, however, it should be used only until the pupil is
ready to transfer to conventional print. Sir James was particularly
careful in producing characters and in devising rules of spelling which
would make this transfer an easy process. He took care to make
I.T.A. compatible with T.O. by preserving the main cues used by the
readers of regular English print.

Clearly, it is too early to judge for all the children in the experi-
ment how easy this transfer of reading skill from one system to an-
other will be, but the indications from the spontaneous comments of
the headteachers in their reports of the situation up to June 1, 1962,
are that it is likely to be achieved without difficulty. Judgment on
the question of transfer from I.T.A. should be withheld until all the
children have reached that stage in the reading program.

Conclusions

Definite conclusions or even partial acceptance of current indica-
tions must b4 postponed until all the many vital questions relating
to the use of I.T.A.. for beginning reading have been subjected to the
full range of searching tests under conditions of rigorous scientific
control planned in these investigations. The first objective data from
the experimental and control classes which have been reported here
relate only to a first-phase subsample and only to the early stages of
these children's educational careers. Nevertheless, one very significant
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conclusion is clearly justified from a priori considerations and from
these early results of the experiment

The medium used in beginners' books 8eem8 to be a vital factor in
learning to read. Since most reading research has failed to control
this factor, the minted medium,, many generalized judgments on prob-
lems of rattling instruction may need to be substantially reinvesti-
gated and, perhaps modified.

. -z

One further tentative conclusion may be justified. It seems reason-
able to suggest that the preliminary data presented in this paper,
together with the a priori considerations, indicate that Sir James
Pitman's I.T.A., with its design for transfer to traditional print later,

.does appear to be promising enough to warrant a more extensive dem-
onstration and evaluation.
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READING IN THE KINDERGARTEN
JOSEPH E. BRZEINSK1

N 19601 WHEN THIS STUDY BEGAN, the Denver Public Schools had
about 9,000 kindergarten children divided into 300 classes. This study
involved 122 classes randomly assigned by school to control and pilot
groups. This assignment resulted in 61 classes in the control group
aiid 61 classes in the pilot group. Thus, approximately 4,000 pupils
were divided equally into control and pilot groups for kindergarten
instruction.

Children in the kindergarten pilot groups received instruction in
the beginning reading activities for 20 minutes per day. The children
in the control groups followed the regular kindergarten program.

When the children in the study entered the first grade, the pilot and
control groups were in turn divided into two groups. This division
provided four first-grade groups :

Group I Regular program in kindergarten
Regular program in the first and later grades

Group II Regular program in kindergarten
Adjusted program in the first and later grades

Group HI Pilot program in kindergarten.
Regular program in the first and later grades

Group IV Pilot program In kindergarten
Adjusted program in the first and later grades

Teachers were supplied with appropriate instructions and materials
for the group to which they were assigned. Children in all groups in

Educators seem unable to agree upon the value oi an early start in reading, since
research has generally jailed to disclose any long-rdnge advantage for pupils who learned
to read prior to age 6. A bold step toward settling this issue has been taken in Denver,
Colo., where 4/100 pupils have been involved since 1960 in an experiment designed to
test the value of reading instruction in the kindergarten. The director of reading re-
search for Denver public schools, Dr. Brzeiaski, presents here an interim report.

Denver school authorities offer a guarded appraisal of their findings, but report that
results thus Jar seem to favor the early starters.. Although it would be premature to gen-
eralize at this time, students of reading will want to keep a close watch on the Denver
study for more conclusive data than have previously been available concerning the
usefulness of reading instruction prior to first grade.

50
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the first grade received the same amount of reading instruction. The
regular reading progr I t detailed in the Denver Public Schools
Reading Guide and s similar to those prognims suggested in teachers'
manuals of most I I readers, with much emphasis Placed upon a
program of extended reading involving the use of individual library
books.

The adjusted program has two characteristics: (1) It was modified
to continue use of the pilot technique with adopted basal readers, and
(2) it provided for their use at an accelerated pace:

Group I provided a useful base against which to compare other
groups. Group II permitted a comparison between groups who re-
ceived the same instruction introduced at different times. Group III
made possible the assessment of the effect of introducing reading in
kindergarten when a regular reading program was provided in the
first. and following grades. Group IV followed an experimental
program in kindergarten and a program in first grade adjusted to be
consistent in approach with the kindergarten program and accelerated
to take advantage of gains made in kindergarten.

Long-Range Study : September 1962 to June 1965

To determine the long-range effects of the study, pupils tested at
the end of the first grade are to be tested again at the end of later grades
for a period of 5 years. This will indicate the permanence of any
gains made by the groups at the end of the initial phases of the experi-
ment. Details of this testing schedule follow :

October 1980Skills Basic to Beginning Reading, pretest
June 1961Skills Basic to Beginning Reading, posttest
October 1961Kuhlmann-Anderson
June 1962Gates Primary Reading
June 1962Gates Advanced Primary Reading
May 1963Gates Reading Survey
May 1963-:-Rating of Pupils for Reading Disabilities

, June 1963Stanford Achievement Test.
June 1063Number of Books Read (or other approkiate measures)
May 1965Gates Reading Survey
May 1965Rating of Pupils for Reading Disabilities
June 1965Stanford Achievement Test
June 1965Numer of Books Read (or other appropriate measures)

Although other appropriate measures may be substituted for those
listed above, the ones named provide a general indication of types of
tests to be used.

In addition to the tests administered to the pupils, it questionnaire
dealing with occupation, education, and similar matters mans given
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to the parents. This questionnaire requested information on parental
helpin learning to read and parental attitudes toward rending. This
information was used in controlling background, variables in the
statistical evaluation of experimental groups.

Objectives

Six hypotheses were formulated dealing with the comparisons to
be made among four treatment groups; the main variable distinguish-
ing the groups was the time of initial instruction in reading, kinder-
garten versus first grade. A second variable of some importance for
clarifying the interpretation-of results dealt with the program of in-
struction in reading in the first and following grades, regular pro-
gram versus program adjusted to gains made in experimental method
of beginning reading instruction.

Through this study, it was hoped to find whether or to what extent.
children who have beginning reading activities in the kindergarten
will have the following characteristics:

1. Larger reading vocabularies, better reading ability, and greater
comprehension

2. Evidence of desirable habits of reading and love of reading by the quan-
tity and quality of their reading

3. A lower incidence of reading disabilities than children who do not have
these beginning activities

The reading activities consisted of seven steps:
1. Giving children practice in using something spoken to call to mind any

word that could come next to make sense
2. Giving children practice in listening for consonant sounds at the begin-

ning of words spoken to teach what IR meant by the beginning of a spoken
word

3. Giving children practice in distinguishing letter forms and learning let-
ter names

4. Giving children practice in using together something spoken and the
beginning sound clues to call to mind a word that is omitted

5. Teaching children the letter-sound associations for consonants
6. Giving children practice in using together something spoken and the be-

ginning consonant letter or letters to call to mind a word that is omitted
7. Giving children practice in using Stgetlier something spoken and the

beginning consonant letter or letters in a printed word. to decide what
that word is

No workbooks were used in the kindergarten. It has been suggested
that the activities used in the program were a kind of oral-viguil
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reading readiness program. Since "readiness" is such a complex term
and subject to many misunderstandings, the teaching procedure used
in this study was designated either "beginning reading activities" or
simply "reading."

The method was designed to capitalize upon individual differences
innate in children. Teachers were encouraged to advance at a rate
concomitant with the interest and ability of the children. Teachers
were advised not to be concerned ov4r differences which might occur.
This meant that some pilot, group children might not be able to learn
the trial activities and should not be taught them. Others might learn
part or all of these beginning reading activities; and some might be
able to learn to read from preprimers during the last 6 weeks of
kindergarten. Teachers were provided help in making this deter-
mination.

Testing the Hypotheses
Hypothesis 1

The taperimenial groups will show significantly greater achieve-
ment in reading at the end of the first grade than will the control
groups.

A specially constructed test was used as a pretest and posttest to
measure the degree to which pupils basic reading skills prior
to and following kindergarten instruction. The Gates Primary
Reading Test and the Gates Advanced Primary Reading Test were
administered to the experimental and control groups at the end of
the first grade. These tests provided a score for word recognition
(vocabulary), for sentence reading, and for paragraph reading (com-
prehension). (These are generally considered to be important aspects
of reading achievement at tht first -grade level.) Appropriate statis-
tical treatment was given to these scores to determine if a statistically
significant difference exists between the achievement of the control
and, the achievement of the experimental groups.

Hypothesis 2

The experimental groups will have significantly greater reading
rate, reading vocabuldry, and reading comprehension at grades 3 and
5 than will the control groups.

The Gates Reading Survey or other similar tests will be adminis-
tered to the experimental and control groups at the end of grades 31and
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5. These tests will provide scores for reading speed, accuracy, vocab-
ulary, level of reading, and total reading ability. These scores will
he given appropriate tretment to determine if statistically significant
differences exist.

Hypothesis 3

The experimental groups and control groups will show no signfl,
cant differences in the number of pupils who evidence reading and
other related disabilities at grades 3 and 5.

I "

The difficulties involved in testing this third hypothesis are recog-
nized; therefore, the details of the method to be employed are being
worked out during the research. A panel of experts which may be
composed of two consultants, a psychologist, and two master reading
teachers will be employed. 'It will be the task of this panel to estab-
lish criteria, or standards, by which existence of reading disabilities
can be recognized and judged. After suitable trial of the criteria,
members of this panel may examine the subgroups for evidence of the
existence of the disabilities. In order to assure objectivity of ap-
praisal, these subgroups will not be idefitified as experimental or con-
trol. Pupils in these subgroups may also be tested for possible visual
defects by school nurses. Objective reports will be prepared by this
panel of experts.

Hypothesis 4

The experimental groups will make significantly greater gains than
will the control groups in aehievement in certain acadetnie subjects at
the end of grades 3 and 5.

In studies of this type, the longitudinal effects need to be considered.
What will be the difference between the experimental and control
groups several years later ? To secure answers to this question, the
appropriate battery of the Stanford (or similar) Achievement Test
will be administered to the pupils of the control and experimental
groups at the end of grades 3 and 5. The tests will provide scores
in arithmetic, reading, science, study skills, and social studies. These
scores will be analyzed to determine patterns of differences which may
exist between the control and experimental groups.
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The experimental groups will evidence greater interest, and enjoy-
ment in reading at the end of grades 1, 3, and 5, as indicated by the
quantity of ruuling and other appropriate measures, than will the con-

trol groups.

Two means may be used to gather needed data. First, teachers of
these pupils have been ask xi to keep individual reading records of all
independent reading done by the pupils under the direction of the
school. Second, parents have been asked to provide objective, accurate
information regarding the quantity of home reading. Other appro-
priate procedures may be devised during the progress of the study.

Hypothesis 6

The experimental group, receiving a program of instruction in the
first and following grade* adjusted to gains made in kindergarten, will
be superior to the other groups on the criterion variables mentioned
in the preceding paragraphs.

The test of this hypothesis, the import of which has been discussed,
depends upon a comprehensive treatment of the results of the proposed
study.

Method of Statistical Analysis

Throughout the study, the principal statistical technique will be
analysis of variance. The primary variable considered is the time of
beginning reading; other variables are mental age, chronological age,
IQ, and family characteristics.

Coknparisons will be made on the criterion variable (reading achieve-
ment) between experimental groups and combinations of groups. Ef-
fects of other variables will be studied in the same way. Analysis of
varianee will also allow computation of the interaction between vari-
ables. For example, it will show whether one beginning reading time
is superior for all mental-age groups or whether different times are
better for -different mental-age groups. A separate analysis of this
type will be made with mental age, chronological age, IQ, family
characteristics, each used as the independent variable. In every case,
attention will be given to the interaction of the treatment variable
(time of beginning reading) with the other variables in determining
the criterion variable (reading achievement and the like) .

Becausothe design has large numbers of experimental subjects, the
statistical work has been programed for a computer.
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Results

Because the present study is of a longitudinal nature, any conclu-
sions based upon findings reported at this time must be considered
tentat ive. Indeed, it would be well to view t hese conclusions as hypoth-
eses subject to further twting, modification, or verification.

Kindergarten Findings

An analysis of the data gathered during the kindergarten year was
made to determine the suitability of the trial method and materials
for that age level. This analysis involved a pretest administered in
October 1960 and a posttest given in May 1961. A teacher question-
naire provided additional information. The results indicated that

1. Kindergarten children could and did learn certain beginning reading

Kindergarten-age children were able to learn letter forms, letter names,
and letter sound&

2. A planned program of systematic instruction in beginning reading skills
appeared to be more effective than a program which incidentally provided
opportunity for the development of rending readiness..

Both groups made gains. Examination of adjusted mean test scores NI

ahowed the classes sii-th the planned program gained an average of
21.8 points, while the classes with an incidental program gained an aver-
age of 12.9 points. This difference was statistically significant at the
0.001 level of confidence.

& Children taught the beginning reading skills in kindergarten did not
forget them during the summer school intermission.

The poasibility existed that, since pupils in the pilot classes seemed
to learn more than the in the control classes, they would also forget
more during the summer months when they are less actively engaged in
learning activities. To test this hypothesis, 49 children In the pilot
group and 49 children in the control group were tested in September
1961 when these children had Just entered the first grade. The chil-
dren in the pilot group had kn average loss of 1.45 points, while the
children in the control group had an average loss of 3.47 points. The
difference in these means is not statistically significant, seeming to
indicate that the children in the pilot group maintained their advan-

, tag, during the summer months.

Another finding shown by an analysis of kindergarten data was
that not all children progressed at the same rate. Some children made
little or no progress in learning the seven steps of the trial program.
Some children were able to read preprimers and primers during the
last, 6 weeks of kindergarten. Most children were able to recognize
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letters, learn their names and sounds, and, with the help of context,
read words.

Analysis of the teacher questionnaires and interview data showed
that growth in reading in the kindergarten can be achieved without
greatly modifying existing kindergarten programs through better
utilization of the time presently available.

First-Grade Findings

Tests used to gather data during the first gni& were the Gates Pri-
mary Reading Test and the Gates Advanced Primary Reading Test
Analysis of adjusted test scores suggest s that-

1. The children who had the beginning reading activities in kindergarten
scored significantly better at the end of the first grade than did the children
w..Do had the regular kindergarten program,

2 Optimum reading achievement was obtained when adjustments were
made in the first-grade program to take advantage of gains made in the
kindergarten.

3. The time of introduction of the beginning reading activities had a signifi-

cant effect on achievement.. The children who were taught the pilot
materials in kindergarten were significantly twitter readers than thone
who began the same method in the first grade.

The differencvs reported are significant beyond the 0.001 level

of confidence.
An analysis of the secondary effects reveals that

]. Gina in each group learned more than boys. The overall difference in

adjusted mean scores was 9.44. Differences within each treatment group
did not differ significantly from this.

2. A positive cornelation of 0.58 was found between mental age and reading
achievement. -

3. Categorization by chronological age had no significant effect on achieve-
ment. The greatest difference between CA groups was 4.57. This differ-
ence had a probability greater than 0.10 and mum be attributed to chance.

4. There were no significant interactions. This would tend to support the
findings discussed previously.

Conclusions

Results at the end of 2 years of study appear to establish an ad-
vantage for children who had an opportunity to learn elements of
beginning, reading in the kindergarten. Use of context and knowledge
of letter names, sounds, and forms seemed to help children progress
su6cessfully whenthey began to read in books.
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A practical implication would be the provision of appropriate possi-
bilities for growth in reading in the kindergarten. Growth in reading
is too important to be ignored or left to chance, incidental develop-
ment. Result's of the present. research study suggest planning must
occur if kindergarten-age children are to experience continuous
growth in reading, colicomitant with growth in other important areas.
Experience has shown that such growth need not be at the expense of
growth in other areas vital to a sound, balanced program of kinder-
garten instruction.



THE LANGUAGE EXPERIENCE
APPROACH

R. V. ALLEN

TV hat I can think about, I can talk about.
W hat I can say, I ca in writeor someone can write for me.
What I can write, I can read.
I can read what I can write and what other people can write

for one to read.

THIS Is THE LANGUAGE-EXPERTENCE APPROACH in reading as it is con-
ceptualized by each child. It is the formula that is basic to the
implementation of the program as it has been described and developed
in San Diego, Calif., and elsewhere. Everything else that is said here
and everything that is written about it is an elaboration of this very
simple foundation.

How Did the Language-Experience Approach
in Reading Develop?

As we began the development of the design for depth research, we
became aware that most so-called research in reading dealt with the
same basic ideas and that variables tended to be only new embroidery
on the same old cloth. No one seemed to reject the basic structure of
most present-day reading programs. There was really no opportunity
for us to engage in significant research until programs which were
significantly different had been established long enough to furnish
some areas of contrast to the researcher.

The language-experience approach to mains has focused national attention on San
Diego County, Calif. The man whose imagination and understanding of children were
largely responsible for developing this approach describes it in this paper.

Dr. Allen expktins how the language-experience approach provides for sight vocab-

ulary development and phonics instruction, although the teaching ot these skills is less
highly structured than in other bask programs. He is critical of most reading research,
characterizing it as "new embroidery on the same old cloth."

Until this yew, Dr. Allen has been curriculum director for San Diego County schools;
he recently became projessor of education at the (siversity of Arizona.
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It was during a period of rejecting well-established ideas about
reading that we formulated some questions which needed new and
imaginative answers. This Beseeching for questions as well as answers
led to the description of what is now called the language-experience
approach in reading. The approach as we describe it was first tested
along with other approaches in the Reading Study Project of San
Diego County.

It became apparent to the working committees in our study that the
real issue for studies in reading instruction was not one of analyzing
two or more approach to determine which one was better than the
other, but rather to determine what each pro.cedure might contribute
to pupil development. We felt that we should include reading prob-
lems which related to the diversity of our school population and to our
inareased information concerning human growth and development.
This meant that we studied and considered many possible ways of
teaching reading--especially the beginnisgs of reading.

the research team investiga va sous "approaches to teaching
reading," it selected three for detail . study : The basic reader ap-
proach, the individualised appro : and the language-experience
approach.

The three approaches were tested in many classroomsnot to com-
pare one against another, but to give a team of observers an oppor-
tunity to analyze the use of each approach over a period of time. It
ins during this period of observation, careful reporting, and system-
atic analysis'of data that the research team confirmed the hypothesis:
There are numeroua effective ways to . teach reading in our schools.

In the years which have followed the formal study, it is the lanuage-
experience approach in reading that has continued to be of interest to
educators across the Nation, and in San Diego County it has offered
a major breakthrough in opening up reading instruction for inspection
without the handicap of vested interests in materials and methods.

What Is the Language-Experience Approach?

Briefly stated, the language-experience approach is one which
brings reading and the other communication skills together in the
instructional program. In this approach there is no way, nor any
need, to distinguish between the reading program and the development
of listening, speaking, and writing skills. The "togetherness" of skill
development makes possible the continuing use of each child's own
experience background and thinking as he grows toward reading
maturity.

4
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More than other a proaches which have been described at the class-

room operational le , the language-experience approach uses the

thinking of individual children in the development of materials which

promote skill development. It is called the language-experience

approach because teachers use as a major guide a listing of language

experiences which were selected during our study as ones which must

be developed as much as possible in order to assure effective communi-

cation in a democratic societya society which values divergent think-

ing and creativity.
The language experiences which have been selected for the basic

framework of the program are ones which, when implemented at the

classroom level, require the selection of learning experiences which

generate productive thinking, allow freedom of expression, stimulate

individuality, value ingenuity, satisfy curiosity, and promote personal

satisfaction to the extent that learning to read becomes a lifelong

experience which requires ever-maturing and more complex skills

and knowledge. These language experiences may be described as

follows:

1. Sharing eeperieneesThe ability to tell or illustrate something on a
purely personal basis.

2. Discstssion esperiencesThe ability to interact with what other people

say and write.
8. Listening to stories--The ability to hear what others have to say and

relate it to their own experiences.
4. Telling storiesThe ability to organize one's thinking so that it can

be shared orally or through dictation in a clear and interesting manner.
5. DictatingThe ability to choose, from all that might be said, the most

important part for someone else to write and read.
6. Developer spepking, writing, and reading relationshipsThe ability to

conceptualise reading as speech that has been written.
7. Making and reading booksThe ability to organize one's ideas into a

form that others can we and the ability to use the ideas which others
have shared through books.

8. Developing awareness of common vocabislaryThe ability to recognize

that our language contains many common words and patterns of

expression.
9. Repasding vocabularyThe ability to expand one's vocabulary through

listening and speaking, followed by writing and reading.

10. Writing independentlyThe ability to write one's own ideas and present
them in a form for others too read.

11. Reading whole booksThe ability to read books for information, recrea-
tion, and improvement of reading skills on an Individualized and per-

sonalised basis.
12. improving style and form --The ability to profit from listening to and

reading well-written materials.
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la tieing a variety of resourcesThe ability to recognize and tuie manyresources in expanding vocabulary, improving oral and written expres-sion, and sharing.
14. Riaditeg a variety of symbolsThe ability to read symbolsthe clock,calendar, radio dial, and thermometerin their total environment15. Studyttg vords---The ability to find the correctopronunciation and mean-ing of words and to spell the words in writing activities.16. /mpioving comprehensionThe ability, through oral and written activi-

.
ties, to gain skill in following directions, understanding words in thecontext of sentences and paragraphs, reproducing the thought in a pas-sage, and reading for general significance.

17. OutliningThe ability to use various methods of briefly restating ideasin the order in which they were written or spoken.
1& SummorizingThe ability to get the main impression, outstanding ideas,or the details of what has beengelid or spoken.
19. Integrating and assimilating rdeasThe ability to use reading and lis-tening for specific purposes of a perm:Lai nature.
20. Reading criticallyThe ability to determine the validity and reliabilityof statements.

These language experiences become the major framework withinwhich children learn to read. It is obvious that the one at the topof the list require less maturity on the part of the learner and lessbackground of experience than those at the end of the list. It shouldbe equally obvious that this program is not conceptualized as a "read-ing period" during the day ; rather, it might be described as the gluethat holds the program together. As the program develops, it givesdepth of meaning to art and construction activities; it is the vehiclefor conveying meanings of social studies emphases; it encourages ex-ploration and discovery in science and mathematics; it builds spiritand understanding into singing of songs and playing of games. Itthe "creative thinking process" at the heart of the instructional
program

What Concepts Does the Teacher Hold?

The language-experience approach is dependent on the evolvementof a conceptual framework more than on the practice of certain meth-ods or the use of certain materials. Teachers and supervisors workingin the program establish a pattern of thinking which guides them inthe selection of activities, experiences, materials, and evaluation. This
conceptual frameworkhelps teachersestablish goals for teaching which
interrelate reading instruction with instruction in the other com-
munication skills. Some of the concepts which a teacher must holdin order to work within the spirit of the language-experience approach
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were identified as follows by teachers participating in the San Diego
County Reading Study Project:

1. As a' basis for reading, the child should gain the feeling that his own
ideas are worthy of expression and his own language is a vehicle for
written communication.

2. The basis of children's oral and written expression is their sensitivity
to their environment both within the classroom and in the world at large.

3. Freedom in self-expression, oral and written, leads to self-confidence in
all language usage which includes reading skills.

4. Children's oral expression may be stimulated and strengthened through
paintings, drawings, and other graphic art or sound symbols.

5. The child's own thoughts may be used as the main basis for development
of reading materials in the initial stages.

6. There is a natural flow of language development in-children. This flow
proceeds in the following steps
a. The child's oral expression is stimulated and strengthened through art

expression.
b. The child's written expression flows easily from his oral expiession.
c. Motivation for reading follows easily from the child's seeing his own

language in written form.
d. After reading his own language in written form, the child moves na-

turally into reading the written language of other children and adults.
7. Numerous activities, experiences, and devices are used to provide for

interaction of children, such as those included above.
8. Utilization of the child's language as a basis of reading instruction results

in a high degree of independence in writing and reading.

What Are Some of the Goals?

When the teacher is using the language-experience approach, there
are three major goals in achieving a balanced reading program : De-
veloping a basic sight vocabulary and competence in using-a-variety
of word recognition skills, providing a wide variety of reading ma-
terials or integrating the various communication skills, and developing
a genuine desire to read.

Developing a bade sight vocabulary and word recognition skills.
A common goal of all plans or approaches is to help each child devilop
a basic sight vocabulary. In most plans the selection of the vocabulary
to be developed is on a basis of high frequency in -ourianguage. Ma-
terial is developed which repeats each word a sufficient number of
times for most children to recognize it at sight.

In the language-experience approach, the idea of the highly con-
trolled vocabulary for beginning readers is rejected as invalid. The
development of a basic sight vocabulary is deemed to be an individual
matter and is governed to a great extent by the oral expression of the
learner. gem oral expression the next step is writing, or recording
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the oral languagy-5. This is done by the teacher or the child according
to maturity and ability. Recall, or reconstruction of the written
language (reading), is a third step in the sequence of developing basic
sight vocabulary.

Early recognition of words of high frequency in our language is a
natural result of repetition which cannot be avoided in an environ-
ment of language production. Each child gradually gains a sight
vocabulary which is functional to him and which reaches far beyond
the words which are selected for other reading,programa Ceilings
are lifted for all children.

Among the word recognition skills which are developed in all suc-
cessftil .reading approaches but treated differently in the language

approach is phonetic analysis. Phonics instruction is a
necessary and natural part of the language-experience approach, but
it is developed froma "say it" to "see it" sequence rather than from the

. "see it" to "say it" sequence of other approaches.
The direct teaching program for phonics and Other word recognition

skills is more closely related to the writing and spelling activities where
children are dealing with the language letter by letter, syllable by
syllable, and word by word. The application is necessary and immedi-

t, ate. The desire to create stories and do independent writing provides
a powerful motivation to acquire skills necessary for selecting the cor-

; red symbols to represent the sounds of oral language. The phonics
learnings take place in their natural setting and have immediate appli-
cation. They are applied to the real language experiences of each
child, including skills of listening, speaking, word recognition, and
spelling.

Providing nugeriala far reading.The problem oflproviding appro-
priate reading material for each child in a given classroom has
and is a source of real concern for a teacher or administrator who
knows 'anything of learning processes. Within a given classroom
there may be the son of an English professor and one of a migrant
farmworker. Both have good ideas ; both have information ; and both
have self-motivation to share their ideas and information with others.
But the information shared will probably be quite different and the
quality of oral language might be poles apart. Between these two
children of extreme contrast in experience and language development
there is in every classroom a wide range of differences among the other
children.

What materials will the teacher mato help each child conceptualize.
reading as a record of oral language? What material can be selected
which will be of interest to the wide range of individuals?. How can
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a teacher have enough materials which are net too difficult for some
and too easy for others I

Professional books, as well as teacher's manuals, stress that the
materials for successful reading instruction must meet several criteria.
They must be related to oral expression, they must be interesting to
children, and-they must be easy for children to read.

Maybe you have tried using materials which have been developed
with an extremely limited vocabulary. They are easy for some, but
are ridiculous in terms of their relationship to oral expression and
interests of children. This is especially true at the beginning levels
where the concocted materials are devoid of any real meaning or
interest. There is no story, no message from an author, absolutely no
similarity to the oral, language of the children who are learning to
recognize the words.

The guage-experience approach features childrenas authors with
.unique language abilities, with wide interests, and with individual
vocabulary control built in. In the p I of dictating and writing
their own ideas, children learn to recogn enough words that they
can read what other people have written, both within the classroom and
in the world of books.

Some people might say that oral language of children is so far
advanced by the time they start to learn to recognize the symbolic
forms of _words that anything they would dictate or write would be
too difficult. But analysis of materials on the difficulty of reading
selections shows little evidence of any attention to the question, "What
makes a sentence easy or difficult for a child to read ?" It is quite
possible that for many children the choppy, unnatural sentences of
present-day preprimers and primers are more difficult to read than
more natural sentences might be. The experience of teachers who have
emphasized authorship in their classrooms bears this out.

To the extent that children petceive themselves as authorspro-
ducers of reading materialsthey are interested in interacting with
the'products of other authors. First, they are interested in knowing
what other authors in their class have produced; later, their interests
expand to encompass the whole world of authorship. Their interest
in a book is not based on the fact that they can learn how to read
but that the aillic/iii3thing_to_say. Reading of whole boo

becomes a natural desire,and-a -na urtliguage experience for chi

dren. They assume responsibility for selecting their own material
in fact, self-selection of materials is mandatory in the language-
experience approach. Many books must be in the entson-- mentbooks
that have been produced by the children, books purchased and brought
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into the classroom, books from the public libraries, and books from
home. Books must be selected with a wide range of difficulty, a wide
range of interest and information, and a wide range of literary forms.
The success of the language-experience approach depends on the pro-

illuction of a balanced program of reading materials and the use of
I increasingly varied reading materials.

A Developing motivation for reading. Motivation for reading is stim-
tOated through the child's realiiation that his oral language expression,
(based upon his own experiences and thought, can be written and read,
land that he can read the thoughts and ideas of others,. This ig quite
different from approaches where children are motivated to read by
being helped to see the relationship of their own experiences to the
story selection to be read. It assures active participation in a develop-
mental reading program at an earlier ageat any age that a child is
interestedin dictating and observing his own language being made
into reading. It has built-in success from the beginning and for
every child. There is no need to ask a child to reconstruct his language
(read it) until he gives evidence of a desire to do so. Success, im-
mediate reinforcement, involvement of self, and interaction with others
are forces which are ever present. The power in the program is self-
generated.

How Can the Classroom Be Organized?
-

Classroom organizition must be adapted to serve an approach which
does not require regular reading periods and followup activities each
day for every child. Ormization, materials, and facilities must be
provided for a strong emphasis on production of materials. Such
a program does not require the kind of information which is sup-
posedly collected by the use of readiness tests and achievement testa.
Ability grouping within the classroom for direct reading instruction
is considered to be not only unnecessary, but highly undesirable.
Grouping processes are used to facilitate the work of production.
They do not dominate the program to the extent that they build into
children self-perceptions which are damaging to them in their lan-
guage development.

To accompany the emphasis on production, there must be plenty
of writing materials and a plan for their distribution. A variety of
reading materials for information, recreation, and skill development
is essential. The program is incomplete until there is provision of
sharing, disOussing, and interacting of ideas, thoughts, and concerns..

'
1
of children in the class with the ideas, thoughts, and concerns of good
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adult authors. Usually this requires that the teacher read some good
literature to the children each day.

How Can Pupil Progress Be Evaluated?.

A program based on the gradual maturing of language experiences
of children must be evaluated on a broader base than that offered by

standardized tests of reading achievement. This base rests on the
following understandings:

1. Ability to e.rpress personal ideas in oral and written form is a con-
tinuing expectancy.

2 Development of a positive attitude toward reading of many types and
for many purposes is a measure at growth.

S. Evidence}s sought that students are gaining in self-confidence, in valu-
ing their ability to communicate their own ideas, and in their interest
in the ideas of other people.

4. Choosing reading for information, for recreation, and for the improve-
ment of skills is considered just as significant as evidence that one has
the ability to read.

5. Interpretation of content of reading is expected along with simple
comprehension.

& Clarity of ideas, quality of erpreseion,,and correctness of language are
expected as well.as ability to use word recognition skills for oral and
silent reading of prepared materials.

The teacher has multiple clues of progress in skill development and
creative thinking which are not present in reading programs where
children are always working with and reworking other people's lan-
guage. When there is a balance in the classroom between producing
and using language, there are signs of development which do not
appear when children deal daily with the task of trying to fit someone
else's answers to someone else's questions.

What Is Ahead?

We are not sure of what lies ahead, but we welcome the opportunity
to stand at the edge of mystery in such fascinating work--the teaching
of young children.
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LEARNING FACTORS IN BEGINNING
READING

DONALD D. DURRELL

THE PROBLEMS OF BEGINNING READING INSTRUCTION have been greatly
overdramatized. There are many communities in all parts of the
country in which reading failure is seldom encountered in the first
grade. All that we need is efficient instruction which is adjusted to
individual subskill needs and which conforms to the nature of the
learning task. The nonreader is a child who has been inadequately
served in the classroom.

Of the hundreds of nonreaders coming to our clinic during the past
30 years, most could have avoided reading difficulty. In every case
there were obvious weaknesses in the subskills of reading, sufficiently
serious to account for the difficulty. Nearly all responded to effective
skills instruction closely adjusted to their learning needs. The only
exceptions were children with uncorrected sensory and physical hand-
icaps, and these were very rare. Psychological, psychiatric, neuro-
logical, and sociological explanations of reading failure appear to us
to be unimportant and misleading. ' Nor do we find any need for
restructuring the nature of Eng lish orthography to simplify the read-
ing task.

The two major weaknesses of nonreaders are the inability to identify
separate sounds in spoken words and the lack of familiarity with
printed letter's. Roth of these difficulties may be identified in the
first week of the first grade, and suitable instruction may be given to
assure success in beginning reading.ISAMU! Early identification

Numbers are keyed to the references in the Bibliography at the end of this article.

Dr. Durrell, professor 01 education at Boston University, has worked for many years
in the field of readinc, in both classroom and clinic. This paper is based upon not
only his wide experience but also the studies of masters and doctoral students working
under his direction.

He has concluded that auditory perception u the most important, yet most seriously
neglected, subskill in beginning reading. Dr. Durrell thinks that parents and kinder-
garten teachers should instruct children in letter Acmes and sounds, also teaching them
to write each letter.

He believes that efficient teaching, tail4red to the instructional needs of children,
would eliminate nearly all reading failures.

71
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and correction of weaknesses in word perception, combined with a bal-anced and differentiated program of beginning reading, will elimi-nate reading failures and produce achievement far above the presentnational norms.

Essential Preptual Abilities in Beginning Reading
In my opinion, the major subskill in which nonreaders are weak isability to detect the auditory patterns of spoken words. Most begin-ning reading disc ties are essentially auditory failures, rather thanvisual failures. The fact that a child has clear speech and a widespeaking vocabulary does not assure the ability to notice the separate

sounds in words.215 The ftct that a child can carry a tune, singingall the notes perfectly, does not indicate that he recognizes fsharp,g, a, or b-flat. The child learns to speak by imitation of syllables; heis not aware of the separate sounds in words.
The simplest test to illustrate this point is to provide the nonreader,who has been taught letter names and sounds, with four letters oncardssay f, g, m., and b. He will be able to hold up the letters you

name, and he will also hold up the right letters for the sounds given.
But he will not know what to hold up when you ask him for the first
letter in magic or machine, fountain or fast,butter or bacon. If per-
chance he has mastered the initial sounds of words, ask for the last
letter in half, steam, knob, or flag. The same weakness may be discov-
ered in later grades by asking the child to write the first and last letter,
or the first two and the last two letters, in words pronounced for him.
This difficulty may be overcome readily by suitable ear training, in-
cluding a speech-kinesthetic approach."

The auditory factor is not. only the most important, but also the most
seriously neglected subskill in beginning reading. The primary sym-
bolic language is speech, and from this we transfer to print. If there
are defects in the perception of the separate elements in the spoken
word, there is little possibility of developing either good reading or
good spelling, regardless of the method chosen. A good ear for sounds
is particularly important in learning to read a language with variable
spellings of the same sound.i" If a child's ear is good, it does
not.distress him to discover that the "air" sound is spelled differently
in chair, care, bear, where, or their; theyAre all ways of spelling the
same sound. Such a child is no more troubled with the 'act that
the a-8 sound Is sometimes spelled c than with the fact that capital and
lowercase forms of many letters are different.
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It is important to note that effective phonics moves forward from
sound to print, not backward from print to sound. A speech-based
phonics program begins with listening for sounds in words, then moves
to the ways the words are spelled in print. This acquaints the child at
once with the fact that the sounds are spelled differently in the most
common words in beginning reading. An early acquaintance with the
variable spelling of sounds, by moving from spoken words toprinted
words, provides the child with the basis for inductive learning of
phonics. It appears to eliminate confusions rather than to induce
them.21

The backward approachfroni print to soundis filled with con-
fusions and inconsistencies. If a child is taught that 8 says 8-8, he is
confused by has, mere, easy, sugar, and all of the plurals in which 8

says 2-2. Vowel variations become utterly confusing in a print-to-
sound approach, and require a maze of rules and exceptions which
lead to confusion.

Emphasis on meaning and imagery related to words is highly impor-
tant in the sound-to-print approach, as it is in all phonics approaches.
The examiikation of either the auditory or visual anatom of a word
tends to diminish its meaning, with the result that the child is work-
ing with sound gulps or letter collections rather than with meaning-
ful words. The addition of imagery and meaning makes the learning
of words much easier.414 We have found that increasing the imagery
surrounding words is the surest way of improving spelling, as well
as assuring its transfer to writing. Good spellers in intermediate
grades are those who have developed a "variable phonics" ability;
they are more skilled at identifying homophones.8 This ability has
been developed inductively through noticing the several ways that
sounds are spelled.

Obviously, reading is visual as well as auditory, and requires the
ability to differentiate letters and to notice their order in words. The
adult who tries to read Greek or Sanskrit without knowing the dif-
ferent letters can appreciate the task of the child unfamiliar with
letters. If a -child can tell the names of letters or identify letters
named, his chances of reading are enhanced. If he can both name and
write letters, his chances are good indeed. September tests/of letters
named correlate higher with June first-grade reading achievement
than do tests of mental age."9"*1"

is

Probably one of the most valuable abilities that the home or kinder-.
garter can contribute to success in beginning reading is the ability to
name and to write letters. It is difficult to understand the reluctance
in some quarters to teach letter names. Not only are words more
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clearly perceived when letters are familiar, but letter names also pro-
vide a clue to phonics since each letter nameexcept h and w--con-
tains one of its soundg. Furthermore, letter names are permanent and
are highly useful in many activities.

An efficient beginning reading program is characterized as much
by what it omits as by what it includes. We consider most of the
activities in reading readiness books inefficient or relatively useless.
Even though they may have values in themselves, the following
reading readiness exercises have little relation to success in beginning
reading : language development through pictures; visual discrimina-
tion of pictures and nonword forms; identification of nonword sounds;
various motor abilities.121 We avoid the teaching of word sounds by
relating them to pictured objects it seems more efficient to relate them
to printed words high in imagery. This not only relates the sound
element directly to the letter in a whole word, but it also enables the
rapid learner to acquire a sight vocabulary 'while the slower learner
is identifying the word sound. This provision for differential learn-
ing is particularly important when /phonics lessons are presented to
groups of pupils of differing ability.

Differentiation of Instruction in Classrooms

When one moves from individual tutoring to group instruction
in the classroom, the problem of differentiating instruction becomes
paramount. In individual tutoring, teaching is always fitted to the
exact level of achievement and the density of practice, to need for
mastery ; each item in subskills development is observed and immediate
adjustments are made; every explanation and practice is pertinent to
individual need, and it is always the child's turn. These conditions
of learning are difficult to meet in the classroom with groups of 25
to 30 or more children. While the author of a basal reader may
develop an orderly sequence of practices, this admirable sequence
seldom fits any child accurately. It requires much intelligent supple
menting and mangement if it is to fit different subekill needs, levels
of achievement, and progress iatese Its reading readiness program
often is unnecesary for superior pupils and grossly inadequate for
slower ones. If is essentially amass- instructional tool, with "sug-
gestions" for providing for individual differences.

The superior first-grade reading program is characterized by skilled
differentiation of instruction. Differences in letter knowledge and in
auditory perception of separate sounds in words are discovered the
first week of school. Rate of learning words is also measured. Chil-
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dren high in learning rate are always found to be higher in letter
knoWledge and ear-for-sounds; for these children, reading instruction
begins at once. Children lacking letter knowledge and an ear-for-
sounds are started immediately in the sound-to-print approach to
reading. The most frequent sounds are taught first and density of
practice is adjusted to mastery.

Every-pupil-response techniques are used to avoid taking turns and
to permit easy observation of individual difficulties.. For example,
each child holds up the letter with which the following words begin
candy, meat, milk, cake, corns melon, marmalade, cabbage, cookies
all things to eat.

In applied phonics, which follows as soon as each sound is clearly
identified, children are shown words which end in the same phono-
gram but differ in initial sound; for example, band, hand, sand. Each
word has a number below it. The children are told that all of these
words end in "and" like land and stand. Context clues are provided
by questions, such as the following : "Which of these makes music?
Which would you find at the beach g Which would you put a mitten
on ?" The children respond showing the number of the word, and the
response is verified by the teacher. No child waits for another ; there
are no hands waving, no walks to the blackboard or card tray. Every-
pupil responses are used for review of sight vocabulary, again with
response to meaning, usually indicated by yes-no cards. For example,
when the word mouse is presented for review, the request is "Would
you like this for lunch ?" rather than "What is this word?"

This same concern for intensity of practice, permitting each child
to be an active learner at all times, calls for much work by pupils in
pairs or teams of three!' Oral reading is done in pairs, avoiding
a long wait for one's turn. Workbook exercises are also done in pairs,
providing for mutual aid in learning. A superior reader who is a
word consultant" may be stationed near groups of slower pupils.

Every effort is made to design lessons which increase the amount of
reading by. each pupil. Various forms of individualized reading are
used for the superior pupils, alttiough we find that pupils enjoy part-
ners in independent reading so that th6y can woak together on report-
ing tasks.

Although such intensive instruction may sound like "pressure," it
is actually the reverse. All children prefer to be active than to wait;
stnd successful learning is the most exhilarating aid satisfying activity
in which a child can engage. But the key itiNucceisful learning, and
this depends upon close adjustment to level, to progress rates, and to
subskill weaknesses. Meaning must be kept high, for the content

718-11114 0 - 1141 -
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of reading is more important than the symbols. The children should
use "discovery" techniques, and there should be a variety of reading
activities.
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CHILDREN WHO/ READ
BEFORE FIRST GRADE

DOLORES DUKKIN

1 JIB IS A REPORT OF FINDINGS from the first of two longitudinal
studies concerned with early reading ability. This study has at-
tempted to answer the following questions' during the 4 yea.r4 our
findings have accumulated:

1. How many children first learn to read at home and enter the first- grade
with some achievement in reading?

2. How advanced in reading are they when they enter the first grade?
3. What kinds of children are these early readers?
4. What factors pmmpted their' preschool reading?
5. What is the future value of their head start In reading?

How Many Children First Learn To Read at Home?

The attempt to answer this question took the form of a testing pro-
cedure that involved 5,103 of the 5,236 children in a California corn-

Dr. Durkin, associate professor of eClucation. at Teachers College, Columbia University,
presents a longitudinal study of children who learned to read before 'entering school.
Her study is of importance primarily for the insightful information it provides concerning
the personality characteristics and home background 4 early readers, since it leaves
unanswered the question: 01 what future value is an early start in reading?

It is unfortunate that Dr. Durkin found it necessary to use as her control group the 201
nonearly readers who had been Binet-tested at school. Specific'selection factors must have
operated in their choice by ichool personnel for `individual testing. Even a smaller gioup
randomly chosen from the 5,103 children included in the study would have been much
more meaningful for purposes of comparison. Furthermore, IQ scores ( even a limited
"nurr;ber) extending 20 points bel and 30 points above the extremes zeported for the

.experimental pupils might exert a si ca t effect upon standard deviations and correla-
tion coefficients and could account for t disparities disclosed in table 3.

Finally, an underlying assumption in discussion of the personal' characteristics and
me backgrounds of the early rattlers toould be that these factors are different for other

children. Stich an assumption needs to be demonstrated byib presentation of similar data
concerning the control pupils.
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munity who were entering the first grade in September 1958. The
133 children not tested were divided between those who had been given
some school help with reading during the latter part of their kinder-
garten year, thus becoming ineligible for this .study, and those who
were continuously absent during the 7-day testing period.

The initial test wiled to identify the subjects consisted of a list-, of
37 Words, selected because they were common to preprimers of the
3 basal reader series used most frequently in California at that time
The rationale for selecting.thwe words included the assumption that
basal reader vocabularies would be available to preschool children if
older brothers and sisters were attending elementary school. It was
also assumed that parents. who wanied to teach their preschool chil-
dren to read would "be most likely to We school-like niaterials---that is,
basal readers.

Children were asked to read, individually and orally, as many of the
words in the list as possible. Ability to identify at' lease 18 words
became the basis for selection. Twenty-nine girls and 20 boys from
27 different schools met this criterion. After 4 years the entire. 49
children remain in the study, although 17 have transferred to other
schools af least once ; in 9 cases, to other cities.

How Advanced in Reading Are Tine Children When They
Enter the First Gtade?

7

Once the 49 early readers had been identified, they 'Were given the
Gates Primary Word Recognition Ted and the Gatep Primary Para-
graph Reading Test. Both tests were administered within the first

\ weeks of the first grade. Because the purpose of this testing was to
establish the upper limits 'of the subjects' reading ability prior to
school instruction, other tests° were' also used under certain circum-
stanceet. For example, if a child missed two questions or fewer on the
Gates Primary Pfttagraph 'Reading Tek, he was given the Gates
Advanced Word Recognition and Paragraph Reading Thsts. If he
missed no more than two questions on the Advanced Paragraph Read-
ing Tett, he was given the Gates Reading Survey.

The stme testing procedure wits followed in:February and in May
of the first year of the study, and in Septeiafier, February, and May
of the second year. During the third year, raiding testa were given in
Febrgary and in May; during the fourth year, only in May. Yearly
results of all of this test4ng are summarized in tialle 1.

o
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Table 1.--Reading progress of 49 early readers over a 4-year period:
September 1958 to May 1962

Reading-grade level

Date of testing Range Median
1. 5-4. 5 1.9

grade 1) 2. 3-5. 6 3. 7
grade 2) 3-& 9 4. 9
grade 31 4. 4-10.6 5. 3
grade 4)'-'), 4. 8-11. 2 6. 7

September 1958
May 1959 (end of
May 1960 (end of
May 1961 (end of
May 1962 (end of

What Kinds of Children Are These Early Readers?
To arrive at an answer to,this question, we gave the Revised Stan-

ford-Binet Scale to the 49 subjects.° 4esults showed intelligence
quotients that ranged from 91 to 161. The median IQ for the group
was 121. When the children entered the first grade, the coefficient
of-correlation between their intelligence as measured by the Stanford-
Binet and their achievement in reading as measured in the standard-
ized reading tests was +0.40. By the end of the fourth grade; this
correlation coefficient had increased to +0.66.

What about the families of these 49 early readers ? In particular,
how did the children learn to real at home? Socioeconomic data
gathered in parent interviews, then analyzed through Warner's
I.S.C. Scale,' showed that 7 of the families were of profesAional or
upper-middle-class status; 15 were of the lower-middle class; 26 were
upper-lower class, and 1 was lower-lower class.

Because success in reading hasp° 'often been associated pith mem-
bersiiipin the higher socioeconomic classes, it was surprising to find
that more than half of the early readers in this study came from
blue-collar' families. 0Aer interview findings, however, suggested
a possible reason. Inter4ews with parents in the lower socioeconomic
classes consistently revealed a ready and even an enthusiastic accept-
ance of preschool reading ability. They seemed to view it as the
beginning of better things to come. In contrast, parents in the higher
socioeconomic classes showed concern and, seemingly, even guilt feel-
ings about their children's ability to read before entering school.
Without exception, they asked about the possibility that help at home
might interfere with instruction at school. This difference in attitude
might partially account_ for the social-cliss dititribution of the subjects
in this study.

Through the interviews it was learned that each of the 49 families
had from 1 to 8 children, the average number being 8. Forty of the

4 2 W. L. Warner, M. Meeker, and 8. Hooka ow. Asterios. Chicago : &limey
Research Associates, 1949.

va.
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subjects had at least one older brother or sister. Help, from these
older siblings seemed to contribute to early reading ability. Sixteen
of the children stated in interviews that an old4r brother or sister had
taught them to read; howpver, interviews with parents disclosed that
in only four instances had reading instruction been given solely by
another child in the family. Both parents and siblings were involved
in 24 cases.

Even so, having a siblingespecially a sister who is about 2 years
older and who likes to play schoolappears to have something to do
with early reading ability. A keen desire to keep up with the older
child may also have some bearing; for when one enters school, the
other also wants to learn to read and write. Such an eagerness to
'do what others can do was commonly mentioned by parents as being
characteristicof their preschool readers.

AB a group, the 49 subjects were most frequently described by par-
ents as beingand these characteristics are listed in the order of the
frequency with which they were namedpersistent, perfectionistic,
eager to keep up with older siblings, high strung, and curious.

Other Factors That Led to Early Ability in Reading

Although parents sometimes said of their sp L.: col child "He
learned to read all byr himself," the data concern the 49 early
readers indicate that none of them learned without some kind of help.
Usually this help took the form of answering persistent questions
about words the children saw in books and newspapers, on signs and
labels, and on TV programs. The parents of 11 early readers, how-
ever, deliberately taught their children to read.

Various factors prompted these 11 parents. Five mothers in the
group said their children were so persistently interested in learning to
read that they decided to teach them. One father in a bilingual
family explained that his oldest daughter had experienCed difficulty in
learning to read and had repeated first . Conseqtteut4, when
each of his other three children reached the age oft, he begin' giving
them help in reading in order to avoid future problems in school.

One mothisand the was the only mother in the study who was a
teachersaid she felt her daughter wall ready to learn to read when
she was about 5 and began helping h'er at home. The other 4 mothers
in this group of 11 parents said they taught their children to read
early because they felt it was their responsibility, as parents, to get
them ready to do well in the first grade. For them, this meant
giving the child a headstart in reading. ;
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Group progress in reading for the children of these 11 parents can
be seen in table 2 under the heading of "Intent." The table also
summarizes group progress in reading ai it relates to other factors
in the preschool instruction.

Tabl progmss as relatild to various factors in
proschooll Instruction: Septomb*r 1958 to May 1962

Reading grade level
median

Number of 10
Factor children median 1958 1969

Age started:
3 years 13 128.0 2. 6 7. 4
4 years 22 111.5 1. 8 0. 0
5 years ,. 14 127.0 1. 7 6. 9

Frepuency:
Very often 21 119.0 2. 5 6. 1
Rather often 21 112. 3 .. 1. 8 6. 7
Intermittent 7 132. 0 1. 6 7. 6

Intent: ..,, w

Deliberate 11 114. 3 2. 4 5..3
Not deliberate 38 123.5 1. 9 6. 9

Instructor:-
Parent only 21 112.0 2. 6 7. 0
Sibling only 4 123.5 2. 4 7. 6
Combination 24 124.5 1.7 6.7(

What Is the Future Value of an Early Start in Reading?

Certainly one of the major questions in the study is that of the
future value of early achievement in readink--and, in this research,
"value" is defined only in terms of reading achievement. The ques-
tion was given particular attention when the subjects were in grade
3. It will again be considered when the children are completing.
grade 6.

Originally, the plan for the end of grade 8 had been to compare
the reading achievement of the 49 early readers with the achievement
of children who had entered the first grade with them, who had had
the same teachers as they for the first 3 grades, and who were of
comparable mental ability; but who were not able to read when they
started to school. It seemed that all of these criteria could be met
if data from a group intelligence test, administered by the school
system, were used for both groups of children. Unfortunately, even
a cursory look at these IQ scores -showed they were anything but
realistic. There .was no apparent relationship, for example, between
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group IQ's end achievement in reading. For the nonearly readers,
these IQ's hovered narrowly around 100. For the early readers they
consistently underestimated the intelligence of the brighter children,
at leist in relation to their Stanford-Binet scores. The considera-
tions prompted us to include in the control group only the children
who had been given a Stanford-Binet by a school psychometrist.
This change necessitated other changes in research plans and, in a
sense, compromises. These can be indirectly noted in a description
of what finally constituted the experimental and control groups.

The experimental group included 25 of the 49 early readers. The
remaining 24 had either transferred to other schools or had been
double promoted during the 3-year period. Although the experi-
mental group was reduced to 25, the Binet IQ's still ranged from 91 to
161, the medium IQ being 114.8. Reading scores from school-admin-
istered tests showed grade levels ranging from 4.4 to 6.0, with a
median grade level of 5.0.

The control group was made up of 201 children who had entered
first grade with the 25 early readers, but who could not read when
they started to school. They had. remained in the same schools as
these early readers for grades 1, 2, and 3. They had also been given
the Revised Stanford-Binet Scale. For this control group, IQ's
ranged from 'TO to 191, with a median IQ of 110.2. Their achieve-
ment scores in readingthese also came from the school-administered
testsvaried from grade levels 2.0 to 6.0, with a median grade level
of 4.3.

A scatter diagram showing reading scores and IQ's for both the
experimental and the control groups quickly revealed the inadequtty
of the school-administered reading tests to establish upper limits of
achievement for the brighter children. Consequently, alwofold kind
of comparison was made between the achievement of the early readers
with that of the nonearly readers. The first comparison focused on
all of the children with IQ's of 120 or less; the second comparison
considered the children in both groups whose IQ's were 120 or higher.

Procedure for Comparison

Because of the relationship between IQ and reading achievement,
the correlation coefficient for the 2 variables was calculated for the
129 nonearly readers who had Binet IQ's of 120 or less. It was
found to be +0.61. The line of regression based on the relationship
was plotted; the predicted reading scores for the early readers, based
on this relationship, were then calculated. The calculations showed
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that each of the eaTly readers with ailtIQ of 120 or less was doh*
better in reading than would be wiggiieted for him on the basis of the
relationship between IQ and reading achievement scorce. Exactly
how much better these early readers were doing is summarized in
table 3. Another way of summarizing the data would be to say that
the lower the IQ of the early reader, the greater is the advantage of
an early start in reading.

Table 3:---Deviation of achievement of early readers from expected
achievement on the basis of IQ scores: May 1962

Aperage
Number of deriation

19 ranig children in years
91 to 100 5 +0. 92

101 to 110 6 4-- 68
111 to 120 4 +.35
121 to 130 3 , 30
131 to 140_________ ..... esIM 4 33
141 to 161 . 3 4-- 43

What about the reading achievement, after 3 years, of the early and
the nonearly reackrs whose IQ's were 120 or higher ? The school-
administered reading tests were not sufficiently difficult to establish the
upper limits of accomplishment of these brighter children. In fad,
when the correlation coefficient for reading achievement and IQ was
calculated for the nonearly readers, it was found to be only +0.17.

With this kind of test inadequacy, and with the low correlation
coefficient, it is not very meaningful to ask : What would be the pre-
dicted scores of the early readers with IQ's of 120 or higher, as these
would derive from the relationship between reading achievement and
intelligence? Nonetheless the question was asked, and the "answer"
is also given in table 3.

Because of the inadequacy of the school-administered reading tests,
the intent now is to use, at the end of grade 6, the same testing pro-.

cedurelor the group of nonearly readers as has been followed during
the past 4 years for the early readers. With more suitable testa we
should obtain more meaningful data regarding the very important
question : What is the later value of an 'early start in reading?



THE LANGUAGE OF ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL CHILDREN

RUTH G. STRICKLAND

CinumINN Emu SCHOOL able to use language and to respond to IL
The symbols the children have learned are oral symbols and the
patterns which constitute the flow of their speech are oral patterns.
Children use the same rising and 'falling intonation, stops and partial
stops, and arrangements of word order as do the adults around them.
Some children have been fortunate enough to learn standard English
patterns and some hate not, but all bring to school the language of
their environments.

Reading is the first of the R's that childern are expected to learn
in the school because it serves as a tool for much of subsequent learning.
Since, psychologically, learning should proceed from the known to the
unknown, a basic hypothesis of our study was that the more we know
about the language children bring to school with them, the more intelli-
gently we can bulk' upon it. In the teaching of language skills,
schools and publishers have continued to rely primarily upon studies
which were conducted, for the most part, before the days of television
and before the expanded experiences, real and vicarious, available to
today's children.

The Research Design

This study was designed to analyze the structure of children's
language in the first through the sixth. grade, to compare it with the
structure of the language in thy. books which children are taught to

Dr. Strickland, ro/essor o/ education at Indiana University, is best known for her
work in the area o/ nsentarr language arts. SAe has been involved in intensive esearcA
into the language elementary school children tor number of years.

This paper pre her awn recent findings and conclusions, which point to the fact
that children master the basic structure of their kusguage early in life.

Dr. Strickland also has jound that children's oral language is tar more adtxusced than
the lanivage ol their reading books.. Such knowledge may point the way toward more
suitable basal readers of the Jstare.
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read, and to ascertain, at a selected grade level, the influence of any
apparent differences on the quality of children's reading skill.

We sought to answer the following questions
1. What patterns of structure appear in the oral language used by children

in the six grades of the elementary school?
2. What patterns of subordination and elaboration can be isolated and

described through linguistic analysis?
3. To what extent are these patterns of structure found in the language of

children in each grade related to the age, sex, and intelligence of the
children and to the socioeconomic background and education of the
parents?

4. Are the patterns which children use at each grade level found in the
reading textbooks designed for these grades?

5. What relationships appear at the sixth-grade level between the structure
of children's oral language and their silent reading comprehension, oral
reading Interpretation, and listening comprehension?

The material which one reads is composed of words set forth in
Certain structured arrangements. The arrangements are fully as
much carriers of meaning as are the words themselves. Linguistic
scholars hold that a -.first step in the study of language is an objective
description,of its structure, that the words and rules which make up
a language actually exist only in the act of connected speech.

It appears that little is known. regarding the linguistic structure
of the sentence used by children of differing ages. A major hypoth-
esis of this investigation is that a study of children's speech, its
structure and its patterns of arrangement and flow, may offer sugges-
tions for the construction of better reading textbooks for beginners
and por;sibly for older children as well.

This was a loosely structured descriptive study of children's lan-
guage. Its major purpose was to discover, isolate, and describe the
patterns of syntax found in the oral language of elementary school
children and to ascertain whether they appeared in certain representa-
tive reading textbooks designed for these grade levels. Though there
were minor differences in the treatment of variables at certain grade
levels and of additional variables treated at the sixth-grade level, the
procedure for the study included the following phases:

1. Recording the spoken language of children In the first through the sixth
grades In its spontaneous form in free interaction with other children
and with adults.

.2. Analyzing this spoken language for the following points:
a. Synthetic structure of sentences
b. Frequency of occurrence of certain patterns of syntax
c. Amount and kinds of subordination
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d. Length of sentences
e. Flow of language

g. Finding the relationships of these points to the age, sex, and intelligence
level of the children and to the socioeconomic and educational level of
their parents.

4. Searching the textbooks of certain representative series of readers to
ascertain the point at which patterns that were used freely by children
began to appear in the readers.

5. Analyzing selected samples from the readers at each grade level for the
occurrence of patterns commonly used by children.

To the variables of age, sex, intelligence, and socioeconomic status,
the variable of parental education was added at most grade levels.
Also at the sixth-grade level, the quality of children's spoken language
was compared with that of their silent reading comprehension, their
oral reading interpretation, and their listening comprehension.

The 575 children in the study were selected by random sampling
from among the 3,801 children enrolled in the 16 public schools of
the Metropolitan School District of Bloomington, Ind. The schools
ranged in size from two-room rural schools to-fairly large city schools
and covered the ethnic and socioeconomic range of the community.
The sample included 100 children in each of the 6 grades except for
the fourth grade, in which complete records were obtainable for only
75 children. The only control imposed on the sample was the exclusion
of children who were regularly enrolled in classes for the mentally
retarded.

Verbal, nonverbal, total intelligence ratings, and mental age were
obtained through use of the California Short-Form Test of Mental
Maturity. Paternal occupations were categorized according to the
classifications of the Minnesota Scale for Paternal Occupations. Par-
ents' education was categorized according to a six -level scale ranging
from attendance at but not completion of elementary school to 18 or
more years of education:

The oral language which was analyzed in this study was obtained in
situations as informal and unstructured as circumstances permitted.
It was recorded by a magnetic tape recorder with a unidirectional
high-impedance microphone with which clear records were obtained
of even the most delicate, high frequency child-voices. The record-
ings were made in school settings familiar to the children, and suffi-
cient talk was recorded to provide a usable sample for each child.
Recording time of 15 to 80 minutes was adequate in most instances.

Children were brought from the classroom to the recording room
in groups of two or three. They were seated about a table which
displayed the microphone surrounded by several figurines of familiar

87
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storybook characters suitable for the ages of the children and rangingfrom Mistress Mary and Red Riding Hood to Alice in Wonderland,Tom Sawyer, and Paul Bunyan. The children were stimulated totalk about themselves, their families, pets, or whatever was of interestat the monient. As talk progressed, the interviewer asked questionsor made comments only when necessary to keep the conversation flow-ing; the storybook figures sometimes served as stimuli. The recording
continued until each child was talking easily and naturally.

Although the conversations recorded on the tap&s were transferred
to disks for permanent storage, it proved more satisfactory to workfrom the tapes in making and verifying the transcriptions. Final
responsibility for the accuracy of the transcriptions rested with the
investigator who conducted the interviews. The, investigator listenedto the tapes as many times as necessary to assure proper division of thespeech into phonological units. This was accomplished through care-ful attention to juncture, intonation, and meaning. In this study theterm sentence will mean a phonological unit.

Samples of material were taken from each reading textbook ateach of the six grade levels for four widely used series of reading
texts. In the case of preprimers, the text of the entire book was
studied. Each new pattern which appeared in the sample selected
from a book was subjected to analysis in the same manner as the oral
language samples. Also, each of the books was searched to ascertain
the general location at which patterns commonly used by children
began to appearjnjhe text.

Analysis of Language

The 14,375 sentences comprising the language sample selected for
the 575 children in the study and certain sentences found in the 4 sets
of readers were analyzed according to a linguistic scheme devised for
this study. The formula was devised by Mansour Ekhtiar, a member
of the project staff, and was later refined and validated by five special-

. ists in linguistics who were invited in October 1959 to a special confer-
ence for this purpose held at Indiana University and made possible by
a grant from the U.S. Office of Education.

Both adults and children occasionally use sounds in their speech
which are'not pertinent to the structure or meaning of what they are
uttering. In this study, any part of a sentence which was not syntac-
tically or meaningfully pertinent was called a mdse. The mazes
whioh the children used were given special study at the levels of
grades 1, 3, and 5. These mazes *ere subdivided into four groups
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identified as (1) noises, (2) holders, (3) repeats, and (4) edits. Noises
were unintelligible sounds such as ah, er, and the like. Holders, such
as well, you gee, and now uk, were used to hold attention. Repeats
were repetition of words such as youyou, 1 think. Edits
were words used by the speaker which indicated a correction or change
of direction in what he was saying. Fewer noise and repeat mazes
were used in grade 5 than in earlier grades, and these older children
did more holding of attention perhaps in order to come to terms with
what they wanted to say.

Results

In studying the total speech sample the staff found that 4e length
of the sentences used by children varied more within a grade than
from grade to grade. In several early studies of children's language,
length of sentence was found to be a measure of-maturity in the use
of language. When children's talk was divided into units by intona-
tion as in this study, it was found.that length of sentence could not be
so considered. The falling intonation followed by a pause was used
to indicate the point at w,hich the child himself terminated an
utterance.

Some Generalizations, Regarding Children's Language

A major contribution of the study was the method of analysis which
utilized a linguistic scheme devised for this study. The method of
analysis was used to isolate and quantify the language patterns used
by the children in the population sample. The possibilities of the
scheme far exceed the use made of it in this study. It could be used
to study in greater detail the elements children use in their sentence
patterns and the way they use them. It could form the basis for a
study of the organization within sentences, the ways in which parts
are knit together, the degree of coherence through subordination, and
the extent of rambling. The relation of the range of vocabulary to
verbosity could be studied with this scheme as a basis. A study ,could
be made of deviations from conventional usage and syntax. Semantic
studies and studies of elements of style might grow out of use of
this scheme of analysis.

The data obtained from the analysis of children's language appear
to warrant the following generalizations.

1. Ohildren at all grade levels used a wide range of language patterns.
2. Certain patterns which children ruffed with great frequency appear to be

basic building blocks of their language.
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3. These baffle patterns were combined in phonological units with other pat.terns in a wide variety of ways.
4. Children at all grade levels could expand and elaborate their sentenoesthrough the mile of movables and elements of subordination.
5. The fillers employed by children in filling the various sloth and mova-bles varied considerablp in shape, though there were few outstandingdifferences in the fillers used by children of different ages.
6. The ti of the chi-square technique revealed signiflmnt differences be-tween the utie of movables and patterns of subordination and eertainvariables Of intelligenve. mental age, ovtinpational status, and parentaleducation.

Further research is needed at a number of 'points. Except in casestudies of sciected individuals, little study was made of the manypatterns that were used infrequently to learn to what, extent theyrepresented unique and creative ways of using langua.ge which wereat the same time clear, meaningful, and within the category of stand-ard points at which children need help with usage and with under-standing of sentence structure. Certainly the number Df long, run-onsentences used by many children was evidence of need for help, bothwith cutting long units into shorter units on the basis of meaning andwith transmuting some coordinately arranged units into subordinateones to clarify meaning and perspective.

Comparison of Children's Language With That of Reading
Textbooks

In seeking an answer to the fourth question in this study, con-cerning whether the language patterns which children use at timgegrade levels are found in the reading textb6oks designed for these
grades, the staff used four popular reader series. These books were
searched to discover which of the language patterns used most fre-
quently by children appeared in a selected sample of reader pages.The sample of each reader series included the whole of all preprimersand eight. pages selected from the beginning, middle, and end of the
other basic readers in the series from primers through sixth -grade
readers. While this study did not. produce conclusive evidence of
the presence or lack of certain patterns in any given book beyond the
preprimer level, the total sample was large enought to justify the
following generalizations

1. The basic subject-verb-object pattern was the only pattern to appearin the samples of practically all of the books.
2. The patterns which 'appeared in the sample differed from book to bookwithin a series as well as from series to serial.
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3. Patterns of sentence structure appeared to be introduced at random
in a rather haphazard manner.

4. A pattern of gtrueture, once introduced, seemed not to be follolted by
any sort of repetition Or effort at mastery.

5. There appeared to be no scheme for the development of control over
sentence structure which paralleled the generally accepted raheme for
the development of vont rol over vocabulary.

These findings lead to other questions which badly need to be
answered. Does the sentence structure in children's books influence
the ease or difficulty of learning to read ? To what extent ? Can a

scheme of order of difficulty of language patterns tie devised which
can be utilized in textbook vriting? Can patterns of structure be
introduced systematically and repeated until children read their with
ease? Should tests to determine the difficulty of various syntax pat-
terns be included in formulas for measuring readability ? Does the
scheme of linguistic analysis employed in this study suggest means of
devising such a test?

This part of the present study raises more quest ions't ban it answers.
Further eesearch is needed along a number of lines before even the
basic question of this study can be answered conclusively.

Relationship of Language to Reading and Listening
in the Sixth Grade

The quest ion of relationships between children's use of oral language
and the skill they develop in oral and silent reading is one which seems
to need study. Time and circumstances permitted relatively thorough
study of the matter only at the sixth-grade level (though a little work
was done at the second-grade level). Consequently, the fifth major

, question concerned the relationships that appear at sixthgTade level
between the structure of children's oral language and their silent
reading comprehension, oral reading interpretation, and listening
comprehension.

Standardized tests of silent reading comprehension, recordings of
oral reading interpretation, and pencil and paper tests of listening
comprehension indicated that a relationship did exist at the sixth-
grid° level between children's use pf oral language and the variables
studied. Certain points appeared noteworthy

1. Children who ranked high in silent reading comprehension, oral reading
interpretation, and listening corpprehension made more use of the common
structural patterns than did children who ranked low on these variables.
The use of these patterns was more closely related to listening compre-
hension than to any other variable.

71S -U4 0- 14 - 7
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2. These high-ranking pupils used fewer abort utterances and had a highermean sentence length than did pupils in the low-ranking group.
8. The children who ranked high on these variables made greater use ofmovables and elements of subordination and elaboration than did childrenwho ranked low on these variables.

' 4. Utilisation of the chi-Efaare test of significance showed significance atthe 1pereent level between use of movables and oral reading interpretation,significance at the 2-percent level between use of movables and silentreading comprehension, and no significance between use of movables andlistening comprehension.
5. The chi-square test indicated no significance between use of elements ofsubordination and silent reading comprehension or listening eomprehen.Mon., though there was significance at the 1pereent level between the neeof elements of subordination and oral reading interpretation.

Obviously, much more study is needed of relationships betweenchildren's use of language and these variables.

Concluding Statement
The value of this research resides mainly in the evidence it hasproduced regarding the patterns of linguistic st ruct u re commonly usedby children and the tremendous flexibility with which children u9epatterns in their oral language. It seems that childrenlearn fairly thoroughly at an early age the basic structures of theirlanguage.
The oral language ail1ren use is farmore advanced than the lan-guage of the books with which they are taught to read. Perhaps thisis as it should be, but evidence is needed as to whether children wouldbe aided or hindered by the use of sentences in their books mqre likethe sentences they use in their speech.
It is possible that children need help in recognizing and understand-ing the entire phonemic scheme of English, not only the basic phonemesthat are built into morphemes but also the suprasegrnental phonemesof pitch, stress, and juncture as they use them in oral speech. Suchknowledge might help children better to turn the stimulus of printedsymbols into oral language patterns for both comprehension and

interpretation.
No evidence is available regarding the relationship which mayexist between children's use of basic structural patterns and the degreeof grammatical correctness of their speech. It may be that instructionin recognizing, by means of ear, tongue, and mind, the basic structuralpatterns of English and their interrelationship will help with theteaching of grammar and usage.



EXPLORATIONS FOR INSTRUCTIONAL
KSIGN IN EARLY READING PROGRAMS

A. R. MACKINNON

N TFACIIINO YOUNG CHILDRZN to read, we should be concerned not so
much with the immediately obseryed products of learning- as with the
long-range development of language power. There are few ,persons
who doubt the observable accomplishments of teachers during the
early years of a child's school life, Whenever those outside the school
are told about the beginning reading program, there is generally a
unanimous endorsementre.gardie.% of the methods being employed.
Criticism of the reading prognun usually does not occur until after
a child has failed or left school.

The most common criticism is not that the child is deficient in par-
ticular skills,. but that he lacks independent power to interpret what
he reads. By the time he has reached this point, no amount of
remedial work can build those powers which should have been formed
developmenially,-starting from his first day at school.

There is one preeminent characteristic of the learning which must
be encouraged : It must be SO thoroughly done that it will orientate,
equip, prepare, encourage, and provoke a learner to advance by his mr.n,
energies in whatever regions may be his to explore for the rest of his
life.

It follows that it,hat is put before a learner and how it is put before
him are of prime importamte. My emphasis in this paper will be

Dr. MacKinnon is presently visiting professor ol education at Harvard University.
His paper, however, is based upon his work 43 director 01 research for the Toronto (Can-
ada) Board of Education.

He stresses the importance ol developing sell-motivation and a desire on the part of
children to explore the unknown. His research has convinced him ol the need to develop
reading materials which make greater use of the child's natural reactions to words,
abstractions, and printed symbols. He feels that much more can be learned 'about de-
veloping better reading materials through a study ol children's drawings and their own
comments about them.

The reader will note that the views of Dr. MacKinnon and those of Dr. Durrell are
somewhat different, especially concerning the relative importance of basic skills.
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principally on the nature of what we need to select to prompt growth oflanguage power. I shall be equally concerned with the arrangementsof sequences and conditions for learning which some of our studies
indicate are appropriate as first steps in learning to read.

Much iA known today about the stages of children's development inspoken langliage. Much less is known regarding the conditions bywhich the stages are reached, and even less is known about preciselyhow the child accomplishes the merltal feat of learning to use speechas an instrument of thought and feeling. It is the phenomenon of early
speech development that we especially need it understand if we are tobuild an effective beginning reading program. We must, in effect, be.able to help theyoung learner to more more directly from power inspoken language to power in written language.

The Experiment
'I

For 2 years we have explored the speech and drawings of childrenfrom the age of ethrougli age 5, as they progressed into the begin-ning stages of learniqg to read. We have attempted to examine the
effects of various clfirooni conditions on 'children's speech and draw-
ings. Our principal testing device has been comparatively simple.As the children have produced a series of drawings of their classroom,we have kept records of what. they said about their drawings.

Various experimental conditions have been studied. For example,children who had junior kindergarten experience as 4-year-olds were
compared at the senior kindergarten level with children who did nothave this earlier school experience..

This is a critical year in our study, since we shall have an opportu-nity to determine how various conditions have influenced early prog-ress in reading. Certain information hal already emerged 'which pro-vides guidelines for the design of instructional material. We.have
concluded that, children's drawings represent a form of abstriKt think-ing through which they explore, comprehend, manipulate, and controltheir mental world. . As they gain increasing command of spoken
language, we observe an increasing definiteness in the abstractions they
employ in their drawings. Line, form, and color are used functionallyto create a mental world.

We find that the child continually tests the relevance of abstractionsto his concepts of the world. bomparing series of drawings and cor-relating these with children's comments about the drawings indicate
how written and spoken symbols complement and reinforce one
another.
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The results of our research may be applied to the design of mate-
rials for first stepa in reading. It is obvious that letters, words, phrases,
sentences, lines, forms, and colors are not enemies in the child's mental
processes. When he feels frustrated because he has to deal with too
many new elements at once, however, he may simply leave out most
of the elements in his drawings or refuse to say much about a draw-
ing. Willi, he says about his drawings is clearly related to items that
have a clear, picturable examinable meaning.

Whether children should be introduced first to letters, sounds,
plintses, or sentences can be answered by saying that we should start
the child with all the elements togrther, but in such a controlled vyay
that he oan discover the relatedness of the various elements without
ex etx4t3i ve frust rat ion.

Such mterials would include sentences that have a central, general,
clear, highly familiar meaning for the beginner. The meanings would
be such that they might be illustrated by a picture or in other ways.

The design of reading material should insure. that the learner will
Tecogt ite the words presented to him in Fie n tenees. Differences between
groups of simple sentences should be deliberately displayed. C,hanges
of single worth in a simple construction may help the learner see them
ag briCks for sentence building. Letter-by-letter ,variations between
words should emphasize the manipulatory possibilities of these
etements.

Children's Thinking

Children's thinking can best be described as a development of strat-
egies for handling the tasks of written language. In the early stages,
we strem. familiar patterns in an effort to reduce the possibilities of

Aerror. s these pktlerns are shifted, there is an increased awareness
that the patterns have been transformed in some way. The children
react by searching the illustration for cues, by substituting known
words for unknown words, by omitting parts of sentences, by inserting
familiar patterns, and even by separating sentences into parts.

Our research indicates that design of instructional material makes
a significant impact on the development of children's power in lan-
guage. Also, the mental processes touched off by th,k instructional
design seem to correspond closely with mental processis developed in
the prereading period.

It is imperative that we have more extensive exploration to further
an understanding of simplification in instructional design. We should
seek to apply the knowledge provided by linguists concerning language
structure. To date, few attempts have been made to reconcile the
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conflicts between various disciplines studying language. It is timethis warfare ended, for it is taking place at the expense of children.Much of the material for first steps in learning to read might be inprogramed form. This might reduce the superhuman 100 now im-posed on the teacher. The range of individual differences amongchildren in the first grade is so diverse that it is impossible to meetthose diversities adequately, and many reading failures may havetheir genesis in overcrowded classrooms. Individualized, programedmaterial holds the promise of freeing teachers to work more with
indiviclual children.

The conditions of learning to read, however, do not rest entirelywith the design of material: Language learning is a social phenome-non, whether it involves comprehension, speaking, reading, or writing.
Children can learn from each other and can, given the opportunity,
aid each other in their learning.

Unanswered Questions

There are still many unanswered questions. What, for example,is the effect on learning to read when boys and girls are grouped
separately I Does a conventional classroom provide a sufficient rangeof ages, personalities, and abilities to meet adequately the optimum
conditions for learning from others ? Team teaching has provided
excellent opportunities to explore the latter question by removinggrade bathers and by diversified grouping ofctildren.

There seem to be unlimited opportunities in the coming years for
conducting research on instructional design and social conditions of
learning. We have only begun to understand how learning to read
comes about and how such learning can be achieved most effectively.



YOUNG CHILDREN'S THINKING AND
THE TEACHING OF READING

MILLIE C. ALMY

WHEN DOES AN AMERICAN CHILD begin to learn to read g When he
watches his mother prepare his food from a can or carton covered with
reading material? When he first pays attention to television ? When
he responds to his mother's "don't touch" ? When he says his first
word ? When he encounters his first book

Perhaps we cannot pinpoint,- such beginnings, but increasing knowl-
edge of the way in which language develops and of the processes in-
volved in auditory kind visual perception suggests that such incidents
as these are important steps in learning to read.

When I studied beginning reading in 1948, an important issue
concerned the function of the kindergarten pi,-ogram. Was it to focus
on preparing children for formal reading instruction and, if so, how ?
The issue as I saw it then was not between "all reading and no reading,
but rather between two conceptions of reading in child development.
One viewed it as a series of stages or levels, ate h stage of whicht
certain experiences were appropriate. The other iewed it as a more
continuous process of reorganization, in whidh th reaching out for
new experience was, at least in part, dependent o what had gone
before."'

Recent interpretations of the work of Piaget, current studies of
infant learning, and new appraisals of earlier studies of maturation
and training lend considerable support to the latter point of view.

1 M. C. Almy. ChildresVe laperiences Prior to First Grade tend Homes, in Beginntig
Reading. New York : Teachers College Bureau of Publications, 1949.

Dr. Almy is professor of education at Teachers College, Columbia University. She is
well known among reading specialists for her research into the preschool reading ex-

periences ol children. At present she is consultant for a project designed to provide
enrichment experiences for 4-year-olds in a disadvantaged metropolitan area.

In her paper, she stresses the importance of considering each child and his develop-
mental history, rather than expecting all children to conform to the same readiness and
instructional program. She has concluded from her own research and that of others that
varied sensory and motor experiences are essential during a chiles preschool years.
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They also open up, as Hunt points out in his provocative volume In-telligence and Experience, the possibility that it might be feasible todiscover ways to govern the encounters that children have with theirenvironments, especially during the early years of their development,in order to achieve a substantially faster rate of intellectual develop-ment and a substantially higher adult level of intellectual capacity.Moreover, inasmuch as the optimum rate of intellectual developmentwould mean also self-directing interest and curiosity and genuinepleasure in intellectual activity, promoting intellectual developmentproperly need imply nothing like the grim urgency which has beenassociated with "pushing" children.*
Viewing the process of learning to read as one that both reflects andcontributes to progress in intellectual development, I should like toexamine some of the implications for beginning reading instructionthat may be drawn from Piaget's theories and research related to them.Piaget was concerned primarily with various aspects of children'sthought in relation to the evolution of the mental operations involvedin the adults' abstract logical thought. He traced this evolution fromthe earliest reflex behavior of the infant, describing how he thoughtsuch initially diverse functions as looking, grasping, and suckinggradually become organized into increasingly complex patterns, or"schemata." These schemata, originally occurring as actions, wereeventually internalized and became mental pictures or ideas, to whichwords were attached, according to Piaget.

Once the ability to comprehend and to use words has developed,the ideas, it appears, are similarly organized into increasingly com-plex patterns and associations For example (the illustration ismine), in infancy the child, in looking at, reaching for, and graspinga large ball, adjusts his prehension to its size and contour differentlythan for a small cube. Given enough of such sensorimotor experiencesand the added stimulation of hearing these experiences described byothers, he can ultimately apply the words cube, ball, large, mall, big,little, round, and aquare appropriately.
We say that he is developing concepts. But such concepts remainfor a long time highly personal and individualistic. They are, as

some authors have termed 4, "embedded" in objects. The child tendsto make direct comparisons between objects, or his recollections ofthem, in his testing of whether a particular concept applies in a newsituation. To illustrate, a 31/2-year-old remarked while polishingapples, "These is round like marbles is round." When confronted
a J. MeVleker Hunt inteingetwe and Esperielsoe. New York : The Ronald Press Co.,191.
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with some candy "jawbreakers," he actually substituted them for
marbles in a game.

At this low level, many concepts are still not freed from the examples
in which they appear. However, this child's awareness of and verbal-
ization of the property of roundness suggests that she had the rudi-
mentary framework of associations or "schemata" necessary to han(he
incoming information relating to a variety of instances. Presumably,
the impact of many such encounters finally transforms the notion so
that it becomes a more adequate and somewhat more abstract concept
of roundness.

The difficulties the child under the age of 6 has in dealing with prop-
erties or attributes apart from objects are epitomized in Piaget's ex-

periments dealing with "conservation."
Here hokasks at what point in development and through what kinds

of enviromtental encounters a child comes to grasp the idea that a

given amoultitt or quantity is not changed by transformations in ap-
pearance. Por example, does the child, confronted by an array of
cubes that are spaced close together and then spread far apart, focus

on the number of cubes, or is he distracted by the area they occupy?
In the first instance he will "conserve," indicating that the quantity
remains the same. In the second, he will maintain that these are
`more" when they are spread out. (Those of you who have taught
kindergartners have probably encountered children who wish to break
up their snacktime crackers so they will have more to eat.)

Again, given two vessels of liquid that he has agreed contain the
same amounts, does the child "conserve" the amount when that in one

vessel is poured into another of different shape? Or does he pay atten-
tion to the height and width of the vessel successively (rather than
dealing with the relationship between the two dimensions), so that he
maintains that there is more in one than in the other?

These are but two of a variety of demonstrations that Piaget uses

to test whether or not a child has achieved conservation, or in terms of

the mental processes involved--"reversibility."
Piaget's collaborator, Barbel Infielder, describes two forms of re-

versibility : "(a) negation, . . . in which a perceived change in form
is canceled by its corresponding negative thought operation; and (b)

reciprocity, as expressed in the child's discovery that 'being a foreigner'

is a reciprocal relationship, or that left -right, before-behind spatial

relationships are relative. "'

William Kempen and Clementine Kuhlman. "Thought In the Young Child." shat
Development Monograph, /962, vol. 83. No. a.
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Transition to operational thinking begins, according to Piaget, ataround the age of 6. Changes in the concrete-abstract dimension ofthinking represented in this transition are more or less paralleled bychanges in the subjective-objective dimension of thinking. The olderchild is ordinarily leas preoccupied with personal and emotional con-cerns, or perhaps better able to extricate himself from them and to con-sider the viewpoints of other people. His thinking is less often autisticand less often dominated by fantasy and imagination.The research in which I am currently engaged has been concernedwith the period of transition from a preoperational and subjectivelyoriented thought to a more operational and objective kind.

Young Children's Thinking: "Conservation" in Relation
to Other Variables

We interviewed 330 children from kindergarten and from the firstand second grades of two New York City schools, oneitmiddle and onelower class. Demonstrations and questions used to establish thepresence or absence of conservation concerned a number of cubes fol-lowing transformation in their appearance. In each instance theinterviewer, prior to posing the crucial questions, used a series of train-ing procedures to establish the child's ability to describe whit he saw.The interview also included demonstrations and related questionsabout the floating and sinking of a variety of objects. We gave theStencil Design Test and the Ammons Picture Vocabulary Test. Fromschool records we obtained measures of reading readiness and achieve-ment, understanding of mathematical concepts, and Pintner-Cunning-ham IQ scores.
The general trends described by Piaget are substantiated by the re-sults. In the middle:class school 10 percent of the kindergartners,30 percent of the first graders, and 46 percent of the second gradersgave substantial evidence of the ability to conserve. In the lower classschool, where bilingualism was a complicating factor, the trend towardincreasing ability with age appeared to be less clear and much slower.The percentages were 4, 7, and 22.
The measures of reading ability were those used in the New YorkCity schools, the New York Tests of Reading Readiness and Reading

Growth. Since we did not administer the test ourselves and have hadaccess to only a portion of the test booklets, we can only regard ourresults as suggestive of relationships that might be examined throughfurther research. At the first-grade level in the middle-class school,the children who "conserved" did significantly better in the reading
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readiness tests than those who did not "conserve." The differences
were not statistically significant, at the second-grade level.

We are now trying to determine the role of verbal intelligence and
other factors in the ability to conserve. Our present feeling is that
wliatever is tested by the Stencil Design Test is contributing more to
conservation ability than is sheer verbal ability.

Implications for Beginning Reading Instruction

Many of the implications for beginning reading instruction that
emerge from Piaget-inspired research have to do with concept forma-
tion. To neglect providing many and varied concrete expriences in
the period of preoperational thought may later hinder the adequate
development of abstract thinking and may possibly interfere with the
development of reading comprehension.

Piaget's theory further implies the necessity that the child discover
his own errors in thinking in such fashion that he, himself, attempts
to correct them. The adult cannot. think for the child nor can he
impose adult answers on him. Rather, he paces the child's under-
standing with increasingly varied and complex problems so that the
child becomes aware of his own error, rearranges his information, and
moves gradually to a new synthesis.

This emphasis on active experimentation clarifies the role of play
in the intellectual life of the young child. From it, some support
might be found for the postponement of reading instruction.

More apropos is a consideration of the ways young children deal
with printed words and letters. t Given a reading environment, a child
may begin as early as the nursery school years to search for meaning
in printed symbols. When he confronts a word similar in configura-
tion to one he has already learned, he tends to assume it is the same
until he has learned to search the surrounding text or picture for con-

firming or negating information.
As to specific training for the visual and auditory perception aspects

of learning to read, it may be that many of the discriminative abilities
that go into the reading process are developed, or fail to develop, long
before the child is brought to kindergarten, even prior to nursery
school. What goes hito the typical reading readiness program at the
first grade, or in the kindergarten, may represent for some children
too little and too late; and for others, too much and too soon. For
example, exercises to facilitate the perception of gross differences may

come long after a child has learned to make such distinctions accu-

rately. On the other hand, exercises in noticing subtle differentiations
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in detail, such as those involved in distinguishing a p from a p, or inmaintaining a left-right orienration, may come before a child has hadthe variety of experiences requisite for the develoment of such skills.A child who has not achieved "reversibility" in hiss thought processesand who does not understand reciprocal relationships may lack thestability of perception necessary for formal reading instruction.'A recent, study by David Elkind, .replicating earlier Piaget experi-ments, indic.ated that a majority of children under the age of 7 lackeda differentiated concept of left-right .3
We can speculate on the most effective way to insure steady progresstoward learning to read in the years before formal instruction. Areenvironment that, provides the child with many opportunities forvaried sensory and motor experiences is essential. So, too, is the pres-ence of people who talk with (not merely to or at) the child, peoplewho read and write and who share these activities with children.Current research in young children's thinking indicates that it isdesirable for those responsible for the child's instruction to be skilledin appraising his discriminative and thinking abilities. Thus, the ex-periences provided him can be more effectively designed to furtherboth his intellectual development and his progress toward learning toread.

David P. Ausubel. "Stages of Intellectual Development and Their Implications forEarly Childhood Education." Paper presented at the First Institute on the Conceptof Development and Early Childhood Education, New York City, September 1962.I David Elkind. "Children's Conceptions of Right and Left," Journal of Genetic Psy-chology, 1961, 99, 269-278.
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A LOOK AHEAD BY THE READING
SPECIALIST
ARTHUR I. GATES

THE GENERAL PATTERN OF TF_ACIII TIF_AD1 NO has not been modified
much during the last quarter century. It has probably chancel less
than many other aspects of education and community life. The
educational and social scene today suggests that it is time to reconsider
almost everything involved in the teaching of reading. Since home
and community activities aS well as the school program affect learn-
ing to read, they should also be considered.

The Age of Beginning Reading

One of the oldest issues, the age of beginning reading, is concerned
as much with home and community activities as with the school.
Around the turn of the century, ,John Dewey, Edmund Iluey, and
others contended that social as well as psychological and educational
factors favored the delay of beginning reading until the seventh or
eighth year. When this problem was revived in the early twenties,
it, was contended that children could be taught to read the printed
word about as early as they learned to speak, but that when all things
(especikily practical conveniences) were considered, it appeared that
the traditional age of 6 or a bit later was as good as any for the average
child. It was pointed out, of course, that earlier years were probably
better for some and later times for other children.

Recently the issue has been presented again in lively fashion. Sev-
eral conditions suggest that it is now easier and more desirable to

Dr. Gates, professor emeritus at Columbia University, has long been recognized as one

of America's foremost authorities on reading instruction. He questions many of the
long-established and currently accepted principles governing the teaching ol reading.

Dr. Gates believes that basal readers leave much to be desired as instructional materials.
He feels that new educational media may provide u breakthrough on some of the in-
structional problems which have confronted reading specialists. Central in his paper
is a plea for more venturesome, thoroughgoing research in reading.
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teach reading at an earlier age than it was in 1920. To illustratea father wrote me a short time ago that his child near her second birth-day learned to read the word "Texaco" as it rushed toward her inincreasing size on the television screen and :.houted at her withincreasing vehemence by the announcer. Thi. began to pick upother wonis observed on signs and on televigi and was soon readingquite merrily.
Many persons have asserted recently that .children under 6 acquirea much larger vocabulary, more mineral information, and greatersophistication now than formerly and that, therefore, they shouldbegin to read earlier. This is a reasonable view, but. is it not equallyplausible to assume that the many new types of opportunities andincentives are now promoting learning so well that early reading isneeded less than formerly, It is possible that introducing readingearlier would decrease rather than increase their knowledge and skilland their interest in other powibly more fruitful media of learningduring these early years, which the late Leta S. Holling-worth calledthe "Golden Age of the Intellect." Several educators in Sweden indeedare convinced that modern conditions justify their present practiceof waiting until the child is 7 years of age before initiating reading.The real issue is not whether children can be taught to read at 4or 5--of course they canbut whether a child's educational develop-ment, as a whole wilt% fostered more by continuing to introduce read-ing at a median age of about 6, as at present, or shifting to an earlieror later age, or discovering ways of finding the optimum age for eachchild; It would be a pity if today's investigations are concerned onlywith the earlier years.

Reading Readiness

All of you are aware that the typical mading readiness programis based on relatively limited objective data. We need more informa-tion concerning what phases of it are useful and what are futile.Probably much that now occupies the several weeks or months in thefirst school grade could be eliminated or introduced more profitablyat an earlier time. As was pointed out by Dorothea McCarthy andothers recently, and by Huey more than a half century ago, many ofthe interests and skills involved in learning to read in school probablycan best be learned at mother's knee.
Whatever age is adopted as the "normal" one for beginning reading,some children can start earlier and others should start later for

optimum results. The one certain outcome of research on the age of
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beginning reading is that an educational-psychological study should
be made of each child to determine the beix time and method of in-
troducing him to reading.

AM.

The Literary Tradition and Everyday Needs

For various periods of time, reading instruction has been dominated
certain traditions which should now be reexamined. For example,

for nearly a century teachers of reading have been heavily engrapd in
efforts to cultivate literary appreciation. Although tile twenties wit-
nessed a revolt against this exclusive dependence upon classical litera-
ture, the tradition continued to prevail, at least to the extent of using
narrative materials almost exclusively in the basal readers. Today
filo typical basal readers consist, almost wholly of story materials;
publishers of basal readers struggle to outdo each other in offering the
most interesting material. This tradition should be challenged.

The reading materials with which most persons are confronted
today are far from literary clawaica. The 5-year-old child at home,
the 1'2-year-old in school, and the adult in his business office are faced
most of the time with ordinary, workaday stuff. The printed mate-
rials untered on television, in store windows and street advertise-

.4: in correspondence, and in the flood of circulars, advert iserntmts,
periodicals, busineas letters, trade journals, automobile license appli-
cations, and directions for operating numberless gadgets are a far cry
from the classics. The typical reading course does not pay much at-
tention even to such critical words as stop, go, betasv, look out, danger,
poison, keep out, and exit. The teaching of reading should be crit-
ically reviewed to determine whether it is properly meeting the prac-
tical as well as the cultural demands of everyday life today.

Importance of Teaching the Most Useful Techniques

We should try to determine the relative importance of the various
abilities and skills which our teaching undertakes to produce. For
example, the type of phonic instruction which aims at teaching a large
number of phonic items and conventions, in some cases several hun-
dred, really cultivates quite different skills from those resulting from
the type of phonic instruction which undertakes to develop a certain
few more general techniques, maneuvers, and insight& There would
seem to be a differencq between the outcomes of teaching 80 or 40
letters and symbols for each of the 40 or more phonemes found in
English words and, for example, the type of teaching which would

T16 -664 0 - 64 - dr,
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embody Jerome Bruner's method of discovery. The latter, moreover,might seem to lead to different final outcomes from those obtained bymeans of study based on B. F. Skinner's system of "programing."We need to determine clearly the nature and values of the manydifferent types of habits, skills, techniques, insights, and general ma-neuvers which result from all the forms of teaching. This can be donebest by increasing the quantityrind quality of the intensive observa-t ion and exacting experimental analysis of pupils' performanms moretypical of tin laboratory and clinic than of the Ia4,Pv-scale controlgroup com pa r so ntl.

Developmental Sequences
4,

Indeed, ,we should now challenge every important component orcharacteristic of basal reading programs, old and new. Most pro-grams embodv a complex developmental sequence of interests and
8 abilities. Tliese arrangements have been variously suggested by theresults of research in reading and child development, by general theoryof learning, by observations of practical work in schools, and by thehunches of editors, teachers, and authors. It is now time for a re-appraisal of these complex factors and their components.

The Basal Program and Individual Differences
We should now frankly recognize that the typical basal programis incomplete, rather poorly organized for certain purposes, and inmany ways probably let*; than perfect when viewed in the light ofmodern experimental and practical evidence, such as that being mar-shaled in support of "programed learning." To a large degree, thesedeficiencies have resulted, from the conviction of publishers and edu-cators that schools could not afford the amount and types of material

needed for a more adequate program. As a consequences the typicalbasal program leaves much to be desired for the purpose of adjustinginstruction to the wide range of individual differences found in atypical classroom.
When one adds the effects of deficiencies in teacher training, the

ever-increasing instructional demands made upon the teacher's time,and certain other factors which I shall mention later, it appears thatthe typical basal reader program makes more demands upon the aver-age teacher than her time and talent enable lier to meet. Throughthe use of information and skill now available, the entire program of
basal materials can be made more adequate in quantity and flexibility
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for the pNpose of helping the overburdened teacher meet the be-
wildering array of individual needs in her class.

Influence of School, Home, and Community

We should not overlook the fact that the teaching of reading suffers
from many influences which are not limited to reading but which af-
fect school life and teaching in general. Following are typical ex-
amples of the "gripes" most frequently mentioned recently by a large
group of New York City teachers;

Too many clerical and nonteachina responsibilities which rob teachers of
time to teach.
Too many to in an average clam es

litree Idve interruptions of class work, such as public-address anncm.nee-
men ts and collecting of milk money.
Inadequate number of tutsuesigned periods wben teachers could prepare
for ciasswork.
Inadequate programs for seriously disturbed chliren.
Faulty eixnmunics dons of ts between teachers, the board of education,
and parents.

The amount and kind of reading ability a child acquires depends
greatly on the interests and activities prevalent in his home and
neighborhood u well as on the methods and materials made available
to him in the school. This conception should now be explored thor-
oughly. I am glad to observe that the Carnegie Corporation is sup-
porting basic research in this area.

New and Old Types of Research

Various other studies now being promoted by John Gardner, presi-
dent of the Carnegie Corporation, are of utmost importance in pointing
out ways in which the whole school program can be changed in the
interest of improving theleaching of reading. Mr. Gardner considers
this the greatest responsibility of the school. The Ford Foundation
and other groups are fostering mearch in reading. I shall offer com:
manta on research enterprises with which I am familiar.

Recint Research Unduly Concerned With a Few Old Issues

It seem to me that investigators of reading have tended during
the past two decades to narrow their field of operations and to be-
00MS more alike in their-systematic outlook. We should begin to
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break out. more vigorously in new directions. The recent armge ofcriticisms has tended to further this drift toward uniform keep-ing reading investigators too much preoccupied with a - t.:" numberof practices, most of which are not new creations but revivals of pro-cedures introduced long ago. The teaching of phonics is a.prime ex-ample. Most of the ideas and systems so vociferously advocated re-cently have had a century of trial during which their values andlimitations have been considered repeatedly in theory, in practicaltests in classroom work, in individual remedial instruction, and invarious experimental situations. A recent study seems to me to presentthe significant facts more clearly and critically than any precedinginvestigation. For this reason I should like to report it to you briefly.

A Crucial Study of the Value and Limitations of Phonics
A fultreport on this study will be published by Frederick B. Davisof Hunter College. During his recent period of study in the Philip-pines, Professor Davis found that a program confined largely to sys-tematic phonic instruction had been tried out for several years in com-parison with a typical modern multiple approach in teaching childrento read their native language, Tagalog. Tagalog is a remarkablysimple and almost perfectly consistent, phonic language. It containsonly about, half as many phonemes as English, each of which is almostinvariably represented by one and only one printed letter, and eachletter almost always represents only one sound. Here, then, is the cru-cial test. If instruction largtqw confined to conventional phonics cansucceed anywhere, it. should do so in teaching Tagalog. Fortunately,the study appears to have been tried out in the Philippines withoutprejudice and in a calm spirit of experimentation.

Experimental conditions were admirably controlled; comparisonswere made at the end of the first and second year of instruction. In apreliminary analysis, children were paired on the bases of age, mentalage, attendance, equipment., teacher ability, and scores obtained fromseveral tests of reading, spelling, social studies, and other subjects.Even in this conspicuously consistent and simple phonic language, themultiple approach was as good as, indeed probably better than, thealmost exclusively phonic method.
English was introduced at the beginning of the third year. Testsgiven at the end of the year showed that the children who had beentaught by the more varied, multiple approach made the transition toreading English better than those taught by the more exclusive phonicsprogram. Their mean test scores were conspicuously greater in read-
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ink, language, and dictation, and considera better in social studies
and arithmetic. Professor Davis, who has rev been involved in con-
troversies about phonics, believes as I do tha this is crucial and con-
vincing evidence of the superiority of the ultiple approach and
the limitations of the largely exclusive phoni0 method of teaching
reading. If anything is clear from the history of teaching read-
ing, it, is that traditional phonics is no panacea. The issue that so
many have been shouting about recently is now demonstrably a dead
issue.

The Use of Augmentpd Alphabets

Many persons have looked hopefully for a renaissance based on
teaching words composed of an augumented alphabetthat is, a longer
but phonically more consistent alphabet, of which there are now sev-
eralbefore introducing the conventional 26-letter form. It must be
said that this system, at least in principle, has also been tried out in
theory and practice off and on for nearly a century. Whether the
additional visual symbols number 10 or 20, whether they are new
visual figures or conventional letters used both singly and combined or
converted into a new visual pattern by means of diacritical or other
marks, whether the new words are very similar or dissimilar to con-
ventional printed words, the principle is the same.

This system in various forms was widely used in American and
English schools before the turn of the century. G. Stanley Hall,
Dewey, Thorndike, and others were critical of it long ago. Huey re-
viewed it extensively without enthusiasm in his book published in
190§.1 Although Winch began work on it with great expectations in
England in 1904 and labored for more than two decades to find ways
to make it work acceptably, his report' offered- little to encourage
teachers who found it a difficult and demanding form of teachifig.

In most if not all of the previous studies involving an augmented
phonetic alphabet as the basis of initial instruction in reading, inten-
sive teaching of phonics was basic. Our English friends, Sir James
Pitman and Prof. John A. Downing, however, state that the method
they have developed is designed to employ a multiple approach, or as
they say both the phonic and the "look-and-say" teaching. The trend
of current theory and of research findings implies that spending rela-
tively less time and emphasis on phonics and more on other components

1 Edmund Burke Huey. The Porokologg end Pedagogy of Reading. New York : Mac-millan Co., 1908.
2 W. H. Winch. Mackay winners To Road in 111/111041. Blooudngtos, I11.: PublicSchool Publishing Co., 19111.
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of the multiple approach would give better results with the Pitmanor other augmented alphabet forms, even more conspicuously thanwas true of the teaching of Tagalog. The Pitman plan can contributeonly by virtue of its simplification of the phonic system. To illustrate,the Pitman plan would not help (on the contrary it would hinder)deaf-mute children's efforts to learn to read. It would give them twoforms, instead of one, of most printed words. To overcome the dis-advantage of learning one only to discard it for another, the planwould have to assist greatly the cultivation of phonic insight and skill.And, as the Tagalog experiment demonstrates, it should do this in amultiple approach without too much concentration on phonics.My comments on phonics and augmented alphabet methods shouldnot be taken to imply that I think the use of phonics is futile or thatimproved methods of teaching phonics cannot be found. On thecontrary, new ventures should be vigorously sought and tried out.Among them are other.extended alphabets, such as the New Single-Sound Alphabet and the World English Alphabet. There are alsosome quite different approaches with conventional English. For
example, I am especially impressed both with the ideas and themethods being emplopid now by our Canadian neighbor A. R.
MacKinnon, whose book flow DO Children Learn to Read? I haverecently read. Plans which use the conventional alphabet but intro-duce phonics in ipriplified and graduated forms designed to reducethe confusion and difficulty of conventional phonic training have been
suggested by .1°11 B. Carroll and others. I hope all these approachesmay be tried out long enough and widely enough to test their valueafter the honeymoon fervorthe Hawthorne effecthas dissipated.

Individualized Teaching
Op,

There are other practices long in use which have been recently
advocated with great vigor. For example, "individualized" teachingmethods have for 60 years persisted in form similar to practices pro-posed by John Dewey and others at the turn of the century. Thesepersons felt that children learned better at home by what Hueycalled the "natural" method, in which they were left largely to their
own devices, but supported by warm encouragement and common-
sense suggestions. Such a procedure represents the major feature ofa number of programs which have been tried out in various schoolsduring the past 65 years with results that are good, bad, or indifferent,depending upon the details of the program and the skill of the teacher.
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There or other types of instruction designated as "individualized"
teaching which also embody excellent features, such as a strenuous
effort to tailor instruction to individual needs. They emphasize the
importance of all-round teaching skill rather than any particular
method. They demonstrate certain limitations of typical basal read-
ing programs, and the very fact that "individualized" teaching tends
to be difficult and time-consuming is evidence that even the best teacher
needs suitable materials and opportunities, now not as abundant as
they should be, to enable here to use her talents most efficiently.

In what new directions can one turn for suggestions for improving
reading? I think I should confess that the most promising practices
are likely to be those which do not our to me ! Perhaps my limita-
tions are responsible for my feeling that we shall do better by looking
to the present and the future rather than to the past. I shall offer
only a suggestion or two concerning promising possibilities among the
many which all of you here today can perceive more clearly than I.

The Teachers' Attitude and Activity

First of all, I suggest that we study the amount and kind of direct
and definite teaching now devoted specifically to reading. It is my
belief that during the past quarter century there has been an in-
creasingly widespread acceptance of a kind of laissez faire attitude
toward the teaching of reading. John Gardner and others have
noted and deplored the tendency to give the teaching of reading far
less time and attention than it deserves, both in schools and teacher
training institutions.

In addition, a shift of emphasis from the "subjects" to children
has led many teachers to adopt a kind of easygoing approach to
reading, even when they are teaching it, which has introduced such
a degree of unguided learning that many youngsters have not been
getting a sufficient amount of skilled, direct instruction. I have seen
several instances during recent years in which the average reading
abilities of pupils have been markedly increased as the result of the
teacher merely getting down to the business of teaching reading
longer and more seriously, without any change in her skills or methods.
Incidentally, this phenomenon is likely to result in all sorts of ma-
terials and methods getting credit for achievements due mainly or
entirely to the effect of better teacher application to the job. It may
thus become, unless we are careful, as confusing at it is potent.

A storm of recent criticisms has made teachers anxious to make
obvious changes. Some of them, I fear, may be changes not for the
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better but for the worse in every respect except effort. Teachers needhelp as never before, as Prof. Mary Austin and her colleagues haveshown. A problem of major importance is how to provide them withsuch help. Reading specialists have in the past neglected this field.It should receive our immediate attention.

Importance of General Psychological Theory
I believe that investigators of reading should give greater heed togeneral psychological theory, especially the theories of learning relat-ing to the higher perceptual and intellectual processes. Neglect oftheory has resulted in work in the field becoming less well coordinated,and less easily and clearly interpreted. Cattell, Judd, Thorndike,and other earlier leaders were primarily scientific theorists and second-arily investigators of practical school problems. General theory notonly serves one in case of absence of experimental or practical guides,but skillfully employed it also suggests promising new possibilities.
Neglect of psychological theory can result in failure to observeimportant new developments. This is apparent at the present time.For example, it appears that, students of reading have been slow instudying the possible advantages of teaching machines and programedlearning practices which grew out of the work of Skinner and othergeneral experimental psychologists. I feel that we should explorecritically and thoroughly all the new devices in the teaching of reading.It is quite possible that the results of many studies in which oneprocedure is compared with another (excluding thosA in which theHawthorne effect takes over the controls) are due more to the effec-

tiveness with which the materials are programed than to any intrinsicsuperiority of the materials or procedures. It is consequently pos-sible that all sorts of inferior material and general procedures willsoon flood the market. The task of distinguishing the wheat from thechaff in all the new packages is indeed a tremendous one, but profes-sional students in reading should not be confined to evaluating thecreations of others. They should become inventive leaders.

Possible Uses of Modern Mechanical Devices
We should explore other uses for mechanical devices. To illustrate,40 years ago when I was trying out methods of teaching congenitaldeaf-mute children to read, I observed several kinds of visual analysisof printed words which, I felt, might be useful to normal children.Some of these techniques which proved to be rather difficult to teach

.00
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without expert demonstration could now be taught readily by means
of sound motion picture devices, especially the modern slow-motion
procedures. If such skills could be taught successfully by motion
picture and television projections, they would strengthen the team of
visual, phonic, and other skills already available. Television and
sound motion pictures, moreover, seem to offer improved means of
helping teachers learn how to teach expertly and how to acquire
greater skill in many subtle phases of instruction, skill which is now
mastered by relatively few.

New Types of Research

A final suggestion is that some of the quite new approaches devel-
oped in other areas of psychology be brought into the teaching of
reading. An example is an approach sometimes referred to as "sys-
tems development approach" and "component task analysis." Work
with this approach is being carried on mainly by psychologists in the
armed services. Some of these investigators have found that such
applications of "principles of learning" as giving the learner knowl-
edge of the results of his trial reactions,,or providing typical super-
vised practice or the use of spaced practice are not invariably helpful
and much less potent than certain new principles and practicffi.

R. M. Gagne, for example, sums up his brief article, "Military
Training and Principles of Learning," in the American PATchplogist,
February 1962, as follows :

If I were faced with the problem of improving training. I should not
look for much help from the well-known learning principles like reinforce-
ment, distribution of practice, response familiarity, and so on. I should
look instead at the technique of task analysis, and at the principles of
component task achievement, intratask transfer, and the sequencing of
subtask learning to find those Ideas of greatest usefulness in the design of
effective training.

There seems little doubt that here is emerging both a new type of
investigation and novel guiding principles. The learning situations
encountered in teaching reading and the language arts are the kinds
with which these workers have been most successful.

Concluding Statement

In concluding, I shouy like to say that the rather broad type of
pattern of research work, mainly oriented in an eclectic attitude, which
characterizes most investigations of reading and the language arts in

4
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American universities, has been very productive, and more and betterwork in any one of these lines is desirable. It is noticeable, however,that some of the most productive types of approaches employed inthe past, for example the laboratory-experimental approach, havenot flourished in recent years. Moreover, there are new and promisingtypes of investigation and theoretical explanation which are not, as faras I know, being pursued extensively in reading and the language artsby any group in any American university. It should not be assumedthat the few I have mentioned are the only ones. I offer them merelyto suggest the importance of considering some of the quite new typesof attack. Never, during the years in which I have observed the scene,have the opportunities for both thoroughgoing and venturesomeresearch been as great as they are today.



A LOOK AHEAD BY THE TEACHER
EDUCATOR

AMY HOSTLER

ALOOK AHEAD IN TEACH= EDUCATION A8 to the scope and practices in
teaching reading at the primary level does nothindicate any overnight
change in existing programs. We have, in our elementary schools
today, excellent as well as poor programs in reading. The same holds
true in teacher education where prospective teachers learn methods of
teaching reading. Both represent s wide range from the earliest
known alphabet method through the recurring systems and include
the current practices we have heard discussed at this conference.

Ever since the recognition of the printed word became a symbol of
learning, there have been differing opinions and open controversy on
methods of teaching reading. In spite of this, "old methods never
die." Methods come into use and, in some cases, go out of use as
frequently as fashions change. They might easily be dated and the
dates placed on the rim of a revolving wheel which, when spun, would
turn up the same or a similar method with surprising regularity from
decade to decade or even generation to generation. As Dr. Nils Smith
and Dr. Arthur Gates have pointed out, the phonetic methods are well-
known examples of such recurrence.

We sometimes find a teacher who uses a particular instructional
method next door to one who uses another method. Frequently, teach-
ers manifest very little interest in examining different methods or in
discussing them. There is often open resistance to change. In fact,
any change might come only through administrative direction. This
might be called the closed-mind attitude. Is this the result of the type
of preparation these teachers had or is it a personality trait or a com-

Teache educatum has been under jire irons both proles:load leaders and more out-
side the profession. Here a teacher educator suggests ways in which colleges of educa-
tion Neighs do a more elective job in preparing teocAers reading. Dr. Hostler is
praident oj Mills College in New York City.

She does not torJee any radical changes4n teacher training, but urges flexibility and
eckcticism on the part of teacher educator& She phi stresses the need for more rigorous
screening o/ prospective teachers.
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bination of both? We have such instances throughout the country.We must, as we go fomard, find ways to change what is apparentlynow a way of thinking, a narrow and rigid approach to the teachingof children. Unfortunately, many teachers still quote, whether accu-rately or not, "At college we do this" or "believe this."Others say, "I studied under Dr. who is an authority on read-ing. He believes and teaches that
A young man, recently returned from a period of Army service.,registered for the teacher education program at a recognized institu-tion of higher education. He said at a conference recently, "I cannotbelieve what I'm being taught. We're using a 1929 text because itis the book written by the teacher. I don't believe he has had a newidea in all that time."
This is an unfortunare but not untrue report. Teacher educatorswho resent it. must go far beyond the old methods and materials courses,and focus on developing insight into child nature and the methodsthat will foster child growth and development. This insight. shouldhelp the teacher to make decisions that are right for each child. Byright, I mean more than methods; I refer to timing and rate of growthand the child's own readiness. We should know when as well as howto begin reading, not. on the basis of when the child ran begin to readbut when he sluni/d. These may be several years apart. in time.

Colleges and universities engaged in teacher education are strivingto do a better job today. They are setting new goals for their insti-tutions, which in turn will affect the graduates, our new crop ofteachers each year. These new goals are broader than one area of sub-ject matter, and they will affect teaching in all its aspects.In today's world, the teacher of primary grades must be just aswell educated as the high school teacher. She must have knowledge,special abilities, and skills. She must possess an understanding ofchild growth and development, and of the learning proems. She mustbe sensitive to the needs of the child and must find ways to meet theseneeds. This is a large order. Granted the opportunity to select stu-dents for teacher education with these powers and potentials, we can"look ahead" to new and more creative approaches to the problemsand the processes involved in primary reading.
The teacher of tomorrow will have a continuing interest in studyinghow children learn to read. She will not be content with using onemethod in the hope that all childttn in a given group will eventuallylearn to read. She will give one child, or several, the necessary pho-netic training which will lead to independent reading. But withothers, when she notes an ability to grasp words, phrases, and sen-
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(owes with almost photographic accuracy, she will use a different

method. hi between these two extremes, she will utilize a variety of

approaches without focusing on any one to the exclusion of others.

A Single Method Unlikely

I see little likelihood that any teacher educator of the future will

devise a single method which could be agreed upon as the only effec-

tive way to teach reeding. One approach can never suffice so long as

we have many children with individual differences. If the teacher
educator approaches the teaching of reading from an eclectic point of

view, tAchers are likely to show a greater degree of openmindedness

toward change, toward experimentation and research.
The teacher educator will expect the young teacher to leave her

preparatory work with an anticipation and a sense of exploration that
will make each child's succtkis in reading a challenge to her. When
this becomes generally true, we shall have a release of the creative

potential of the teacher in developing skills and methods adaptable
to each child. It is my belief that we have scarcely touched this cre-

ative source of power.

Points To Consider

Our main concern must be how to make this prediction come true.
Its fruition calls for greater emphasis on teacher education programs,
based upon s study of child development and the learning process,

with provisions for research in both areas. It also requires an honest

appraisal of present teacher education programa We will reevalu-
ate our own preparation, and as teacher educators we will make sure

of the following:
1. Acquainting the student with .history and practices in the teaching of

reading, and helping him to relate the to the development of the child.

2 Studying special methods cot reading now in use.

8. Studying the variety of current programs in operation in home teaching,
team teaching, track and final -track teaching, Montessori teaching, and

programed instruction, in cities such as Denver, Ossining, Oceanside,

Hicksville, Greenwich, and Rye Neck.

4. Studying research reports In beginning reading and relating these to
classroom practice.

& Developing and experimenting with programed materials for beginning
reading-

& Learning to use special audiovisual materials or programs ( TV and radio)
and helping to produce theme.
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By these means, the teacher educator will help his students to keepan open mind, to discover the strengths or weaknesses in all methods,and to discover how to make use of multiple approaches to readinginstruction.
We must work toward having teachers think critically about chil-dren and their individual needs and about how they learn, rather thanlooking for a quick, common answer or adopting only one prescribedtraditional method or new system. When school systems adopt R par-ticular method exclusively, the teachers must be equipped to evaluatethe procedure in the light of child development principles. Mona-over, if need be they must be prepared to show how better resultsmight be secured in a sounder approach.

A Final Word

If the core of our profession is the teacher, and I cannot see it beingshifted to any other, then the role of the teacher and the teachingprocess remains in his hands. If this is true, then the teacher mustbecome more a verbal spokesman for our profefsion by knowing whatother teachers are doing and why they are doing it. The teachereducator must aid in developing this ability. He must also be con-cerned with the preparation of principals and superintendentsof allwho are in positions of leadership. The teacher educator must assumesome responsibility in helping thew administrators acquire A genemiunderstanding of learning.
If schools mirror the pressures of our society, then the teacher edu-cator must become even more of an expert in helping the future teacherdevelop a strong personal philosophy of education which he will ex-amine and reexamine throughout his professional life. He must havethe strength and conviction to modify his ideas and practices whenevernew and acceptable knowledge becomes available.
In our look ahead as teacher educators, we must, recruit studentswho have the courage and wisdom to learn and to apply things not yetknown. We must not depend too much upon a fixed time scheduleof 4 years of preparation and a fixed number of credits. Instead,we must begin to work toward needed qualifications which includegeneral and professional knowledge, a high level of critical thinking,and the ability to work intelligently, independently, and creatively.

Prospective teachers who meet these standards will continue to be
learners. They will, as they become involved., with their teaching,
define more clearly the methods they use and they will keep a clearfocus on the child.
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Exploration is no longer confined to space, the secrets of the seas,

or the earth. Today it must, for the teacher educator, include Prepara-

tion in the teaching of readingone wide gateway to the child's

intellectual growth.



A LOOK AHEAD BY THE CURRICULUM
PLANNER

GRACE A. DORSEY

AS THE CURRICULUM PI.ANNER 1.4)K8 .11EAD, he realizes that them
must be changes not in reading alone, but in the total school program.
Sch(x)1 curriculums are continuously changing. With new miearch
and experimentation, the development of new And better materials of
instruction. and more information concerning children's growth and
growth differences, there is a challenge to provide the best possible
programs for all children.

We have seen considerable pressure to begin the teaching of reading
earlier than was fonnerly thought to be best. Many parents are con-
cerned about the prog-ram in kindergartens and "the poor start" they
are told "their children are get t ing in shool." They have read articles
in the popular magazines and have seen the cartoons and comics some-
times ridiculing the school; and, although in most instances they be-
lieve in their school policies and practices, they are anxious that their
children have the best possible start in school. Other parents in those
school systems where kindergartens are not yet a part of the school
pmgram believe their children should start to school earlier. Some
school administrators also think this should be done.

Enmeshed in this concern for earlier admission and a change in
kinderwirten emphasis is the pressure to Atart reading earlier because
of the belief that children know more than in years past, that they have
had more and richer experiences than formerly, and that many have
learned to recognize a number of words or in some cases have actually
learned to read before they start to school.

Mrs. Dorsey u assistant director o/ instruction for the Maryland State Department ot
Education. Based upon her long experience as a classroom teacher and her dose associ-
ation with experimental and developmental programs in Maryland, her paper voices a
strong plea to preserve the rights of young children.

She urges inder,use of individualised instruction and smaller classes. She also sug-
gests problem areas in which inservice programs might provide instruction and inlornsa-
don for teachers.
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Protect Children's Rights

123

The conscientious curriculum planner must have the courage to pro-

tect the rights of young children to develop normally in their first years

in school. I believe the kindergarten curriculum should be concerned

with the child's language development, and that it should provide

him with information about his environment and an opportunity to

explore and to develop an appetite for learning. He should have time

to get better acquainted with stories and books and to play and work

with other children. It should be a wonderful learning. time. All

Shia is the beginning of readingnot formal---but a meaningful im-

portant beginning. Symbols may be introduced, but they should be

used as a natural, functional part of class or individual activities.

Superior programs in reading demand highly differentiated in-

struction. There are °event] means by which good programs can be

fostered. More materials with greater variety of content than we

have used in the past are needed in our classes to meet individual in-

terests, skills, and achievement. A reading program demands much

more than one textbook per child. There should be numerous sets

of texts to meet the reading levels of the children and a large number

of good library books on various subjects and at different reading

levels, as well as other kinds of materials.

Worth The Reading

Much consideration should be given to the content of basal reading

materials to assure that they are specific to the actual activities of

children, that they coincide with children's speaking vocabularies, and

that they are worth the time and effort of learning to read them. I'd

like to emphasize particularly this last criterion"worth the time and

effort of learning to read them." It is doubtful that some of the

materials in some of the newer experimental program would be used

if selected for the worth of their content..

The manner in which pupith are organized for learning may influ-

ence expectancies in learning. Shall we continue with grades? We

know that children's abilities in any single grade vary and that there

is a wide range of achievement. Yet, we continue to think in terms of

grade standards rather than individual achievement. The ungraded

or continuous progress plan of organization in a school Egeems.promis-

ing, for it provides for a wealth of enrichment and permits children

to progress as rapidly or as slowly u they need to, as they use suitable,

challenging materials which may have been traditionally designated

1IS-1144 0 - -
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for another group. Such a plan is a way of putting into practice
a philosophy that values progress and success for the individual child.
To put, it into practice "necessitates viewing the curriculum as an un-
broken though irregular continuum of learning for the child. "'

More attention to ways of involving more individual pupils in read-
ing activities during group instruction could make reading periods
more interesting and challenging to many pupils. Observers in almost
any reading class will see that too few children are actively involved
in group instruction. The same pupils respond frequently; others
participate little or wait hopefully for something to do or say. The
school day is too short and present classes are often too large for each
child to be able to take part in even our best group work. We must
invent new procedures and find different means to increase the amount

-of learning in reading classes. Even young children can learn to
work in pairs and in small groups without constant supervision from
the teacher. The teacher-and-one-pupil-at-a-time as other children
in the group wait their turn needs considerable supplementation.

Even as the above is said, recognition must also be given to the
importance of individualized reading with teacher-pupil conferences
when the teacher works with each child apart from the others in the
group. This is exceptionally worthwhile in the early stages of read-
ing when each child in a class has the opportunity to talk over his own
experiences, to dictate to the teacher his own stories, and to have the
teacher's help on needed skills. It continues to be of importance when
he starts reading his own books and those from the school library.
Individualized reading promises much for each child. It motivates
him to learn to read and write and permits him to succeed on his own,
thus building a self-concept that he is a reader : He can read, and read-
ing is valuable to him.

Smaller Classes Needed

Classes in many elementary schools should be smaller than at
present. It is impossible for teachers to see children as individuals
while working with 30 or 35 pupils. There is too little time in large
classes, even when such classes are broken into small groups, for each
child to have the attention and help he often needs. It may well
be that problems in beginning reading which start in large classes in
the early grades are responsible for many negative attitudes toward
school and toward learning in later years.

1 Lillian Gore. 'Vile Noagraded Primary Unit." Retool Life, Marib 1962.
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Inservice programs for teachers represent an important considera-
tion for administrators and supervisors. Many elementary school
teachers need continuing help in the form of specific instruction and
information on the following phases of the reading program:

Diagnosing strengths and needs of children in reading
Making the best :use of basal reading materials
Meeting the individual needs of pupils
Teaching phonic and structural analysis
Conducting direeted reading activities

Inservice education should be planned cooperatively with teachers
School time should be allotted for teachers to participate in the plan-
ning, actual study, and evaluation of the program. Use can now be
made of television, permitting more teachers to participate in ineerv-
ice programs and at the same time stay in their schools rather than
reporting to a central meeting place. Films, filmstrips, and tape
recordings can be used successfully. Procedures using laboratory
sessions, demonstrations followed by discussion, and planned study
have been found to be more satisfactory than lectures alone. Teachers
who work with a reading specialist in a planned program over a period
of time-1, 2, or 3 or more years--develop skill and interest in the
teaching of reading. They also gain much confidence in their own
ability to teach reading.

Supportive Personnel

Adequate supportive personnel are essential if the teacher of reading
is to do a superlative job. School librarians who like children as well
as books and who have well-equipped libraries in which to work are
essential in good reading programs. A secretary or school clerk to
type children's stories (until they are able to type or write their own)
and to help them make their own first reading books may free the
teacher for more professional activities. Specialistsdoctors, pedia-
tricians, remedial reading experts, and pschologistswho help to
determine the best possible programs for children with special learn-
ing needs have proved of great value. Such personnel become im-
portant in the plans of the supervisor as he works tt promote a more
effective reading program for all children.

The education of parents is another important aspect of a succeesful
reading program. Many parents are afraid to help or even to en-
courage their children in reading. They have been told to keep hands
off, but parents can do much to help children read if they canlearn
what is being done, what their children need, and what they them-
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selves can do. Children progress more satisfactorily when parents
approve, appreciate, and understand the school program.

A final consideration of the curriculum planner should be to dis-
cover ways and means of evaluating and using, in accordance with
his particular needs, the vast array of research in reading. It is
very easy to hold on to ineffective methods merely because they have
seemed to work. They must be reevaluated and supplemented with
new and different approaches. New goals such as "every child using
materials on his reading level" or "helping each child become a reader"
often call for new procedures in teaching and learning. Teachers too
often have little time to seek out research on a particular phase of
reading. Keeping teachers informed, encouraging them to use re-
search, and planning needed programs cooperatively with them will
continue to be the challenge of the curriculum planner in the years
ahead.



A LOOK AHEAD BY THE RESEARCH
DIRECTOR

HELEN M. ROBINSON

WITHOUT A CRYSTAL BALL, it 1S necessary to predict future research
on the basis of present trends as seen by the limited view of the writer.
Two trends, in the area of beginning reading, appear to be worth
noting : (1) General uneasiness and dissatisfaction in respect to the
reading progress made by most pupils at the primary grade level, and
(2) genuine interest on the part of persons in related disciplines, such
as sociologists, psychologists, pilychiatrists, neurologists, linguists
and those concerned with child development. From these trends, one
might predict that ingenuity and imagination will result in research
techniques that are appropriate for investigating the many faces
which determine successful beginning reading.

Inherent in the foregoing trends is concern about the general lack
of respect for much of the reading research done in recent years.
Careful review of the large volume of research during the last 3 years
offers some tentative explanations for this unfortunate attitude:

1. Most investigations appear to be based upon comparisons involving
standardised tests, while very few attempt to probe beneath surface
changes or to determine what caused the changes.

2. The recurrent suggestions for further research made by investigators
concern the process of learning to read, rather than the product, or
what has been learned ; however, few studies have attempted to deal
with processes of learning to read.

Dr. Robinson, protestor of education at the University of Chicago, is but known for
her personal contributions to reading research and for her comprehensive, annual suns-

maries ot research in reading.
She acknowledges the weaknesses and limitations of much reading research, past and

present, and predicts an improvement in the choice of research topics and in research
design. She believes that new teaching methods will be concerned less with what is best
for the majority and more with what works most effectively with certain types of learners.

Dr. Robinson urges that results of exploratory research be confirmed through replica-
tion before being released to the profession. She feels that such a policy would bring
about sounder teacher-education' programs.
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8. Many investigations are inadequately controlled, and the investigators
give little recognition to various contributing or detracting factors.

4. Few studies continue over a sufficient length of time to determine the
long-range effect of experimental conditions which may have yielded
temporary spurts in learning.

5. Published reports of research are being reduced to such a minimum of
space that it is impossible to retblicitte a study or even to determine
whether the procedure is really rtady to be applied in the classroom.

xLooking ahead, I foresee improvement in choice of research topics
and in general reseArch ign. Investigations will be replicated so13

that conclusions reached i

7ll
be both dependable and defensible. Such

careful research should 'significantly influence future practices.
In the remainder' of this paper, only three significant aspects of

future research relating to beginning reading can be noted. The first
two are tuldressed to problems already considered in this conference,

ait while thenird concerns techniques of research.

Beginning To Read Early

The age at which children can learn to read is currently being tested
in many centers. Concern with this problem is due in part to the dis-
content which parents and some teachers have expressed about prog-
ress in the primary grades. In part, it reflects the general social
pressures of our times, especially the urgency for speed in completing
the school curriculum. As Dr. Gates has already pointed out, the re-
curring problems of age of beginning reading assume new dimensions
today, with the advent of new media such as television and teaching
machines.

Undoubtedly, research will demonstrate again that many children
can learn to read before the age of 6 years. However, such findings
are likely to be confusing to the practitioner unless related problems
are also investigated. The immediate and long-range effects upon
children who are taught to read at ages 3, 4 and 5 should be studied.
Immediate concerns might include the attitude of pupils toward read-
ing, their concept of what reading is and what it does for them, their
levels ottension and frustration or possible satisfaction resulting from
early reading, their growth in language, and the effects on their visual
and auditory development.

Long-range studies of early reading, to be convincing, should
demonstrate the continued superiority of pupil achievement as a re-
sult of early instruction. If pupils instructed in reading at a later
age learn at a more rapid rate and catch up with the early beginners
at the middle-grade or junior high school levels, it seems likely that
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little advantage will have been shown. Investigations should include
not only achievement, but also the relative effects of early instruction
on pupil interest in reading and the satisfaction resulting from read-
ing. It is conceivable that very early instruction might enhance for
some children, but diminish for others, the desire to read.

Furthermore, the study of individual childreLyiliio succeed, or fail
to make progress, may offer new insights into what constitutes read-
ing readiness. The frequently recognized factors of general intelli-
gence and level of language development, as well as social and
emotional maturity, should be supplemented by appraisal of abilities
such as visual and auditory perception, level of concept development,
and the ability to abstract and generalize. Such research might be
useful in differentiating the age at which each pupil could prcofit most

from instruction.
Finally, should results reveal that there are general advantages to

beginning reading instruction for most children at an early age,

schools may need to determine whether it is practical to duplicate
the experimental instructional conditions.' At the San Francisco
meeting of the International Reading Association, Dr. Jack A. Holmes
hypothesized, from his analysis of prior research, that age of learning
to read is a function of class enrollment. He showed that children

age 6 must in very and that younger
ones may even require individual instruction. Future research is
needed to investigate both desirability and practicality of early
reading instruction.

Further study of the optimum age for beginning reading instruction
should include research which answers a number of questions : How
much can be accomplished I What conditions and Which combinations
of pupil abilities are best I What are the immediate and long-range
effects? Is it practical for schools to carry on such program?

Teaching\Beginning Reading

It is anticipated that future research dealing with methods of teach-
ing beginning reading will be more carefully designed and controlled
than many recent studies have been. The Hawthorne effect should be

controlled; the effectiveness of teaching and the time devoted to read-
ing need to be equalized; the abilities and backgrounds of children
should be matched, while quantity and range of materials should be
similar. Long-term studies are needed in this area, and they should
include a variety of techniques of evaluation rather than standardized
tests alone.
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My extremely limited involvement in preparing programed mate-
rials suggests myriad problems for future investigation. For example,
it seems likely that the mechanical aspects of reading can be pro-
gramed, but so far I have many reservations about prepared self-
teaching materials to develop interpretation, without provisions for
discussion and teacher guidance. One of the advantages of program-
ing materials is that the very act of programing forces one to check
his assumptions about the proper sequence for reading skills develop-
ment. Although many different sequences are possible, the best
sequences are yet to be determined. One of the most promising fea-
tures of programed materials is the opportunity afforded the inves-
tigator for understanding processes involved in learning to read: A
second feature is the possibility of varying some conditions while all
others remain constant. For example, a program may be directed by
a man's voice or a woman's voice and the effects of this small change
evaluated, without the effects of teacher personality.

As Methods Change

New methods of teaching, rather than a revival of old methods,
may characterize the next decade. Each new method should be sub-
jected to rigorous study to determine its worth for groups of children.
Furthermore, we must identify specific features of new technique
which are especially productive. The ultimate result may be a com-
bination with methods of instruction now practiced rather than a
complete change.

I foresee increased attention to the design of teaching methods and
procedures to fit not just the average child, but specific groups of
pupils with similar patterns of aptitudes. With greater precision in
determining significant aptitudes, pupils might be grouped according
to perception skills, which they use most successfully, or according to
common patterns of visual perception or some more significant apti-
tudes. Such developments would shift the focus of research from
what is good for the most to what is best for certain types of learners.

Intensive interest in the learning problems of the culturally dis-
advantaged undoubtedly will continue. Sociologists and linguists
should be enlisted in exploring these problems. We need to know
more about the deficits in reading readiness of the culturally disad-
vantaged. It will be necessary to devise and test techniques of com-
pensating for experience, language development, types of intellectual
stimulation, or whatever is needed to give such pupils an opportunity
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to learn to read successfully. I anticipate that a number of fruitful
investigations will appear in this area.

A few forecasts of research dealing with methods of teaching begin-

ning reading have been made. Other topics could be mentioned, but
unforeseen aspects are likely to appear as research takes on broader
dimensions.

Improved Research

Reading-readiness tests are certain to change in the future. Promis-
ing new types of measures of several aspects of readiness have already
begun to ap A search for differential aptitudes among young
children sho k. . 1%,!ir9duce better testsperhaps longer than those we

now use and qui unlike them.
Standardized reading achievement tests have long been the major

tool of reading research. Cursory examination of primary-grade read-
ing tests reveals that they are directed almost entirely toward recog-
nizing words and answering detailed questions. If they are to serve
future research, ingenuity should be exercised in adding other dimen-
sions to the tests.

Additional techniques such as rating scales, questionnaire*, and
incomplete statements of a projective type may be adapted for the
study of other facets of reading. The structured interview already
shows promise for ivestigating such problems as the beginner's con-

cept of reading and his attitude toward reading. Researchers using
these less conventional techniques are faced with the problem of
quantifying and objectifying their findings. Such problems are not
insurmountable, however, and the insights into children's learning
may be greatly enhanced by using a wider variety of techniques.

New means for processing data will appear as the electronic age
continues its unprecedented pace. An investigator who wishes to use
a larger and wider sample of pupils may do so without undue concern
over time.

Data which are less objective than test scores can now be processed
by machine. It is possible to handle a large number of variables for
individual pupils in order to identify patterns of abilities. The com-
bination of additional techniques of study and of improved ways to
handle data will surely be reflected in future research.

Results from exploratory research should be confirmed by replica-
tion before being released to the profession. This procedure is always
followed in medicine and other scientific areas. If such a plan were
followed in reading, the research would not be so confusing to teachers
in training or even to experienced teachers. Exploratory research
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should be made available to other researchers in the field, but not
recommended for practice until after adequate replication. If this
plan is adopted in the future, sounder programs of teacher preparation
will emerge.

Concluding Statement

In the next decade, I foresee fewer research reports but better
designed investigations. Since the studies will probably be of longer
duration than at present, reports may not occur atsuch frequent inter-
vals. Exploratory studies, especially directed toward a better under-
standing of the learning process, should be refined and replicated be-
fore they are recommended for practice.

Expansion of investigational methods may very well reveal addi-
tional aptitudes basic to the mastery of reading. Methods of teaching
may then be designed to match such aptitude patterns and introduced
whenever instruction is likely to be most effective. Evaluation may be
made on the basis of broad procedures for assessment over a number
of years.

Future practice in teaching beginning reading can and should be
influenced by sound research. I trust, that we can look ahead to an
era much more productive and enlightening than the one extending
from 1900 to 1963.
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